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Introduction

This document is a description of the data and analysis on which the conclusions of the paper, “Structure

and Growth of the Leeward Kohala Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs,” are based. It

is a compendium [1] that contains i) 1. the text of the paper in Org mode format, 2. the bibliographic

data in a BIBTEX file, 3. the field system data used in the analysis, 4. the source code used to carry out

the analysis and generate the illustrations, 5. graphics files for the figures in the article, 6. several large

graphics that don’t meet the journal’s guidelines, and 7. Google Earth maps with which the reader can

interactively explore the growth and structure of the leeward Kohala field system. With these materials,

and a computer with certain open-source software packages properly installed (table S1), it is possible to

reproduce the analysis [2] precisely and generate the Portable Document Format file that was submitted

for publication. To make full use of the supplementary material, the reader’s computer must also have

software to display graphics files in pdf, tiff, and jpeg formats, as well as the freely available Google

Earth application.

Much of the analysis is carried out with computer code written in the Common Lisp language. This

source code has certain requirements to execute correctly. The source code currently runs on two open

source implementations of Common Lisp, Steel Bank Common Lisp or Clozure Common Lisp, one of

which must be installed on the user’s computer. Most of the Common Lisp code contains calls to

routines in the open source graph.lisp and graph-dot.lisp libraries. These libraries, along with

the open source libraries on which they depend, must be installed on the reader’s computer where the

Common Lisp implementation can find them. Perhaps the easiest way to accomplish library installation

is with the Quicklisp library manager, which will automatically install dependencies.

Directed graphs are drawn with the dot tool of the Graphviz software, which produces hierarchical or

layered drawings of directed graphs. In practice, the graph-dot.lisp library produces dot source code,

http://www.google.com/earth/
http://www.google.com/earth/
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Table S1. Open source software required to reproduce the analysis.

Software Distribution Installation

Emacs GNU Emacs See distribution instructions
XEmacs See distribution instructions

Lisp Clozure Common Lisp See distribution instructions
Steel Bank Common Lisp See distribution instructions

Lisp library manager Quicklisp See distribution instructions
Lisp interaction mode Slime See distribution instructions
Lisp graph library graph.lisp (ql:quickload “graph”)

graph-dot.lisp (ql:quickload “graph-dot”)
Dot Graphviz See distribution instructions
LATEX TEX Live (Linux) See distribution instructions

MacTeX (Mac OS X) See distribution instructions
proTeXt (Windows) See distribution instructions

LATEX packages setspace Required by PLOS ONE
amsmath Required by PLOS ONE
amssymb Required by PLOS ONE
graphicx Required by PLOS ONE
cite Required by PLOS ONE
color Required by PLOS ONE
caption Required by PLOS ONE
minted Used by the Supporting Information document
longtable Used by the Supporting Information document
booktabs Used by the Supporting Information document
attachfile Used by the Supporting Information document
dtklogos Used by the Supporting Information document
paralist Used by the Supporting Information document

which is written to a file that can be passed as input to dot. The dot software is capable of producing

graphics output in about 25 formats; the two formats used in the analysis were Portable Document

Format (pdf) for graphs used directly in the paper, and Scalable Vector Graphics (svg) for graphs used

as components of larger graphics that were subsequently laid out with the open-source Inkscape software.

Field system maps were produced as figures for the paper and as Google Earth .kmz files for the

supplementary material with the proprietary ArcInfo software. At this early stage in the analysis, ArcInfo

software was used to produce illustrations of results achieved by the open-source software listed above but

it was not used in the analyses themselves. It is anticipated that ArcInfo, or similar GIS software, will,

in the future, productively investigate maps based on the results of directed graph theoretic analyses.

The paper was written and the analysis was carried out using the reproducible research facilities

provided by the Org mode of Emacs, an open-source text editor [3,4]. Version 8 of Org mode is required.

Org mode has been described as “a lightweight text markup language that enables intermingling of

narrative text, data and analysis code in an active document” [5]. The Org mode file lkfs-structure.org

and the BIBTEX file local.bib are together sufficient to reproduce the analysis reported in “Structure

and Growth of the Leeward Kohala Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs” and produce the

http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/
http://www.us.xemacs.org/
http://ccl.clozure.com/
http://www.sbcl.org/
http://www.quicklisp.org/
http://common-lisp.net/project/slime/
https://github.com/eschulte/graph
https://github.com/eschulte/graph
http://www.graphviz.org/
http://www.tug.org/texlive
http://www.tug.org/mactex/
http://www.tug.org/protext/
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/setspace
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/amsmath
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/amsfonts
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/graphicx
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/cite
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/color
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/caption
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/minted
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/longtable
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/booktabs
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/attachfile
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/usergrps/dante/dtk
http://www.ctan.org/pkg/paralist
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LATEX source code file and the Portable Document Format file that were submitted to the publisher.

Instructions for exporting the Org mode document to LATEX and pdf are provided in the Org mode file.

The LATEX file required by PLOS ONE must meet a particular specification. In order to meet this

specification, the user’s LATEX distribution must include the seven packages indicated in Table S1; these

packages are typically included in standard LATEX distributions. Additional LATEX packages are required

to typeset this Supporting Information document, and these are listed in Table S1, as well.

The stand-alone files included with this compendium are listed in Table S2. The Org mode project

file is a plain text file designed to be used with the Emacs text editor and an Org mode version 8.0 or

later. The bibliographic database is a standard, plain text, BIBTEX file used by the LATEX document

preparation system. Also included is the PLOS ONE bibliography style file. Graphic files for each of the

ten figures in the article are also provided, so that a pdf copy of the paper can be generated by the user.

Table S2. Compendium contents.

Description File name Link to file

Org mode project file lkfs-structure.org

Project bibliographic database local.bib

PLOS ONE bibliography style plos2009.bst

Figure 1 graphic lkfs-map.pdf

Figure 2 graphic DSCN0147.jpg

Figure 3 graphic age-relations.pdf

Figure 4 graphic cycle.pdf

Figure 5 graphic trail-ages.pdf

Figure 6 graphic components.pdf

Figure 7 graphic 929-cleaned-VIA.pdf

Figure 8 graphic trail-segments.pdf

Figure 9 graphic LKFS20131216.jpg

Figure 10 graphic LG-LKFS20131216.jpg

Set Up the Common Lisp Environment

The Common Lisp code runs in a particular environment. The source code block in Listing S1 sets up

that environment. It must be run at the start of a Common Lisp session. In practice, the Emacs Lisp

interaction mode is started with M-x slime and the code in Listing S1 is run by placing point within the


#+TITLE: Structure and Growth of the Leeward Kohala Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs
#+DATE:
#+LANGUAGE:  en
#+OPTIONS:   H:3 num:nil toc:nil \n:nil @:t ::t |:t ^:t -:t f:t *:t <:t ':t ^:{}
#+OPTIONS:   TeX:t LaTeX:t skip:nil d:nil todo:nil pri:nil tags:not-in-toc
#+BIND: org-latex-hyperref-template ""
#+LATEX_CLASS: plos-submit
#+STARTUP: entitiespretty
#+PROPERTY: header-args:sh :eval no-export

#+Call: plos-one-start(kwd="TITLE") :wrap latex

* /PLOS ONE/ Project Checklist [6/6]                               :noexport:
 - [X] [[Author Table][Fill out the author table]]
 - [X] Configure [[export-setup-plos-one][/PLOS ONE/ initialization file]]
 - [X] [[Tangle the Export Initialization Files][Tangle initialization files]]
 - [X] Prepare a [[Striking Image][striking image]]
 - [X] Prepare a [[PLOS-One Instructions for Cover Letter][cover letter]]
 - [X] Separate tiff or eps files for [[Figure Legends][figures]]

** Author Table

The =author-table= holds information on the authors and their
affiliations.  It is assembled and placed on the title page by
[[plos-one-start][this Emacs lisp source code block]].  Most of the column names should be
self-explanatory. The =Corresponding= column should have "yes" or "no"
entries that indicate whether the author is the corresponding author,
or not.

Do not add a column or change the position of a column.  The rather
simple-minded code that uses the information in the table will be
confused if you do.

#+name: author-table
| Author name   | Department                 | Institution           | City     | State | Country | Email         | Corresponding |
|---------------+----------------------------+-----------------------+----------+-------+---------+---------------+---------------|
| Thomas S. Dye | Department of Anthropology | University of Hawai`i | Honolulu | HI    | USA     | tsd@tsdye.com | yes           |

** Tangle the Export Initialization Files

Tangle the export initialization files by executing the call line
below\mdash{}place the cursor on the #+call: line and press =C-c C-c=. Two
files will be tangled, =init-plos.el= and
=supplementary-material-header.tex=. You should see these file names
in the mode line when =tangle-init-file()= exits.

#+call: tangle-init-file() :results silent

* DONE Abstract
  DEADLINE: <2013-12-14 Sat>
  :LOGBOOK:
  - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-12-15 Sun 15:45]
  :END:

This study illustrates how the theory of directed graphs can be used
to investigate the structure and growth of the leeward Kohala field
system, a traditional Hawaiian archaeological site that presents an
unparalleled opportunity to investigate relative chronology. The
relative chronological relationships of agricultural walls and trails
in two detailed study areas are represented as directed graphs and
then investigated using graph theoretic concepts including /cycle/,
/level/, and /connectedness/.  The structural properties of the
directed graphs reveal structure in the field system at several
spatial scales. A process of deduction yields a history of
construction in each detailed study area that is different than the
history produced by an earlier investigation. These results indicate
that it is now possible to study the structure and growth of the
entire field system remnant using computer software implementations of
graph theoretic concepts applied to observations of agricultural wall
and trail intersections made on aerial imagery and/or during
fieldwork. A relative chronology of field system development with a
resolution of one generation is a possible result.

** /PLOS ONE/ instructions for the abstract [5/5]                    :noexport:
The abstract should:

 - [X] Describe the main objective(s) of the study
 - [X] Explain how the study was done, including any model organisms
   used, without methodological detail
 - [X] Summarize the most important results and their significance
 - [X] Not exceed 300 words
 - [X] Abstracts should not include:
   - [X] Citations
   - [X] Abbreviations, if possible
* Introduction

The leeward Kohala field system, a traditional Hawaiian rain-fed
agricultural complex that covered 60 km^{2} on the leeward slopes of the
Kohala Mountain on Hawai`i Island [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][;;ref]], offers the archaeologist an
unparalleled opportunity to investigate relative chronology
(fig. [[fig:lkfs-map]]). The traditional field system was converted to
cattle pasture in the middle of the nineteenth century, but the
agricultural walls and trails that once bound its gardens are visible
today both on the ground and in aerial imagery
(fig. [[fig:lkfs-photo]]). In the decades since the field system was first
identified as an archaeological entity [[cite:newman72:_two_early_hawaiian_field_system_hawaii_islan][;;ref]], more than 570 km of
agricultural walls---typically expressed as long, low earthen and rock
mounds---have been identified [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][93;;ref]]; the total length might be as
high as 1,400 km [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][94;;ref]]. The agricultural walls are cross-cut
throughout the field system by more than 600 trails [[cite:ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel][927;;ref]], which
connected agricultural fields with coastal fishing villages and
provided access to named subdivisions of the field system. This
fabric-like structure, where trails provide warp for the weft of the
agricultural walls, records relative chronological relationships at
every intersection of an agricultural wall and a trail. Either a trail
climbs over an older agricultural wall, or an agricultural wall ends
at an older trail. By rough estimate, there are about 100,000 relative
chronological relationships recorded by agricultural wall and trail
intersections in the field system.

The structure of this set of chronological relationships has been
investigated in three parts of the field system [[cite:ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel][;;ref]], which together
comprise about two percent of its area, but the system itself has yet
to be fully investigated. This paper proposes to use the theory of
directed graphs [[cite:harary65:_struc_model][;;ref]] to investigate all of the relative chronological
relationships recorded by the intersections of agricultural walls and trails in the
leeward Kohala field system. It demonstrates that the growth and
structure of two detailed study areas, one in the land of Lapakahi
[[cite:rosendahl72:_aborig_agric_resid_patter_uplan,rosendahl94:lapakahi][;;ref]] and the other in Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii,ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][;;ref]], can be
investigated by modeling the chronological relationships of the agricultural walls
and trails as directed graphs. These investigations reveal structure
at various scales and yield a logically consistent relative chronology
of field system development. The chronological results of both
investigations differ from earlier proposals [[cite:kirch84:_evolut_polyn_chief,kirch85:_feath_gods_fishh,ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii,ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][;;ref]], and the structural
reasons for the differences are identified and described.

# Kahua 0.3 km^2
# Lapakahi 0.7 km^2
# Kehena 0.3 km^2
* The Leeward Kohala Field System

The primary crop grown in the field system was sweet potato. Direct
evidence places the introduction of sweet potato to Hawai`i some three
to five centuries after Polynesian settlement [[cite:dye11:_model_age_estim_polyn_colon_hawaii][135;;ref]]. The plant
underwent a remarkable radiation after its late introduction. By the
early twentieth century, some 230 named varieties were known
[[cite:handy40:_hawaiian_plant][32--34;;ref]], the products primarily of rain-fed fields on the
geologically younger islands [[cite:ladefoged10:_hawaiian_agro_their_spatial_distr][;;ref]] and colluvial sediments on the
geologically older islands [[cite:vitousek10:_erosion,kurashima11:_geosp_hawaiian_molok_islan_hawaiian_islan][;;ref]]. The agronomic characteristics of the
plant opened up vast areas of the geologically younger islands of
Hawai`i and Maui for cultivation---one estimate is that the
agricultural potential of Hawai`i Island more than tripled with the
introduction of sweet potato [[cite:graves10:_evolut_ecolog_hawaiian_polit_compl][157;;ref]]. A sophisticated program of
\(^{14}\)C dating carried out at agricultural features within the leeward
Kohala field system indicates the area was cultivated as early as the
fifteenth century [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;ref]], probably in swidden gardens cleared from
native forest. Later, the field system was developed with the
agricultural walls visible on the surface today, which would have been
planted with sugar cane when in use and likely increased yields by
blocking the famously strong Kohala winds from damaging the sweet
potato plants and reducing evapotranspiration [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][94;;Ladefoged]]. Bayesian
calibration of dating samples collected beneath agricultural walls
indicates that efforts to increase production in the southern part of
the field system began in the late seventeenth or early eighteenth
century and that they continued in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries [[cite:dye11:_kohal_hawaii_islan][;;ref]]. The period of intensification was relatively brief;
the 67 percent highest posterior density region for one estimate is
100--189 years [[cite:dye11:_kohal_hawaii_islan][29;;ref]].

The sweet potatoes grown in the leeward Kohala field system supported
development of pig herds reckoned by members of Captain Cook's crew as
the largest they had encountered in the Pacific. In the late
eighteenth century, the pig herds of the leeward Kohala field system
were managed as wealth-assets by a line of /ali`i/ based on leeward
Hawai`i Island, whose rise to power was financed partially by this
wealth [[cite:dye14:_wealt_old_hawaii][;;ref]]. When Cook was at Kealakekua Bay in 1779, the pig herds
were controlled by the Hawai`i Island king, Kalani`\omacron{}pu`u. Kalani`\omacron{}pu`u
was eventually succeeded by Kamehameha, who inherited the large
Hawai`i Island pig herds. Kamehameha went on to unite the Hawaiian
kingdom in the early historic period and the dynasty he established
ruled the kingdom until King Kamehemeha V died in 1872. The legacy of
the Kamehameha dynasty plays an important role today as Kamehameha
Schools, the largest private landowner in the state with more than
363,000 ac. Kamehameha Schools provides educational services to more
than 40,000 native Hawaiians annually and manages an endowment with a
fair market value of \$9.06 billion in 2011 [[cite:schools11:_kameh_school_annual_repor_july_june][;;ref]]. This important
piece of modern Hawai`i was built, in part, with the pig herds raised
in the leeward Kohala field system.

The history of archaeological and ancillary investigations of the
leeward Kohala field system was summarized recently [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][;;ref]] and the
place of field system studies in the broader field of Hawaiian
archaeology has been discussed in several recent books [[cite:bayman13:_hawaiis_past_world_pacif,hommon13:_ancien_hawaiian_state,kirch10:_how_chief_becam_kings][;;ref]]. Research
on the field system is continuing. Some recent studies include
investigations of residential sites [[cite:field10:_househ_hierar,field11:_househ_expan_linked_agric_inten,field11:_resid_chron_househ_subsis_emerg][;;ref]], religious structures [[cite:dye12:_hawaiian_bayes,mccoy11:_strat_hawaii,mccoy12][;;ref]],
construction dates of agricultural walls and trails [[cite:dye11:_kohal_hawaii_islan][;;ref]], ecological models
of agricultural intensification [[cite:kirch12:_build][;;ref]], and agricultural infrastructure
density using LiDAR imagery [[cite:ladefoged11:_agric_hawaii][;;ref]].

* Directed Graphs and Chronological Structure
  :LOGBOOK:
  - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-11-28 Thu 08:07]
  :END:

The mathematical theory of directed graphs was developed to aid the
investigation of the abstract notion of "structure." It is "concerned
with patterns of relationships among pairs of abstract elements"
[[cite:harary65:_struc_model][2;;ref]]. The theory itself makes no reference to the empirical world,
but instead serves "as a mathematical model of the structural
properties of any empirical system consisting of relationships among
pairs of elements" [[cite:harary65:_struc_model][2;;ref]]. The suitability of directed graphs for
modeling chronological structure is widely recognized in
archaeology through their correspondence with the Harris Matrix
[[cite:herzog93:_comput_harris_matrix,ryan88:_brows][;;Ryan and Herzog]].

This section describes how directed graphs are used to model the
relative chronological relationships recorded by the intersections of
agricultural walls and trails in the leeward Kohala field system, an
effort that is conceptually similar to the extension of the Harris
Matrix [[cite:harris89:_princ_archaeol_strat][;;Harris Principles]] to the recording of standing structures
[[cite:davies93:_harris_matrix][;;Davies 1993]], and one that yields a total site matrix [[cite:simmons93][;;Simmons 1993]]
that potentially captures all available relative chronological
information.  Following this, practical applications of three
theoretical properties of directed graphs to the problem of relative
chronological structure are illustrated. These include detecting
logically impossible combinations of relationships using /cycles/,
establishing relative ages of agricultural walls and trails by
assigning /levels/, and identifying temporal discontinuities using the
directed graph theoretic property of connectedness.

** DONE Modeling Chronological Relationships in the Field System as a Directed Graph
   SCHEDULED: <2013-11-28 Thu>
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-11-28 Thu 15:47]
   :END:

The theory of directed graphs provides a precise vocabulary with which
to describe the relative chronological structure of the field system.
The chronological structure of the leeward Kohala field system may be
thought of as chronological relationships on a set of agricultural
walls and trails visible within the field system today.

A directed graph consists of one or more of a finite set of nodes and
zero or more of a finite set of arcs. Each arc is specified such that
it has a start node and an end node, which together indicate its
direction. The agricultural walls and trails of the field system are
represented as nodes and the relative chronological relation between
an agricultural wall and a trail is represented by an arc. Although
arc direction could be taken to mean either "younger than" or "older
than", the convention adopted here is that the start node of an arc is
the older of the two and the end node the younger.

Figure [[fig:age-relations]] is designed to illustrate the two fundamental
chronological relations observable in the field system. It
demonstrates how a map or an aerial image can be transformed first
into a directed graph and then to a useful picture of a directed
graph. The schematic map in figure [[fig:age-relations]] shows the two
chronological relationships possible between an agricultural wall and
a trail. In one, a trail /t1/ runs over pre-existing agricultural
wall, /c/, which can be traced on either side of the trail. The other
chronological relation is illustrated by agricultural walls /a/ and
/b/, which both end at their intersections with trail, /t1/,
indicating that the trail was extant when the agricultural walls were
built.  These two relationships, first noted by Rosendahl [[cite:rosendahl72:_aborig_agric_resid_patter_uplan][;;Rosendahl
dissertation]], correspond to the Law of Superposition used in the
interpretation of archaeological stratigraphy [[cite:harris89:_princ_archaeol_strat,harris79][;;Harris]]. Note that
these chronological relationships are structural and that they apply
regardless of how the agricultural walls might have functioned when in
use.

The map can be transformed into a directed graph by focusing on the
relations between agricultural walls and trails, rather than on the agricultural walls and
trails themselves. One way to do this is to construct a two-column
table of relationships (fig. [[fig:age-relations]]). In this table, the
first column contains entries that correspond to the start of an arc,
and the second column contains entries for the end. Each row of the
table thus represents a complete arc. In the case of the field system,
each row of the table has one entry for an agricultural wall and one entry for a
trail. In the theory of directed graphs, arcs are represented as sets
containing the start node and end node. The first row of the table in
Figure [[fig:age-relations]] thus describes the arc (/t1/, /a/), the
second row describes the arc (/t1/, /b/), etc.

The relations recorded in the table are also represented as a picture
in Figure [[fig:age-relations]]. The following conventions are used for
constructing pictures of field system directed graphs. Nodes are
represented as simple shapes, with trails represented by rectangles
and agricultural walls represented by ovals. Arcs are represented as lines
connecting two nodes; the start of an arc is unmarked, while the end
of the arc is marked by an arrowhead. In a picture created with these
conventions each arrow represents a chronological relationship
established by observation and points from an older feature to a
younger one. In the case of the field system, this observation can be
made by an archaeologist in the field or by an analyst working with
aerial imagery or a map of agricultural walls and trails. The two types of
observation aren't mutually exclusive and any particular field system
model might contain relationships established by a mix of field work
and image analysis.

In the theory of directed graphs, the statement "agricultural wall /C/
is older than trail /T1/" is expressed as node /C/ is /adjacent to/
node /T1/.  The converse statement, that "trail /T1/ is younger than
agricultural wall /C/" is expressed as node /T1/ is /adjacent from/
node /C/. The /indegree/ of a node is the number of nodes adjacent
from it, and the /outdegree/ is the number of nodes adjacent to it. In
Figure [[fig:age-relations]], the agricultural wall /C/ has an indegree of
0 and an outdegree of 1, trail /T1/ has an indegree of 1 and an
outdegree of 2, and agricultural walls /A/ and /B/ each have an
indegree of 1 and an outdegree of 0. Because agricultural wall /C/ has
an indegree of 0 and a positive outdegree, it is called a
/transmitter/.  Agricultural walls /A/ and /B/, which both have an
outdegree of 0 and a positive indegree, are /receivers/. Trail /T1/ is
an /ordinary/ node.

Because chronological relations are transitive, it is easy to see in
Figure [[fig:age-relations]] that, because agricultural wall /C/ is
adjacent to trail /T1/ and trail /T1/ is adjacent to agricultural
walls /A/ and /B/, agricultural wall /C/ is older than agricultural
walls /A/ and /B/. In the theory of directed graphs, the relationship
between node /C/ and node /A/, for example, is described generally as
a /directed walk/ and specifically as a /directed path/.  A directed
walk is a list of nodes and edges in order from the starting node to
the ending node; a directed path is a directed walk in which no node
appears more than once on the list. The /length/ of a walk or a path
is the number of arcs in it.

In the figure, node /A/ is said to be /reachable/ from node /C/
because there is a directed path from node /A/ to node /C/. The
relative age of an agricultural wall and a trail is thus specified if
the node for one of them is reachable from the other. In
Figure [[fig:age-relations]] there is one pair of nodes whose relative age
is undetermined; nodes /A/ and /B/ are not reachable from one another,
so it is not possible to determine the relative ages of agricultural
walls /A/ and /B/ with the evidence at hand.

** Detecting Errors: Cycles

Not all directed graphs represent valid chronological structures. In
particular, a directed graph that contains a cycle cannot represent a
system of chronological relationships [[cite:herzog93:_comput_harris_matrix][;;Herzog 1993]]. In the theory of
directed graphs, a /directed cycle/ is a non-trivial directed walk
that has the same first and last nodes. This situation is illustrated
in Figure [[fig:cycle]]. The table of chronological relations records that
agricultural wall /A/ is younger than trail /T1/ and older than trail
/T2/, and that agricultural wall /B/ is older than trail /T1/ and
younger than trail /T2/. In the picture of the directed graph
(fig. [[fig:cycle]]) it is easy to see that the graph lacks both
transmitters and receivers; in fact in this simple directed graph
every node has an indegree of 1 and an outdegree of 1. It is easy to
show that, in this example, every agricultural wall and trail is older
than itself. For example, trail /T1/ is adjacent to, and thus older
than, agricultural wall /A/; agricultural wall /A/ is adjacent to, and
thus older than trail /T2/; trail /T2/ is adjacent to, and thus older
than, agricultural wall /B/; and agricultural wall /B/ is adjacent to,
and thus older than, trail /T1/.  Thus, trail /T1/ is older than
itself, a logical impossibility.

A routine check for cycles can be used to ensure that a directed graph
is acyclic and thus logically represents a valid chronological
structure. 

In practice, cycles are introduced to a directed graph when there is
an incorrect observation about the relative ages of a trail and an
agricultural wall. Incorrect observations of this type are relatively
easy to make with aerial imagery and also with maps of the field
system, which so far have chosen to represent the agricultural walls
and trails themselves without symbolizing the chronological
relationships recorded by their intersections. Errors can arise in
several ways. By chance, two late agricultural walls might abut a
trail directly opposite one another; on a map or aerial imagery it
might appear that a single agricultural wall ran under, and was thus
older than, the trail. Or, the portion of an old agricultural wall on
one side of a trail might be somehow obscured to aerial imagery,
either through growth of vegetation, in which case it might show on a
map, or by destruction during some later activity in the field system,
in which case it might not appear on the map. In this case, only a
direct observation of the intersection of the remaining agricultural
wall and the trail might determine if there is evidence of a
chronological relationship.

** Relative Ages of Agricultural Walls and Trails: Levels
The simple situations considered thus far conceal one of the benefits
of using directed graphs to study the relative chronology of field
system agricultural walls and trails. The chronological relationships
in these simple situations might be read as easily from the map as
from the table or the picture of the directed graph. In practice, when
dealing with several trails and dozens of agricultural walls, the
situation is often much more complex. It is in these more complex
situations that the theory of directed graphs has great potential to
benefit an investigation.  Computer implementations of directed graph
algorithms "scale up" well so that it is feasible to investigate very
large structures, equal to or greater in size than the leeward Kohala
field system.

The simple situations considered so far have both included a single
trail. With the addition of a second trail, the situation becomes more
complex and difficult to comprehend (fig. [[fig:trail-ages]]).  

The theory of directed graphs makes it possible to express certain
characteristics quantitatively. One example that is particularly
useful for an investigation of chronological structure in general
[[cite:dalland84][;;Dalland 1984]], and of the leeward Kohala field system in particular,
is the concept of /level/. A graph has a level assignment when an
integer is assigned to each node such that the integer assigned to
each node is less than the integer assigned to any node adjacent to
it. In this scheme, lower numbers are assigned to older features and
higher numbers to younger features. In practice, each transmitter node
is assigned the integer 0 and nodes adjacent to it are assigned the
integer 1, the nodes adjacent to the level 1 nodes are assigned the
integer 2, etc. In the field system, because each intersection that
yields relative chronological information is of a trail with an
agricultural wall, all the features of one type are assigned even
levels, and all the features of the other are assigned odd levels.

On Figure [[fig:trail-ages]], it is possible to place all the nodes from
each level at the same vertical position on the graphic, so the node
shading, also based on level, is redundant. Real-world graphs are
sufficiently complex that this correspondence typically breaks down,
and in these common situations symbolization based on level often
proves useful.

The number of levels assigned in a graph of chronological relations in
the field system is one greater than the length of the longest path in
the graph [[cite:hage83:_struc_model_anthr][83;;ref]]. Due to the fabric-like structure of relative
chronological relations in the field system, the length of the longest
path depends on the number of trails represented in the graph. Thus,
in Figure [[fig:age-relations]], where there is only one trail, the length
of the longest path is two and three levels can be assigned. In
Figure [[fig:trail-ages]], where there are two trails and trail /T2/ is
reachable from trail /T1/, the length of the longest path is four and
five levels can be assigned.

** DONE The Scope of Chronological Relationships: Connectedness
   SCHEDULED: <2013-11-30 Sat>
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-11-30 Sat 11:55]
   :END:

The number of levels that can be assigned in a graph of the leeward
Kohala field system is an open structural question. If each of the
more than 600 trails identified in the field system were reachable
from a trail at one end of the field system, then it would be possible
to assign more than 1,200 levels. This unlikely result would yield an
extremely fine relative chronology. Given the rapidity with which the
field system was developed, the average duration of a level in this
instance would be measured in months rather than years.

In practice, such a situation is unlikely to be found. More likely,
the field system contains chronological discontinuities such that
nearby trails are reachable from a given trail but distant trails are
not reachable. Chronological discontinuities such as these can be
identified and investigated using the graph theoretic concepts of
/subgraph/, /semi-walk/, and /connectedness/ [[cite:herzog93:_comput_harris_matrix][207;;Herzog 1993]]. The
definition of subgraph is straightforward. A graph, /S/, is a subgraph
of another graph, /G/, if all the nodes and edges of /S/ are also in
/G/. A semi-walk in a directed graph is a walk in which the directions
of edges are ignored; it ignores the chronological information encoded
in the directions of the edges. There are three states of
connectedness that a directed graph of chronological relations in the
field system might exhibit, the first two of which potentially
introduce chronological discontinuities. First, the directed graph
might be /disconnected/, where one or more subgraphs do not share an
edge with another subgraph. Second, the graph might be /weakly
connected/, where there is a semi-walk that takes in all the
nodes. There are no chronological discontinuities when a graph is
/unilaterally connected/, such that for every pair of nodes, one is
reachable from the other. Because graphs of chronological relations,
such as the field system, are acyclic, it is not possible for them to
be /strongly connected/. In a strongly connected graph any two nodes
are reachable from each other---cycles are pervasive in a strongly
connected directed graph.

Figure [[fig:connect]] illustrates two trails, /T1/ and /T2/, and four
agricultural walls, /A/, /B/, /C/, and /D/. Note that trails /T1/ and
/T2/ are connected by a single agricultural wall, /B/. Because
agricultural wall /B/ is younger than both of the trails it is not
possible to determine the relative ages of the trails. The graph of
chronological relations is weakly connected, but contains two
unilaterally connected subgraphs. This shows in the picture of the
directed graph where a gray rectangle encloses the nodes and edges of
each unilaterally connected subgraph. In the graph, trail /B/ belongs
to both of the unilaterally connected subgraphs; unilaterally
connected subgraphs don't yield well-defined partitions of the parent
graph. In the picture of the directed graph, trail /B/ has been
arbitrarily placed in the subgraph on the right-hand side of the
picture and its inclusion in the subgraph on the left-hand side of the
picture is indicated by the edge from trail /T2/ that crosses the
subgraph boundaries. The space between the gray rectangles is the
temporal discontinuity. It is not possible to determine the relative
ages of two nodes when they don't belong to the same subgraph.

* DONE The Detailed Study Area at Lapakahi
  DEADLINE: <2013-12-16 Mon>
  :LOGBOOK:
  - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-12-16 Mon 14:07]
  :END:

The first detailed map of a portion of the leeward Kohala field system
was drawn by Paul Rosendahl in 1970 using a plane table and alidade.
The detailed study area, located in the traditional land unit of
Lapakahi, was about 2.3 km long and 0.3 km wide [[cite:rosendahl94:lapakahi][22;;ref]]. Its
boundaries were described as follows:
#+begin_quote
on the north, an inland-seaward extending curbstone-lined foot trail
(Trail III); on the south, a similar foot trail (Trail IV); on the
east, the inland end, a fence line along the edge of the cattle pasture
land; and on the west, the seaward end, the lower distribution limits of
the agricultural field unit boundaries. [[cite:rosendahl94:lapakahi][48;;ref]]
#+end_quote
The drafted map, folded in a pocket inside the back cover of the
dissertation [[cite:rosendahl72:_aborig_agric_resid_patter_uplan][;;ref]], measured 11 by 66 in. The map was later published
in a journal article where it was split over eight pages, making it
difficult to get a sense of the complete map [[cite:rosendahl94:lapakahi][49--56;;ref]]. A digital
version of the complete map is included as Figure S1. 

# with the Supporting
# Information as the file, =lapakahi-dsa-map.png=.

The map includes a wealth of information on the spatial arrangement of
agricultural walls and trails. In addition to the agricultural field units
and trails, major features symbolized on the map include four forms of
residential structures, three types of garden area, a variety of
animal enclosures and pens, water catchments, ceremonial structures,
and burial mounds and platforms. Agricultural walls, labeled "field
boundary" on the map, include "earthen embankments," which are most
common at the inland end of the detailed study area, and "embankments
with low piled stones," which are dominant at the seaward end.

The two trails that define the northern and southern boundaries of the
detailed study area are forks of a single trail with a terminus at the
coastal village of Koai`e. Heading inland, both of the trails fork
again about 0.5 km into the detailed study area. The two forks of the
northern trail parallel one another at a distance of about 75 m and
both exit the detailed study area at its eastern end. The two forks of
the southern trail, however, merge repeatedly, creating a complex
pattern. The final merge heading inland takes place just before the
trail crosses a gully, and the trail exits the detailed study area as
a single trail. Thus, at its inland end the detailed study area is two
trails wide and at its seaward end it is three trails wide. Several
shorter trail segments were mapped wholly within the detailed study
area, so that middle sections of the detailed study area include as
many as six trails.

On the basis of a settlement pattern analysis, Rosendahl hypothesized
that the detailed study area represented two local community groups,
one that occupied the area between the two branches of the northern
trail, and another that occupied the area south of this to the
boundary of the detailed study area. This analysis was influenced by
the locations of two religious structures near the inland end of the
detailed study area, one adjacent to the northern boundary trail and
the other adjacent to the southern boundary trail. Based on
observations of these two structures and a third structure located
south of the detailed study area, Rosendahl identified four locational
characteristics of the religious structures: 

  - 4.9--5.0 km from the coast;
  - 1,175--1,200 ft. above sea level, with sweeping views;
  - one per land unit; and
  - approached by a recognized trail.

The map includes several walled enclosures that can be confidently
assigned to the historic era on formal grounds. Rosendahl noted that
#+begin_quote 
the enclosed garden areas represented an attempt to cultivate a
restricted and protected portion of land under conditions of stress
... caused by the large numbers of domestic and feral introduced
animals, such as cattle and sheep, which were permitted to forage at
will throughout the Lapakahi area.
[[cite:rosendahl72:_aborig_agric_resid_patter_uplan][137;;ref]]
#+end_quote
An historic-era use is also indicated by the presence at enclosed
residential structures of artifacts made of metal, ceramic, and glass.
There are three places in the detailed study area where these
historic-era enclosures are found: at the inland end near the pasture
land; along a gully near the middle of the detailed study area; and at
the seaward end as part of a large complex of enclosures that extends
south beyond the detailed study area. The walls of some of these
historic-era enclosures appear to have been constructed on the earlier
agricultural embankments, but wherever they occur the inference of
relative chronological relationships of the earlier field system
features is complicated and made difficult.

Although Rosendahl noted the relative chronological relationships
recorded by the intersection of agricultural walls and trails in a
general way, they are not symbolized on the map. The decision to bound
the map on the north and south by major trails greatly reduced the
utility of the map for investigating relative chronology. The map does
not indicate which of the agricultural walls run under and are older
than these trails and which of the agricultural walls abut and are
younger than the trails. Thus, at the seaward end of the detailed
study area, where only two trails are present, it is not possible to
work out any relative chronological relationships from the plane-table
map. At the inland end, where there are three trails, only the middle
trail can be related chronologically to the agricultural walls. In
order to make full use of the plane-table map for relative chronology,
it is necessary to supplement it with observations of trail and
agricultural wall intersections, either in the field or on aerial
imagery. The first widely available aerial imagery useful for this
purpose was added to Google Earth in January 2013, and this imagery is
the basis of the supplemental observations used in this paper.

A dozen years after Rosendahl completed his dissertation, the
potential for research into the relative chronology of field system
features was illustrated with a schematic map showing three phases in
the development of an approximately 1 km portion of the agricultural
field system at Lapakahi [[cite:kirch84:_evolut_polyn_chief,kirch85:_feath_gods_fishh][;;ref]]. In the first phase, the trails at the
north and south boundaries of the map were established along with 15
agricultural walls, most of which ran the full distance between the two trails.
During the second phase, the fork of the northern trail was
established along with about 40 relatively long agricultural walls. In
the final phase, the various branches of the trail at the southern
boundary were established along with about 40 short agricultural
walls. This schematic map served as a model and provided the data for
a later effort that set out five ordering rules whose application
replicates the three-phase developmental sequence "almost exactly"
[[cite:ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel][934--935;;ref]].

The chronological structure of the agricultural walls and trails of
the Lapakahi detailed study area was investigated with directed
graphs. A first step involved assigning a unique identifier to each of
the agricultural walls and trails. In the case of agricultural walls,
this meant that determinations were made about whether two
agricultural wall segments, one on either side of a trail, passed
under the trail and thus belonged to the same agricultural wall, or
abutted the trail and thus belonged to different agricultural
walls. These determinations, made by observing maps, aerial imagery,
and the agricultural walls and trails themselves were typically
straightforward and it was possible to model large portions of the map
without introducing cycles. Problems were encountered most frequently
in areas with evidence for historic-era wall building. A good example
is near the seaward end of the map near the southern boundary
(fig. [[fig:via]]).  Here, there are two trails, IVE and VIA, that share
relationships with six agricultural walls. Trail IVE is one of the
many branches of the southern boundary trail. Trail VIA is a short,
disconnected trail segment that is not connected to other trails
nearby. It terminates at its western end near a large historic-era
enclosure and at its eastern end at an agricultural wall. Agricultural
walls W078, W079, and W084 appear on the map to abut trail IVE and run
under trail VIA, indicating that trail VIA is younger than trail
IVE. However, agricultural wall W085 appears to abut trail IVE and run
under trail VIA, which introduces a cycle. In this instance
observations of Google Earth imagery don't help. The solution was to
divide agricultural wall W085 in two at the trail IVE
intersection. This tactic eliminates the cycle and makes the model
logically correct, but does it reflect the actual relative
chronological relationships? This example clearly points out the
potential utility of symbolizing the relationships between
agricultural walls and trails on a map of this type. As it stands, it
is not possible to be confident that this part of the model of
relative chronological relationships is historically accurate.
Additional observations are clearly indicated.

Assigning unique identifiers to the trails presented a different
challenge. It is sometimes asserted that the relative ages of two
trail segments can be established by their relation to a third trail
segment.
#+BEGIN_QUOTE
Branching trails are younger than the trails from which they branch.
Branching is identified by the division of a single linear alignment
into two sections, a stem and a branch. Branches diverge from and
therefore become visible based on the heading and orientation of the
stem. [[cite:ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel][931;;ref]]
#+END_QUOTE

One problem with this formulation is that it assumes orientation
offers an unambiguous way to distinguish a branch from a stem.
However, it is not possible to distinguish relative ages when two
trail segments diverge equally from the orientation of the stem
(fig. [[fig:trail-segments]] /left/).  Also, orientation potentially
yields an incorrect result when a younger segment branches from a bend
in a trail (fig. [[fig:trail-segments]] /center/).  Given these potential
ambiguities, it makes sense to assign unique identifiers to trail
segments between forks and determine the relative ages of trail
segments by their shared relationships to agricultural walls
(fig. [[fig:trail-segments]] /right/).

The level assignments identified four level 1 trail segments, ten
level 3 trail segments, and one level 5 trail. The sequence of trail
development shows most clearly at the inland end of the detailed study
area (fig. [[fig:lapakahi-field-system]]). Here, the middle of the three
trails is the oldest, and the trails that mark the northern and
southern boundaries of the detailed study area were established
subsequently. Google Earth imagery in concert with the plane-table map
yields quite a bit of evidence for the relative age relationships of
these trails. More than three dozen agricultural walls that abut the middle trail
on the plane-table map can be observed on Google Earth imagery to run
under the trail at the northern boundary. Similarly, more than two
dozen agricultural walls that abut the middle trail on the plane-table
map can be observed on Google Earth imagery to run under segments of
the trail at the southern boundary. The level assignments indicate
that the various branches of the southern trail were established
pene-contemporaneously at a late period in field system development.
The assignment of the seaward end of the southern boundary trail to an
early level appears to be due primarily to the rudimentary nature of
the agricultural walls here, which hinders the observation of relative
chronological relations. The early level assignment at the seaward end
of the southern boundary trail is likely to be a matter of data
quality, rather than an indication of historical process.

The two religious structures identified by Rosendahl in the Lapakahi
detailed study area are located adjacent to the younger trails at the
northern and southern boundaries of the detailed study area. Both of
the religious structures are associated on their seaward, downhill
sides with residential features characterized by high-walled
rectangular enclosures. Rosendahl noted that these rectangular
residential enclosures "frequently yielded surface finds of historic
artifacts and bones of introduced mammals" [[cite:rosendahl94:lapakahi][33--34;;ref]] and
hypothesized that the structures themselves belonged to the historic
period. No religious structure associated with the older trail was
identified, but a residential enclosure feature, similar in size to
the residential enclosures associated with the religious structures,
and located at a slightly higher elevation, was recorded adjacent to
the middle trail. It has a small square enclosure inside the southeast
corner at the uphill end of the larger enclosure. Interestingly, all
three of these residential enclosures appear to pre-date construction
of some agricultural walls in the vicinity. Each of the residential
enclosures is abutted by one or more agricultural walls, and the
plane-table map does not show any trace of the agricultural walls
inside the enclosures. This pattern contrasts with various other large
enclosures in the Lapakahi detailed study area which were built after
the agricultural walls that can be clearly identified in the interiors
of these enclosures.

The long, narrow shape of the detailed study area at Lapakahi contains
too few trails to yield a high resolution relative chronology. The
analysis with directed graphs identified seven levels of agricultural
walls and trails in the detailed study area at Lapakahi, four of which
are agricultural walls. The earliest features are 48 agricultural
walls assigned to level 0. Many of these level 0 agricultural walls
are short stubs at the seaward and inland ends of the detailed study
area and their assignment to level 0 might be due to data quality
issues, rather than historical process. The relatively few long level
0 agricultural walls, those that run under the early trail, IIIC,
appear to be more common at the inland end of the map than they are
where the trail branches. There were 110 agricultural walls assigned
to level 2, 34 to level 4, and one to level 6. The level 6
agricultural wall, W237, was assigned late in the analysis in order to
break a cycle associated with trail segment VIA; perhaps field
observations will correct the model in the vicinity of the
historic-era walls at the seaward end of the detailed study area.
* DONE The Detailed Study Area at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina
  DEADLINE: <2013-12-18 Wed>
  :LOGBOOK:
  - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-12-18 Wed 08:41]
  :END:

The map of the detailed study area at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina is a 600
by 500 m portion of a larger detailed study area. It was designed to
illustrate the locations of \(^{14}\)C dates used in an analysis of
absolute chronology [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;ref]]. On this map, agricultural walls and trails
are both indicated by lines symbolized to indicate assignment to one
of five building phases. Other types of cultural feature and
information on the natural environment are not shown on the map.

The mapped area is located immediately seaward of two cinder cones,
Pu`u o Lani and Pu`u Lepo (see File S2). Just south of these two is
the large cinder cone, Pu`u `Aiea. These cinder cones are the source
of several gullies, one of which originates at Pu`u o Lani and forms
the northern boundary of the map, and another that originates inland
of Pu`u `Aiea and runs diagonally through the detailed study area,
entering near the southeast corner of the map and exiting the seaward
end near the middle of the map.

Google Earth imagery shows two parts of the mapped area where the
agricultural walls have been disturbed by historic-era activities (see
File S2). About two-thirds of the way to the inland end of the map is
a rectangular area about 330 by 140 m that is dark green; this area
appears to be the northern end of a rectangular strip more than 1.5 km
long that runs north from P\omacron{}hakuloa Gulch over the Pu`u `Aiea cinder
cone and into the detailed study area. Farther seaward, in the
southern half of the detailed study area, activities associated with
cattle ranching have created a patch of bare dirt about 200 m^2, within
and around which agricultural walls are either missing or difficult to
distinguish. The density of agricultural walls recorded in both of
these disturbed areas is lower than surrounding areas.

The five building phases symbolized on the schematic map follow the
Lapakahi example [[cite:kirch84:_evolut_polyn_chief,kirch85:_feath_gods_fishh][;;ref]] and assign both trails and agricultural walls
to each of the phases except the first, which includes only
agricultural walls. The building phase sequence was generated by
application of a set of rules, the latest of several sets of rules
that have been proposed for working out a relative chronology of
agricultural walls and trails [[cite:ladefoged00:_kohala_fields,ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel,mccoy00:_agric_hawaii][;;ref]]. The rule sets have evolved over
time as data have improved and as previous results were found to be
unsatisfactory in some way [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][95--101;;ref]]. The trail assigned to the
earliest phase marks the boundary between the land of P\amacron{}hinahina on
the north and the land of Kahua 1 on the south.  "Once this trail was
established, agricultural development was independent on either side
of it" [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][98;;ref]], and the building phase map shows a marked difference
in the ages of agricultural walls and trails north and south of the
boundary trail. The building phase map places agricultural walls in
the land of P\amacron{}hinahina in Phases 1--3 and agricultural walls in the
land of Kahua 1 mostly in Phases 3--5, indicating a generally early
development of the field system in P\amacron{}hinahina followed later by
development in Kahua 1 [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii,ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][;;ref]].

The analysis of the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area with
directed graphs was both easier and more difficult than it was at
Lapakahi. One characteristic of the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed
study area that made the task easier is that none of the trails branch
within the area of the map. In addition, the building phase map
typically indicates the temporal relationship of an agricultural wall
to the trails it intersects, which greatly eases the task of assigning
relative ages to features. Initially, the intersections of
agricultural walls W060 and W063 with trails T004 and T006 introduced
a cycle, but in correspondence Thegn Ladefoged indicated that field
observation placed trail T006 older than agricultural wall W060. When
this relationship was corrected, the cycle was eliminated. The main
difficulty, which could not be solved with the materials at hand, was
the relationship of the southern-most trail with the agricultural
walls that intersect it. The problems appear to be concentrated at the
seaward end of the map, where observations of Google Earth imagery
indicated chronological relationships that introduced cycles. A
consistent method for distinguishing correct from incorrect
relationships could not be worked out. This appears to be an instance
where field observations will be required to work out relative
chronological relationships.

The analysis with directed graphs identifies three early trails as
belonging to level 1 (fig. [[fig:kahua-field-system]]). One of these is
trail T002, which marks the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 boundary. Another
is trail T006 in Kahua 1, and lastly, the short trail segment, T007,
also in Kahua 1. As already noted, there is contradictory evidence
that might indicate trail T006 is younger than the trail immediately
south of it. Also, the level assignment of trail T007 is based on a
single intersection, which cautions against placing much interpretive
weight on it. Three trails, one in P\amacron{}hinahina and two in Kahua 1, are
assigned to level 3. Trail T005 in Kahua 1 is assigned to level 5 and
appears to be the youngest trail in the map.

Of the eighteen agricultural walls assigned to level 0, several are
short segments for which only one intersection was recorded; the level
assignment of these short agricultural wall segments might not reflect
history. The longer level 0 agricultural walls with more than one
intersection are concentrated at the seaward end of the map in both
P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1.  There is one long level 0 agricultural wall
near the inland end of the map in P\amacron{}hinahina.  Thirty-nine
agricultural walls were assigned to level 2, most of them in a cluster
immediately inland of the level 0 agricultural walls in P\amacron{}hinahina and
Kahua 1, but with others scattered over the rest of the map.  The 34
agricultural walls assigned to level 4 typically occur inland of the
level 2 agricultural wall cluster, but are also found at the seaward
end of P\amacron{}hinahina where they mix with level 0 agricultural walls.  The
seven level 6 agricultural walls are all associated with the late
trail T005 in Kahua 1.

The map produced by the directed graph analysis indicates that the
boundary trail doesn't divide the detailed study areas into an older
northern part in the land of P\amacron{}hinahina and a younger part in the land
of Kahua 1. The youngest agricultural walls and trails assigned to
levels 5 and 6 are in Kahua 1, but the two halves of the map are
otherwise similar in their level assignments. This is due, in part, to
the fact that a graph of the map is weakly connected, comprising two
unilaterally connected subgraphs. The boundary between the subgraphs
is marked at its seaward end by the deep gully that cuts through the
detailed study area. Near the middle of the map, the division exits
the gully and runs between the two level 3 trails, T003 and
T004. Thus, the northern subgraph takes in all the agricultural walls
and trails in P\amacron{}hinahina along with trail T003 and its associated
agricultural walls in Kahua 1. The southern connected component takes
in all the agricultural walls and trails south of the gully along with a set of
mostly recent features north of the gully at the inland end of the
map.

Observations of Google Earth imagery indicate that the southern part
of the detailed study area is the northern edge of a large, relatively
unbroken, system in the lands of Kahua 1 and Kahua 2. The field system
in Kahua 1 and Kahua 2 is wide and it appears to be serviced by
several trails. These characteristics suggest that it might yield a
high resolution relative chronology.

The overall impression from the map of levels is that agricultural
walls and trails in the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area
developed from the seaward end to the inland end, with areas near the
gully developed later than flat lands away from the gully
(fig. [[fig:kahua-field-system]]).

** Outline [4/4]                                                   :noexport:
  - [X] Purpose of original map
    - [X] to illustrate Phase assignments
    - [X] locations of radiocarbon dates
    - [X] facilities other than trails and walls not shown
    - [X] not the complete map, likely that more was mapped than is
      shown 
  - [X] Describe location
    - [X] makai of two volcanic cones
    - [X] dissected landscape, with one deep gully running through dsa
    - [X] modern disturbances, mauka and makai
  - [X] Describe phases
    - [X] Division at the ahupua`a boundary trail
    - [X] Older north of the boundary trail
    - [X] Younger south of the boundary trail
  - [X] Directed graph analysis
    - [X] None of the trails branch within the area of the map
    - [X] The land division boundary trail is identified as the oldest trail
    - [X] Development in Kahua 1 does include a later phase, but the
      temporal division is different
    - [X] Two components
    - [X] History

"Once this trail was established, agricultural development was
independent on either side of it in each /ahupua`a/, with no new
additional walls constructed across the /ahupua`a/ boundary" [[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][98;;ref]].

"Land divisions known as /ahupua`a/ constituted the building blocks
for social organization and land use in traditional Hawaiian society"
[[cite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][91;;ref]]. 

* Discussion


The fabric-like structure of the leeward Kohala field system, which
covers an area of 60 km^{2} and exposes approximately 100,000
stratigraphic relationships to investigation with aerial imagery and
surface survey, presents an unparalleled opportunity to investigate
relative site chronology.  Paul Rosendahl's [[cite:rosendahl72:_aborig_agric_resid_patter_uplan][;;Rosendahl dissertation]]
insight that the intersections of agricultural walls and trails
indicate superpositional relationships set the foundation for a
structural analysis of field system development with directed graphs.
Although a Harris Matrix was not produced during the directed graph
analysis of the agricultural walls and trails reported here, the
analysis is conceptually identical to the extension of the Harris
Matrix to standing structures, and it yields the information needed to
integrate the developmental chronology of surface features with the
stratigraphic and dating information recovered during archaeological
excavation to produce a total site matrix [[cite:simmons93][;;Simmons 1993]].

The relative chronological information yielded by the total site
matrix for the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 detailed study area was used in
a Bayesian calibration of radiocarbon dates stratigraphically
associated with agricultural walls and trails [[cite:dye11:_kohal_hawaii_islan][;;Dye Tempo]]. The
Bayesian calibration benefited strongly from the information in the
total site matrix, which was derived by hand rather than with the aid
of computer software, and it yielded more detailed estimates of the
tempo of field system development than an earlier ad hoc
interpretation [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;Ladefoged and Graves]]. With the aid of computer
software, the total site matrix approach might be extended to other
parts of the field system as part of a project to document spatial
variability in field system development.  Currently, the hypothesis
that development of the leeward Kohala field system was constrained by
environmental characteristics is based on an ad hoc interpretation of
the radiocarbon dates from the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 detailed study
area and a handful of dates on unidentified wood charcoal from the
environmentally-favored northern end of the field system [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;Ladefoged
and Graves]] whose potential for in-built age renders them unsuitable.
This important hypothesis deserves testing with dates on suitable
materials interpreted with a Bayesian calibration that uses an
informative prior based on the total site matrix.


# Lapakahi, ad hoc extensions yield incorrect results.

Investigation of the Lapakahi detailed study area map, augmented by
observations of Google Earth aerial imagery, revealed a
developmental sequence substantially different from the one 
indicated by ad hoc methods [[cite:kirch84:_evolut_polyn_chief,kirch85:_feath_gods_fishh,ladefoged03:_archaeol_eviden_for_agric_devel][;;ref]].  Here, the long, narrow shape of
the detailed study area map together with the decision to bound the
map by trails on the north and south magnified the impact of boundary
problems that are common to spatial analyses.  Once these boundary
problems were mitigated by observing the intersections of agricultural
walls with the two boundary trails on Google Earth imagery, abundant
evidence could be mustered to show that the two trails that bound the
map are younger than the major trail in the middle of the map, and not
older, as the ad hoc analysis had indicated.  The correct ordering of
the trail construction sequence makes it possible to add a fifth
characteristic to the four noted by Rosendahl for the locations of
religious structures; they were constructed adjacent to, and were
served by, a /late/ trail. This result, which suggests that temple
construction is associated with later rather than earlier stages of
field system development supports the short, late construction
sequence for family-sized temples in the leeward Kohala field system
yielded by a Bayesian calibration [[cite:dye12:_hawaiian_bayes][;;ref]] and does not support the long
construction sequence yielded by an ad hoc analysis [[cite:mccoy11:_strat_hawaii][;;McCoy Antiquity]].

The situation at the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 detailed study area is
somewhat different.  Here, the hypothesis that agricultural walls and
trails in the northern part of the map are older than those in the
southern part [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;Ladefoged and Graves]] is not supported by the published
evidence, which includes a temporal discontinuity.  Thus, the
published evidence can't support the argument that the contact-era
/ahupua`a/ land divisions were in place when the field system developed,
and that their boundaries, often marked by trails, exerted an
influence on the tempo of development.  Statements that single out the
boundary trails as important structural features of the field system
are based upon an unsupported and likely flawed relative chronology
and are potentially misleading. For instance, the statement that
\ldquo{}[l]ater walls \dots{} are increasingly confined within \dots{} [land] boundaries,
suggesting that as more boundary trails were established, agricultural
walls did not usually cross them" [[parencite:ladefoged10:_leewar_kohal_field_system][106;;Ladefoged and Graves]] is true,
but trivially so, because it is true for all trails, whether or not
they mark land boundaries. There is currently no evidence for the idea
that boundary trails had more influence on field system development
than other trails. The history of /ahupua`a/ land divisions has been
an important archaeological topic for some time [[cite:hommon76:_format_primit_states_pre_contac_hawaii][;;Hommon dissertation]],
and archaeologists interested in this history will want to investigate
several land boundaries to marshal evidence for the historical role of
boundary trails in field system development. The question calls for an
analysis with directed graphs and full publication of the supporting data.

# The directed graph investigation of the detailed study area at Kahua 1
# and P\amacron{}hinahina reveals structure at a different level. The published
# portion of the detailed study area map includes a temporal
# discontinuity that divides the map into northern and southern parts.
# Agricultural walls and trails on one side of the temporal
# discontinuity can't be related chronologically to agricultural walls
# and trails on the other side. The temporal discontinuity follows a
# gully for part of its length; where it runs out of the gully it enters
# an area that appears on aerial imagery to have been disturbed by
# modern activities that have made it difficult to trace agricultural
# walls. It might be the case that additional observations in this
# disturbed area or outside the map boundaries will yield information
# that can be used to establish temporal relationships between
# agricultural walls and trails on either side of the temporal
# discontinuity. Because these relative chronological relationships
# can't be determined with the published evidence, must be considered unsettled.

# In the portions of the field system studied so far, the
# earliest features are agricultural walls. The analysis with directed
# graphs recognizes the oldest agricultural walls as transmitters, which
# are assigned to level 0. The first trail that is established crosses
# over level 0 agricultural walls and is itself assigned to
# level 1. Subsequent agricultural walls abut this trail, rather than
# cross it, and are assigned to level 2. This process repeats itself,
# yielding a level assignment where agricultural walls are assigned to
# even-numbered levels and trails are assigned to odd-numbered
# levels. Both of the detailed study areas yielded evidence for seven
# levels of agricultural wall and trail construction. More levels might
# be identified in larger study areas that mitigate some of the boundary
# effects noted in the two detailed study areas.

# The number of levels is large.  Limited so far by edge effects.

# Note that this is like Harris's argument for recording interfaces.

The fabric-like structure of the field system and the historical depth
of the relative chronological information it records are only
partially recognized by certain ad hoc analytic methods. This shows
clearly when the number of levels yielded by the analysis with
directed graphs is compared with the structural levels yielded by a
GIS analysis of LiDAR data for the field system [[cite:ladefoged11:_agric_hawaii][;;ref]].  The analysis
with directed graphs identified seven levels within each detailed
study area.  At the Lapakahi detailed study area, the number of levels
was constrained by the narrow shape of the mapped area; expanding the
map either north or south to include more of Lapakahi will likely
increase the number of levels that can be distinguished.  Similarly,
the temporal discontinuity at the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 detailed
study area limited the number of trails that were reachable from one
another and constrained the number of levels that could be
distinguished there. Expanding this map to include a larger portion of
Kahua 1 would likely increase the number of levels that can be
distinguished. In contrast, the GIS analysis of LiDAR data
distinguishes three levels of structure, labeled "expansion",
"segmentation", and "intensification", which represents a substantial
loss of potential historical information. GIS analysis of the field
system might better be based on level assignments made with directed
graphs, which take into account the full range of relative
chronological information recorded by the intersections of
agricultural walls and trails.

# These issues having to do with the correctness, completeness, and
# analytic power of the ad hoc stratigraphic methods that have been
# applied in the leeward Kohala field system are analogous to the
# limitations of archaeological practice revealed by post-excavation
# analysis of pre-Harris-Matrix sites [[cite:clark93:_sites_princ][;;Clark 1993]].  The deficiencies
# identified in particular cases above cast doubt on the findings of
# other analyses that depend upon them.  These include: habitation
# sites, 

# Strengthen this, note directed graph model is like stratigraphy.
# Areas with cycles are places where field observations are
# needed--research designs.  Analogous to the use of Harris Matrix
# during an excavation, where inconsistencies in the matrix lead the
# archaeologist to record stratigraphic information that was either
# missed, or recorded incorrectly.

The use of directed graphs makes it possible to identify cycles, which
represent errors typically introduced by one or more incorrect
observations of relative chronological relationships [[cite:herzog93:_comput_harris_matrix][;;Herzog 1993]].
Cycles were identified in maps of both detailed study areas.  One
instance at the P\amacron{}hinahina and Kahua 1 detailed study area was
resolved when the investigator consulted field notes to determine the
correct stratigraphic relationship of an agricultural wall and trail.
Another instance in the Lapakahi detailed study area (fig. [[fig:via]])
was resolved somewhat arbitrarily by dividing an agricultural wall in
two.  In the third instance, at the southwest corner of the P\amacron{}hinahina
and Kahua 1 detailed study area, no simple solution could be found and
the southernmost trail on the map had to be eliminated from the
analysis.  These situations are precisely analogous to the problems
faced by stratigraphers at any complex site and which are the
motivation for the practice of building stratigraphic sequences while
excavations are in progress [[cite:bibby93:_build][;;Bibby 1993]].  During an excavation, the
stratigrapher must go back to the source of a cycle and observe the
deposits and interfaces more closely before they are destroyed by
subsequent excavation or buried when the excavation is filled.  There
is less urgency in the leeward Kohala field system, where
identification of a cycle might be considered part of a research
design for a program of field survey or other form of close
observation. The goal in the field system is the same as on an
excavation---a record of reliable stratigraphic observations that
yield a valid and correct site developmental sequence.

This discussion has focused on the deficiencies of certain ad hoc
stratigraphic practices and on the use of directed graphs to identify
errors, but it is important to recognize that an analysis with directed graphs
opens opportunities, as well.  One reason to expand archaeological
observations of the field system is to search for areas with
sufficient structure to yield high resolution relative
chronologies. It is conceivable that one or more areas will yield a
relative chronology with a resolution that approximates a human
generation. Agricultural wall building in the field system likely took
place over a period less than two centuries [[parencite:dye11:_kohal_hawaii_islan][29;;Dye LKFS]], or about 10
generations. Ten levels can be distinguished in a directed graph with
a longest path of length 9, which corresponds to an area where a young
trail is reachable from an old trail through three trails of
intermediate age. If an area like this can be found in the field
system, then it will be possible to create a map that roughly tracks
each generation's investment in the field system infrastructure.

A recent investigation of LiDAR data indicates that today, a century
and a half since the field system was converted to cattle pasture,
about a third of the field system has been lost to ranching and other
activities and relative chronological relationships are difficult to
determine in another third [[cite:kirch12:_build][;;ref]]. Now is the time to investigate the
structure and growth of the leeward Kohala field system with directed
graphs, before an unparalleled opportunity to investigate relative
chronological relationships is lost to development.
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#+name: fig:lkfs-map
#+caption: *Location of the leeward Kohala field system.*
#+caption: Also shown are the contact-era land divisions known in Hawai`i as /ahupua`a/.
#+caption: /Ahupua`a/ land divisions where archaeological research in the leeward Kohala field system has concentrated are labeled.
[[file:lkfs-map.pdf]]

#+name: fig:lkfs-photo
#+caption: *Photograph of a portion of the leeward Kohala field system.* 
#+caption: Note the agricultural walls running from the foreground to the background
#+caption:  in this view looking south from Pu`u Kehena.
[[file:DSCN0147.jpg]]

#+name: fig:age-relations
#+attr_latex: :width 332.99pt
#+caption: *Relative chronological relationships of agricultural walls and trails.*
#+caption: /Left/, map showing trail /T1/ and agricultural walls /A/, /B/, and /C/;
#+caption: /middle/, table of chronological relationships shown on the map;
#+caption: /right/, picture of a directed graph of the chronological relations where ovals
#+caption: represent agricultural walls, the rectangle represents a trail, and arcs point from an older feature to a younger one.  
[[file:age-relations.pdf]]

#+name: fig:cycle
#+attr_latex: :width 305.81pt
#+caption: *Example of a cycle.*
#+caption: /Left/, map showing trails /T1/ and /T2/ with agricultural walls /A/ and /B/;
#+caption: /middle/, table of the chronological relationships shown on the map;
#+caption: /right/, picture of a directed graph of the chronological relations, where ovals
#+caption: represent agricultural walls, rectangles represent trails, and arcs point from an older feature to a younger one.  
[[file:cycle.pdf]]

#+name: fig:trail-ages
#+attr_latex: :width 350.23pt
#+caption: *Level assignments.*
#+caption: /Left/, map showing trails /T1/ and /T2/ with agricultural walls /A/, /B/, /C/, and /D/;
#+caption: /middle/, table of the chronological relationships shown in the map;
#+caption: /right/, picture of a directed graph of the chronological relations, where ovals
#+caption: represent agricultural walls, rectangles represent trails, and arcs point from an older feature to a younger one.  
#+caption: Symbols in the directed graph are shaded by relative age; older features are lighter-colored than younger ones.
[[file:trail-ages.pdf]]

#+name: fig:connect
#+attr_latex: :width 349.99pt
#+caption: *Unilaterally connected subgraphs of a weakly connected directed graph.*
#+caption: /Left/, map showing trails /T1/ and /T2/ with agricultural walls /A/, /B/, /C/, and /D/;
#+caption: /middle/, table of the chronological relations shown in the map;
#+caption: /right/, picture of a directed graph of the chronological relations, where ovals
#+caption: represent agricultural walls, rectangles represent trails, and arcs point from an older feature to a younger one.  
#+caption: The gray rectangles enclose unilaterally connected subgraphs.
#+caption: Note that agricultural wall /B/ belongs to both subgraphs, but the picture shows it in only one.
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#+name: fig:via
#+attr_latex: :width 492pt
#+caption: *Cycles in a portion of the map of the Lapakahi detailed study area.*
#+caption: See the text for an explanation of the map.
#+caption: The full map of the Lapakahi detailed study area is included as Figure S1, which includes a legend.
[[file:929-cleaned-VIA.pdf]]
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#+attr_latex: :width 240.35pt
#+caption: *Relative ages of trail segments.*
#+caption: /Left/, map showing a trail, /T1/, with two branches that diverge from the stem at similar angles;
#+caption: /middle/, map showing a trail, /T2/, with a bend and a younger branch oriented closely to a portion of the stem;
#+caption: /right/, map showing trail segments /T3/, /T4/, and /T5/ and an agricultural wall, /A/, whose relationships with /T4/ and /T5/ establish that /T4/ is older than /T5/ (see fig. [[fig:age-relations]]).
[[file:trail-segments.pdf]]

#+name: fig:lapakahi-field-system
#+attr_latex: :width 492pt
#+caption: *Level assignments in the Lapakahi detailed study area.*
#+caption: The trails are labeled. See File S2 for a map of features that includes agricultural wall labels.
#+caption: See Table S9 in File S6 for the model of relative chronological relationships used to create the map.  
#+caption: A picture of the directed graph of the relative chronological relationships in the Lapakahi detailed study area is included as Figure S3.
[[file:LKFS20131216.jpg]]

#+name: fig:kahua-field-system
#+attr_latex: :width 492pt
#+caption: *Level assignments in the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area.*
#+caption: The trails are labeled. See File S4 for a map of features that includes agricultural wall labels.
#+caption: See Table S10 in File S6 for the model of relative chronological relationships used to create the map.
#+caption: A picture of the directed graph of the relative chronological relationships in the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area is included as Figure S5.
[[file:LG-LKFS20131216.jpg]]
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** Introduction

This document is a description of the data and analysis on which the
conclusions of the paper, "Structure and Growth of the Leeward Kohala
Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs," are based. It is a
compendium [[cite:gentleman07:_statis_analy_reprod_resear][;;ref]] that contains
#+ATTR_LATEX: :environment inparaenum :options i)
  - the text of the paper in Org mode format, 
  - the bibliographic data in a \BibTeX file,
  - the field system data used in the analysis,
  - the source code used to carry out the analysis and generate the illustrations,
  - graphics files for the figures in the article,
  - several large graphics that don't meet the journal's guidelines, and
  - Google Earth maps with which the reader can interactively explore
    the growth and structure of the leeward Kohala field system. 
With these materials, and a computer with certain open-source software
packages properly installed (table [[open-source-software]]), it is
possible to reproduce the analysis [[cite:delescluse12:_makin][;;ref]] precisely and generate the
Portable Document Format file that was submitted for publication. To
make full use of the supplementary material, the reader's computer
must also have software to display graphics files in =pdf=, =tiff=,
and =jpeg= formats, as well as the freely available [[http://www.google.com/earth/][Google Earth]]
application.

#+name: open-source-software
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+caption[Open source software required to reproduce the analysis]: *Open source software required to reproduce the analysis.*
| Software              | Distribution           | Installation                                |
|-----------------------+------------------------+---------------------------------------------|
| Emacs                 | [[http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/][GNU Emacs]]              | See distribution instructions               |
|                       | [[http://www.us.xemacs.org/][XEmacs]]                 | See distribution instructions               |
| Lisp                  | [[http://ccl.clozure.com/][Clozure Common Lisp]]    | See distribution instructions               |
|                       | [[http://www.sbcl.org/][Steel Bank Common Lisp]] | See distribution instructions               |
| Lisp library manager  | [[http://www.quicklisp.org/][Quicklisp]]              | See distribution instructions               |
| Lisp interaction mode | [[http://common-lisp.net/project/slime/][Slime]]                  | See distribution instructions               |
| Lisp graph library    | [[https://github.com/eschulte/graph][graph.lisp]]             | (ql:quickload "graph")                      |
|                       | [[https://github.com/eschulte/graph][graph-dot.lisp]]         | (ql:quickload "graph-dot")                  |
| Dot                   | [[http://www.graphviz.org/][Graphviz]]               | See distribution instructions               |
| \LaTeX                | [[http://www.tug.org/texlive][TeX Live (Linux)]]       | See distribution instructions               |
|                       | [[http://www.tug.org/mactex/][MacTeX (Mac OS X)]]      | See distribution instructions               |
|                       | [[http://www.tug.org/protext/][proTeXt (Windows)]]      | See distribution instructions               |
| \LaTeX packages       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/setspace][setspace]]               | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/amsmath][amsmath]]                | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/amsfonts][amssymb]]                | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/graphicx][graphicx]]               | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/cite][cite]]                   | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/color][color]]                  | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/caption][caption]]                | Required by /PLOS ONE/                      |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/minted][minted]]                 | Used by the Supporting Information document |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/longtable][longtable]]              | Used by the Supporting Information document |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/booktabs][booktabs]]               | Used by the Supporting Information document |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/attachfile][attachfile]]             | Used by the Supporting Information document |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/usergrps/dante/dtk][dtklogos]]               | Used by the Supporting Information document |
|                       | [[http://www.ctan.org/pkg/paralist][paralist]]               | Used by the Supporting Information document |

Much of the analysis is carried out with computer code written in the
Common Lisp language. This source code has certain requirements to
execute correctly. The source code currently runs on two open source
implementations of Common Lisp, Steel Bank Common Lisp or Clozure
Common Lisp, one of which must be installed on the user's computer.
Most of the Common Lisp code contains calls to routines in the open
source =graph.lisp= and =graph-dot.lisp= libraries. These libraries,
along with the open source libraries on which they depend, must be
installed on the reader's computer where the Common Lisp
implementation can find them. Perhaps the easiest way to accomplish
library installation is with the =Quicklisp= library manager, which
will automatically install dependencies.

Directed graphs are drawn with the =dot= tool of the =Graphviz=
software, which produces hierarchical or layered drawings of directed
graphs. In practice, the =graph-dot.lisp= library produces =dot=
source code, which is written to a file that can be passed as input to
=dot=. The =dot= software is capable of producing graphics output in
about 25 formats; the two formats used in the analysis were Portable
Document Format (pdf) for graphs used directly in the paper, and
Scalable Vector Graphics (svg) for graphs used as components of larger
graphics that were subsequently laid out with the open-source
=Inkscape= software.

Field system maps were produced as figures for the paper and as Google
Earth =.kmz= files for the supplementary material with the proprietary
ArcInfo software. At this early stage in the analysis, ArcInfo
software was used to produce illustrations of results achieved by the
open-source software listed above but it was not used in the analyses
themselves. It is anticipated that ArcInfo, or similar GIS software,
will, in the future, productively investigate maps based on the results
of directed graph theoretic analyses.

The paper was written and the analysis was carried out using the
reproducible research facilities provided by the Org mode of Emacs, an
open-source text editor [[cite:schulte11:_activ_docum_org,schulte12:_multi_languag_comput_envir_liter][;;ref]]. Version 8 of Org mode is required. Org
mode has been described as "a lightweight text markup language that
enables intermingling of narrative text, data and analysis code in an
active document" [[cite:miller13:_simul_temper_progr_desor_oxygen][;;ref]]. The Org mode file =lkfs-structure.org= and
the \BibTeX file =local.bib= are together sufficient to reproduce
the analysis reported in "Structure and Growth of the Leeward Kohala
Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs" and produce the
\LaTeX source code file and the Portable Document Format file that
were submitted to the publisher. Instructions for exporting the
Org mode document to \LaTeX and =pdf= are provided in the Org mode
file.

The \LaTeX file required by /PLOS ONE/ must meet a particular
specification. In order to meet this specification, the user's
\LaTeX distribution must include the seven packages indicated in
Table [[open-source-software]]; these packages are typically included in
standard \LaTeX distributions. Additional \LaTeX packages are required
to typeset this Supporting Information document, and these are listed
in Table [[open-source-software]], as well.

The stand-alone files included with this compendium are listed in
Table [[compendium-contents]]. The Org mode project file is a plain text
file designed to be used with the Emacs text editor and an Org mode
version 8.0 or later. The bibliographic database is a standard, plain
text, \BibTeX file used by the \LaTeX document preparation system.
Also included is the /PLOS ONE/ bibliography style file. Graphic files
for each of the ten figures in the article are also provided, so that
a pdf copy of the paper can be generated by the user.

# The directed graphs of relative chronological relationships in the two
# detailed study areas are both quite large. They are provided as
# portable document format (*.pdf) files. Maps of the two detailed study
# areas were produced by others. Paul Rosendahl's plane-table map of the
# Lapakahi detailed study area is included as a tagged image file format
# file, =lapakahi-dsa-map.tiff=. Two Google Earth keyhole markup
# language (=*.kmz=) files are provided. The file
# =lapakahi-dsa-final.kmz= includes the agricultural walls and the trails of the
# Lapakahi detailed study area symbolized by level. The file
# =kahua-dsa-final.kmz= includes the agricultural walls and the trails of the Kahua 1
# and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area symbolized by level.

#+caption[Compendium contents]: *Compendium contents.*
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: compendium-contents
| Description                                                      | File name                | Link to file                                                                             |
|------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Org mode project file                                            | =lkfs-structure.org=     | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=text/plain]{lkfs-structure.org}@@                           |
| Project bibliographic database                                   | =local.bib=              | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=text/plain]{local.bib}@@                                    |
| /PLOS ONE/ bibliography style                                    | =plos2009.bst=           | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=text/plain]{plos2009.bst}@@                                 |
| Figure 1 graphic                                                 | =lkfs-map.pdf=           | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{lkfs-map.pdf}@@                            |
| Figure 2 graphic                                                 | =DSCN0147.jpg=           | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=image/jpeg]{DSCN0147.jpg}@@                                 |
| Figure 3 graphic                                                 | =age-relations.pdf=      | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{age-relations.pdf}@@                       |
| Figure 4 graphic                                                 | =cycle.pdf=              | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{cycle.pdf}@@                               |
| Figure 5 graphic                                                 | =trail-ages.pdf=         | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{trail-ages.pdf}@@                          |
| Figure 6 graphic                                                 | =components.pdf=         | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{components.pdf}@@                          |
| Figure 7 graphic                                                 | =929-cleaned-VIA.pdf=    | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{929-cleaned-VIA.pdf}@@                     |
| Figure 8 graphic                                                 | =trail-segments.pdf=     | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype-application/pdf]{trail-segments.pdf}@@                      |
| Figure 9 graphic                                                 | =LKFS20131216.jpg=       | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=image/jpeg]{LKFS20131216.jpg}@@                             |
| Figure 10 graphic                                                | =LG-LKFS20131216.jpg=    | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=image/jpeg]{LG-LKFS20131216.jpg}@@                          |

# | Plane-table map of the Lapakahi detailed study area              | =lapakahi-dsa-map.png=   | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=image/tiff]{lapakahi-dsa-map.tiff}@@                        |
# | Directed graph of the Lapakahi detailed study area               | =lapakahi-dsa-final.pdf= | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{lapakahi-dsa-final.pdf}@@                  |
# | Google Earth map of Lapakahi detailed study area                 | =lapakahi-dsa-final.kmz= | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/vnd.google-earth.kmz]{lapakahi-dsa-final.kmz}@@ |
# | Directed graph of the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area | =kahua-dsa-final.pdf=    | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/pdf]{kahua-dsa-final.pdf}@@                     |
# | Google Earth map of Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area   | =kahua-dsa-final.kmz=    | @@latex:\attachfile[mimetype=application/vnd.google-earth.kmz]{kahua-dsa-final.kmz}@@    |

** Set Up the Common Lisp Environment

The Common Lisp code runs in a particular environment. The
source code block in Listing [[graph-setup]] sets up that environment. 
It must be run at the start of a Common Lisp session. In practice, the
Emacs Lisp interaction mode is started with =M-x slime= and the code
in Listing [[graph-setup]] is run by placing point within the source code
block and pressing =C-c C-c=.

Referring to Listing [[graph-setup]], Line 1 makes the =graph-dot.lisp=
library available, which requires that the =graph.lisp= library is
also available. Line 2 ensures that the code is executed in the
namespace of the =graph.lisp= library and line 3 makes the symbols
defined in the =graph-dot.lisp= library directly accessible.

#+caption[Set up the Common Lisp environment]: *Set up the Common Lisp environment.*
#+name: graph-setup
#+header: :results silent
#+begin_src lisp
  (require 'graph-dot)
  (in-package :graph)
  (use-package :graph-dot)
#+end_src

** Figure Source Code

This section describes the data and source code used to make the graph
pictures shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. In each case, the full figure
was constructed manually using the open-source scalar vector graphics
editor [[http://inkscape.org/][Inkscape]]. The left and middle panels were drawn in Inkscape,
and the right panel was imported as an =svg= file produced by the
=dot= software from the code generated by the source code blocks
described here.

The source code is described with the aid of the =noweb= syntax
implemented by the Babel facility of Org mode. [[http://www.cs.tufts.edu/~nr/noweb/][=Noweb=]] is a
language-agnostic implementation of the literate programming tool
=web= designed by Donald Knuth [[cite:knuth84:_liter_progr][;;ref]]. The idea behind literate
programming is to prepare computer programs for human readers. Here,
the use of =noweb= syntax structures the presentation and eases the
descriptive burden somewhat, because several code chunks can be
re-used once they have been first used and described.

*** DONE Source Code for the Figure 3 Graph Picture
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-09-06 Fri 19:13]
   :END:

The figure is designed to show a schematic map, graph table, and
graph picture side by side to illustrate the process of moving from
observation, to model, and then to picture.  

**** Data Table for Figure 3

The simple computer code for plotting the Figure 3 graph picture
expects an input table in which each row represents a single arc. It
further expects that the start of the arc is in the first column and
the end of the arc is in the second column. Additional columns, if
present, are ignored and the column heads are also ignored.

#+caption[Tabular representation of a simple directed graph]: *Tabular representation of a simple directed graph.*
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: age-relation-table
| Older | Younger |
|-------+---------|
| T1    | A       |
| T1    | B       |
| C     | T1      |

**** Header Arguments for Figure 3

The Common Lisp source code block that plots the age relation data
takes two header arguments that name and set local variables and one
header argument that specifies the directory where the code will be
executed (Table [[args-graph-3-noweb]]). The variable =arcs= is passed a
reference to Table [[age-relation-table]], and the other two header
arguments are set according to the user's situation.

#+caption[Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[graph-3-noweb]]]: *Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[graph-3-noweb]].*
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: args-graph-3-noweb
| Argument      | Value                                                                            |
|---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| :var arcs     | an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are "Older" and "Younger" |
| :var out-file | a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. "file.dot"   |
| :dir          | a path where the code will run and write its output                              |
  

**** Structure of the Figure 3 Source Code Block

Listing [[graph-3-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. The first step, at line
2, declares local variables. Then, at line 3, the arcs in
Table [[age-relation-table]] are added to the graph. If this step is
accomplished successfully, then =dot= source code for the graph should
be written to file (line 4). Finally, at line 5, the source code block
should return a value to indicate success or the reason for failure.

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Figure 3 source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Figure 3 source code block.*
#+name: graph-3-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=age-relation-table
#+header: :var out-file="age-relations-graph.dot"
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (use-package :graph-dot)
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-3>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

Two local variables, in addition to the two local variables created by
the =:var= header arguments (see table args-graph-3-noweb), are needed
for the Figure 3 source code block (Listing [[declare-local-vars]]). The
local variable =rejected= is declared to hold the first arc that
fails to be added to the graph. It is initialized to =nil= implicitly.
The local variable =graph= holds the directed graph (or digraph),
and is initialized using the =(populate)= function declared in the
=graph.lisp= library.

#+caption[Declare local variables]: *Declare local variables.* 
#+name: declare-local-vars
#+begin_src lisp
  ((rejected)
   (graph (populate (make-instance 'digraph))))
#+end_src

The source code to add arcs to the local variable =graph= makes use of
the fact that, internally, the arcs from Table [[age-relation-table]] are
represented as a list (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]). The Common Lisp
=(dolist)= macro at Line 1 steps through the list of arcs. Lines 2--4
use the =add-edge= function from the =graph.lisp= library to add an
arc to the directed graph. Line 5 checks to see if an arc has been
rejected previously. If not, Line 6 checks whether addition of the arc
has introduced a cycle, using the =cycles= function from the
=graph.lisp= library. If a cycle has been introduced, then the arc is
pushed on to the local variable =rejected=.

#+caption[Add arcs to a graph]: *Add arcs to a graph.*
#+name: add-arcs-to-graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (dolist (arc arcs rejected)
    (add-edge graph
              (list (read-from-string (first arc))
                    (read-from-string (second arc))))
    (unless rejected
      (and (cycles graph) (push arc rejected))))
#+end_src

If no arc has been pushed on to the local variable =rejected= (Line
1), then the directed graph in the local variable =graph= is passed
to the =to-dot-file= function from the =graph.lisp= library (Line 2),
which is responsible for writing =dot= source code to the file named
in the =out-file= header argument.

The keyword arguments to =(to-dot-file)=, =:attributes= and
=:node-attrs=, take lists of key-value pairs that correspond to [[http://www.graphviz.org/content/attrs][=dot=
graph and node attributes]]. In Lines 3--7, the values for individual
graph attributes are set. Lines 8-14 illustrate one of the joys of
functional programming in Common Lisp.  Here, an anonymous function
=(lambda)= is applied to each node in =graph= and a node attribute is
set according to the value of the function. Lines 11-13 check to
see if the node label starts with the letter T and sets the shape of
the node accordingly. This is a specific example of a more general
pattern, where an anonymous function maps some characteristic of a
graph to an attribute of a graph picture.

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Figure 3 graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Figure 3 graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-3
#+begin_src lisp
  (unless rejected
    (to-dot-file graph out-file
                 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                   (cons :aspect 2.5)
                                   (cons :fontname "Arial")
                                   (cons :fontsize 10.0)
                                   (cons :fontnames "gd"))
                 :node-attrs (list
                              (cons :shape
                                    (lambda (n)
                                      (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                   :start2 0
                                                   :end2 1)
                                          "box" "oval"))))))
#+end_src

Finally, the source code block returns a value that hopefully
indicates something important about its performance
(Listing [[return-value]]). In this case, the value of =rejected= is =nil=
if no cycles were found and the source code block tried to write the
=dot= file. Otherwise, it reports the arc that introduced a cycle, so
the illogical condition this indicates can be investigated and
corrected.

#+caption[Return a value from the source code block]: *Return a value from the source code block.*
#+name: return-value
#+begin_src lisp
 rejected
#+end_src

**** Original plot for figure 3                                   :noexport:
#+caption[Source code block for Figure 3c]: *Source code block for Figure 3c.*
#+name: graph-plot-age-relations
#+header: :var arcs=age-relation-table
#+header: :var out-file="age-relations-graph.dot"
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (let ((rejected)
        (graph (populate (make-instance 'digraph))))
    (dolist (arc arcs rejected)
      (add-edge graph
                (list (read-from-string (first arc))
                      (read-from-string (second arc))))
      (unless rejected
        (and (cycles graph) (push arc rejected))))
    (unless rejected
      (to-dot-file graph out-file
                   :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                     (cons :aspect 2.5)
                                     (cons :fontname "Arial")
                                     (cons :fontsize 10.0)
                                     (cons :fontnames "gd"))
                   :node-attrs (list
                                (cons :shape
                                      (lambda (n)
                                        (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                     :start2 0
                                                     :end2 1)
                                            "box" "oval"))))))
    rejected)
#+end_src

**** Load age relation data                                        :noexport:

This loads the graph into the special variable *age-relation-graph*,
which can be accessed by other code blocks.

#+caption[Load age relation data]: *Load age relation data.*
#+name: load-age-relation-data
#+header: :var edges=age-relation-table
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (defparameter *age-relation-graph* (populate (make-instance 'digraph)))
  (let ((rejected)
        (flag))
    (dolist (e edges rejected)
      (add-edge *age-relation-graph*
                (list (read-from-string (first e))
                      (read-from-string (second e))))
      (and (not flag) (setf flag (cycles *age-relation-graph*))
           (push e rejected))))
#+end_src

**** Sorted list of levels                                         :noexport:
#+caption[Sorted list of nodes]: *Sorted list of nodes.*
#+name: car-sort-levels-age-relation-graph
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :results list
#+begin_src lisp
(sort (levels *age-relation-graph* :alist t) #'string-lessp :key #'car)
#+end_src

#+results: car-sort-levels-age-relation-graph
- (A . 2)
- (B . 2)
- (C . 0)
- (T1 . 1)

#+caption: Sorted list of levels
#+name: cdr-sort-levels-age-relation-graph
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :results list
#+begin_src lisp
(sort (levels *age-relation-graph* :alist t) #'< :key #'cdr)
#+end_src

#+results: cdr-sort-levels-age-relation-graph
- (C . 0)
- (T1 . 1)
- (A . 2)
- (B . 2)

**** Make and open age relation graphs                             :noexport:

#+name: age-relation-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="age-relations-graph",outfile="age-relations-graph",oftype="pdf") :results silent

#+name: age-relation-svg
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="age-relations-graph",outfile="age-relations-graph",oftype="svg") :results silent

*** Source Code for the Figure 4 Graph Picture
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-09-06 Fri 19:13]
   :END:

The source code and data table for the Figure 3 and Figure 4 graph
pictures are similar. The header arguments are identical (see
table [[args-graph-3-noweb]]), and several of the =noweb= syntax code
chunks can be re-used without modification. 

**** Data table for Figure 4c
The data table for Figure 4 (table [[cycle-table]]) has the same structure
as the data table for Figure 3 (table [[age-relation-table]]), and the
comments made there apply here, as well.

#+caption: Tabular representation of a directed graph with a cycle
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: cycle-table
| Older | Younger |
|-------+---------|
| T1    | A       |
| A     | T2      |
| B     | T1      |
| T2    | B       |

**** Structure of the Figure 4 Source Code Block

Listing [[graph-4-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. Three of these, at
Lines 1 (Listing [[declare-local-vars]]), 2 (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]),
and 4 (Listing [[return-value]]), refer to code chunks that were used to plot
Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 4 is different.

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Figure 4 source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Figure 4 source code block.*
#+name: graph-4-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=cycle-table
#+header: :var out-file="cycle-graph-noweb-test.dot"
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames no
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-4>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

The source code to plot the Figure 4 graph picture reverses the
condition used to plot Figure 3 by changing the =(unless)= macro to a
=(when)= macro on Line 1, but is otherwise the same
(Listing [[conditionally-plot-4]]). The object of Figure 4 is to
illustrate a cycle, so the condition checks that a cycle is present
before executing the plot code, and no plot code is generated unless a
cycle is present.

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Figure 4 graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Figure 4 graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-4
#+begin_src lisp
  (when rejected
    (to-dot-file graph out-file
                 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                   (cons :aspect 2.5))
                 :node-attrs (list (cons :shape (lambda (n)
                                                  (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                               :start2 0
                                                               :end2 1)
                                                      "box" "oval"))))))
  
#+end_src

Note that the expected return value when the source code block
executes successfully is an arc, rather than =nil=.

**** Original Plot Figure 4c                                       :noexport:
#+caption: Source code block for Figure 4c
#+name: plot-cycle-data
#+header: :var edges=cycle-table
#+header: :var out-file="cycle-graph.dot"
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (let ((rejected)
        (graph (populate (make-instance 'digraph))))
    (dolist (edge edges rejected)
      (add-edge graph
                (list (read-from-string (nth 0 edge))
                      (read-from-string (nth 1 edge))))
      (unless rejected
        (and (cycles graph) (push edge rejected))))
    (to-dot-file graph out-file
                 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                   (cons :aspect 2.5))
                 :node-attrs (list (cons :shape (lambda (n)
                                                  (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                               :start2 0
                                                               :end2 1)
                                                      "box" "oval")))))
    rejected)
#+end_src

**** Load cycle data                                               :noexport:

#+caption: Load cycle data
#+name: load-cycle-data
#+header: :var edges=cycle-table
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (defparameter *cycle-graph* (populate (make-instance 'digraph)))
  (let ((r)
        (flag))
    (dolist (e edges r)
      (add-edge *cycle-graph*
                (list (read-from-string (first e))
                      (read-from-string (second e))))
      (when (and (not flag) (setf flag (cycles *cycle-graph*))) (push e r))))
#+end_src

**** Make and open cycle graphs                                    :noexport:

#+name: cycle-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="cycle-graph",outfile="cycle-graph-test",oftype="pdf") :results silent

#+name: cycle-svg
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="cycle-graph",outfile="cycle-graph-test",oftype="svg") :results silent

*** Source Code for the Figure 5 Graph Picture
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-09-06 Fri 19:14]
   :END:

Figure 5 is designed to show, among other things, the ability to
assign levels to the nodes of a directed graph and its relationship to
relative chronology. Consequently, the primary difference in the
source code has to do with level assignment and the representation of
nodes to show levels. Two additional header arguments help the code
accomplish this. The =:var= header argument =brewer-color= is used to
set up the =dot= software to choose colors from a palette designed to
work well with both web and print displays and a color-blind audience.
The =:var= header argument =label-break= is used to control the color
of the node label font.

#+caption[Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[graph-5-noweb]]]: *Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[graph-5-noweb]].*
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: args-graph-5-noweb
| Argument          | Value                                                                            |
|-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| :var arcs         | an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are "Older" and "Younger" |
| :var out-file     | a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. "file.dot"   |
| :var brewer-color | a string that specifies a [[http://www.graphviz.org/content/color-names#brewer][ColorBrewer palette]]                                    |
| :var label-break  | an integer that specifies the lowest level to label in white, rather than black  |
| :dir              | a path where the code will run and write its output                              |


**** Data table for Figure 5

The data tables for Figure 5 (table [[trail-age-relations]]) and Figure 3
(table [[age-relation-table]]) are similar, and the comments made there
apply here, as well.
 
#+caption: Tabular representation of map with two trails
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: trail-age-relations
| Older | Younger |
|-------+---------|
| T1    | A       |
| T1    | B       |
| D     | T1      |
| A     | T2      |
| T2    | B       |
| D     | T2      |
| T2    | C       |

**** Structure of the Figure 5 Source Code Block

Listing [[graph-5-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. Three of these, at
Lines 1 (Listing [[declare-local-vars]]), 2 (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]),
and 4 (Listing [[return-value]]), refer to code chunks that were used to
plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 5 is different.

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Figure 5 source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Figure 5 source code block.*
#+name: graph-5-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=trail-age-relations
#+header: :var out-file="trail-age-relation-noweb-test.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="greys5"
#+header: :var label-break=3
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-5>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

The source code to plot the Figure 5 graph picture
(Listing [[conditionally-plot-5]]) runs on the condition that no cycles
have been found (Line 1). Line 2 declares a new local variable, =ls=,
that is initialized with a call to the =levels= function in the
=graph.lisp= library, which returns a hash table with the level
assignment for each node. Lines 4 and 5 set the graph attributes as
before. Several new elements are introduced when constructing the list
for the =:node-attrs= keyword argument. Lines 7 and 8 configure the
=dot= software to use the [[http://colorbrewer2.org/][ColorBrewer]] palette specified by the
=brewer-color= header argument. Lines 9 and 10 define an anonymous
function to set a node's fill color according to its level assignment.
Similarly, Lines 11--14 change the color of the label font according
to the relationship between the node's level assignment and the value
given to the header argument =label-break=.

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Figure 5 graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Figure 5 graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-5
#+begin_src lisp
  (unless rejected
    (let ((ls (levels graph)))
      (to-dot-file graph out-file
                   :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                     (cons :aspect 2.5))
                   :node-attrs (list
                                (cons :colorscheme
                                      (constantly brewer-color))
                                (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)
                                                   (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))
                                (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                                   (if (<= label-break
                                                           (gethash n ls))
                                                       1 "\black")))
                                (cons  :shape (lambda (n)
                                                (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                             :start2 0
                                                             :end2 1)
                                                    "box" "oval")))
                                (cons :style (constantly "filled"))))))
#+end_src

**** Original Plot Figure 5c                                       :noexport:
#+caption: Source code block for Figure 5c
#+name: graph-plot-age-relation
#+header: :var edges=trail-age-relations
#+header: :var out-file="trail-age-relation.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="greys5"
#+header: :var label-break=3
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (let ((rejected)
        (graph (populate (make-instance 'digraph))))
    (dolist (edge edges rejected)
      (add-edge graph
                (list (read-from-string (nth 0 edge))
                      (read-from-string (nth 1 edge))))
      (unless rejected
        (and (cycles graph) (push edge rejected))))
    (unless rejected
      (let ((ls (levels graph)))
        (to-dot-file graph out-file
                     :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                       (cons :aspect 2.5))
                     :node-attrs (list
                                  (cons :colorscheme
                                        (constantly brewer-color))
                                  (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)
                                                     (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))
                                  (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                                     (if (<= label-break
                                                             (gethash n ls))
                                                         1 "\black")))
                                  (cons  :shape (lambda (n)
                                                  (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                               :start2 0
                                                               :end2 1)
                                                      "box" "oval")))
                                  (cons :style (constantly "filled"))))))
    rejected)
#+end_src

**** Make and open trail relation graphs                           :noexport:
#+name: trail-age-relation-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="trail-age-relation",outfile="trail-age-relation-graph-test",oftype="pdf") :results silent

#+name: trail-age-relation-svg
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="trail-age-relation",outfile="trail-age-relation-graph-test",oftype="svg") :results silent

**** Load age relation data                                        :noexport:

#+caption: Load two trails data
#+name: load-age-relation-data
#+header: :var edges=trail-age-relations
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :results silent
#+begin_src lisp
  (defparameter *age-relation-graph* (populate (make-instance 'digraph)))
  (let ((r)
        (flag))
    (dolist (e edges r)
      (add-edge *age-relation-graph*
                (list (read-from-string (first e))
                      (read-from-string (second e))))
      (when (and (not flag) (setf flag (cycles *age-relation-graph*)))
        (push e r))))
#+end_src

*** Source Code for the Figure 6 Graph Picture
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-09-22 Sun 15:32]
    :END:

Figure 6 is designed to illustrate the pictorial conventions used to
illustrate subgraphs.  The source code shows one way to identify
subgraphs of a directed graph, and a general way to plot them.


**** Data table for Figure 6

The data table for Figure 6 (table [[connected-table]]) has the same
structure as the data table for Figure 3 (table [[age-relation-table]]),
and the comments made there apply here, as well.

#+caption: Tabular representation of connected components
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: connected-table
| Older | Younger |
|-------+---------|
| A     | T2      |
| T1    | B       |
| T2    | B       |
| T2    | C       |
| T1    | D       |

**** Structure of the Figure 6 Source Code Block

Listing [[graph-6-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. The header arguments
for the source code block are the same as the previous figure
(Table [[args-graph-5-noweb]]). Three of the code chunks, at Lines 1
(Listing [[declare-local-vars]]), 2 (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]), and 4
(Listing [[return-value]]), refer to code chunks that were used to plot
Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 5 is different.

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Figure 6 source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Figure 6 source code block.*
#+name: graph-6-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=connected-table
#+header: :var out-file="connected-noweb-test.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="greys3"
#+header: :var label-break=2
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-6>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

The source code to plot the Figure 6 graph picture
(Listing [[conditionally-plot-6]]) runs on the condition that no cycles
have been found (Line 1). Line 2 declares a new local variable, =cc=,
that is initialized with a call to the =connected-components= function
in the =graph.lisp= library, which returns a list of lists, each of
which contains the nodes of a unilaterally connected component. Line 3
declares and initializes the local variable =ls= as in
Listing [[conditionally-plot-5]]. Lines 5--9 introduce the =subgraphs=
keyword argument. These lines step through the list held in the local
variable =cc= and apply an anonymous function =(lambda)= to each
of the list elements. The anonymous function calls the
=(make-subgraph)= function in the =graph-dot.lisp= library and sets
the attributes that distinguish subgraphs in the graph picture.  Line
7 sets the color attribute so the subgraphs are indicated by a gray
box and Line 8 declines the opportunity to label each subgraph. The
rest of the source code block is identical to
Listing [[conditionally-plot-5]]. 

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Figure 6 graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Figure 6 graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-6
#+begin_src lisp
  (unless rejected
    (let ((cc (connected-components graph :type :unilateral))
          (ls (levels graph)))
      (to-dot-file graph out-file
                   :subgraphs (mapcar (lambda (x)
                                        (make-subgraph
                                         :attributes '(("color" . "gray")
                                                       ("label" . "" ))
                                         :node-list x)) cc)
                   :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                     (cons :aspect 2.5))
                   :node-attrs (list
                                (cons :shape (lambda (n)
                                               (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                            :start2 0
                                                            :end2 1)
                                                   "box" "oval")))
                                (cons :style (constantly "filled"))
                                (cons :colorscheme
                                      (constantly brewer-color))
                                (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)
                                                   (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))
                                (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                                   (if (<= label-break
                                                           (gethash n ls))
                                                       1 "\black")))))))
#+end_src

***** Original Plot Figure 6c                                      :noexport:
#+caption: Source code block for Figure 6c
#+name: plot-connect-data
#+header: :var edges=connected-table
#+header: :var out-file="connect-graph.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="greys3"
#+header: :var label-break=2
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
    (let ((rejected)
          (graph (populate (make-instance 'digraph))))
      (dolist (edge edges rejected)
        (add-edge graph
                  (list (read-from-string (nth 0 edge))
                        (read-from-string (nth 1 edge))))
        (unless rejected
          (and (cycles graph) (push edge rejected))))
      (unless rejected
        (let ((cc (connected-components graph :type :unilateral))
              (ls (levels graph)))
          (to-dot-file graph out-file
                       :subgraphs (mapcar (lambda (x)
                                            (graph-dot:make-subgraph
                                             :attributes '(("color" . "gray")
                                                           ("label" . "" ))
                                             :node-list x)) cc)
                       :Attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                         (cons :aspect 2.5))
                       :node-attrs (list
                                    (cons :shape (lambda (n)
                                                   (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                                :start2 0
                                                                :end2 1)
                                                       "box" "oval")))
                                    (cons :style (constantly "filled"))
                                    (cons :colorscheme
                                          (constantly brewer-color))
                                    (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)
                                                       (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))
                                    (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                                       (if (<= label-break
                                                               (gethash n ls))
                                                           1 "\black")))))))
      rejected)
#+end_src

***** Make and open connected components graphs                    :noexport:
#+name: connect-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="connect-graph",outfile="connect-graph-test",oftype="pdf") :results silent

#+name: connect-svg
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="connect-graph",outfile="connect-graph",oftype="svg") :results silent

***** Load connected components data                               :noexport:

#+name: load-connected-data
#+header: :var edges=connected-table
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (defparameter *connect-graph* (populate (make-instance 'digraph)))
  (let ((r)
        (flag))
    (dolist (e edges r)
      (add-edge *connect-graph*
                (list (read-from-string (nth 0 e))
                      (read-from-string (nth 1 e))))
      (when (and (not flag) (setf flag (cycles *connect-graph*)))
        (push e r))))
#+end_src
** Investigation of Lapakahi Detailed Study Area

This section presents the data used to model relative chronological
relationships in the Lapakahi detailed study area and the source code
used to plot a graph picture of the model.

*** Relative Chronological Relationships at Lapakahi

Table [[lapakahi-dsa-data]] holds information about the relative
chronological relationships of agricultural walls and trails in the
Lapakahi detailed study area. This information was used to model the
structure and growth of the field system. The first two columns hold
the labels of the =Older= and =Younger= features. The third column,
=Source=, indicates whether the observation that established the
relative chronological relationship was made on the plane-table map of
the detailed study area (see the file =lapakahi-dsa-map.png=) or on
Google Earth imagery. This column also includes a date stamp when the
information was checked prior to finalizing the model for analysis and
publication. Labels assigned to the agricultural walls and trails are
shown on the map =lapakahi-dsa-final.kmz=.

#+call: echo[:colnames yes](lapakahi-edges) :eval no-export :colnames yes

#+name: lapakahi-dsa-data
#+caption[Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Lapakahi]: *Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Lapakahi.*
#+attr_latex: :environment longtable :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+results:
| Older | Younger | Source                        |
|-------+---------+-------------------------------|
| IIIb  | W053    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W064    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W066    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W069    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W090    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W099    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W117    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIb  | W126    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| IIIc  | W038    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W040    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W041    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W042    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W043    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W044    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W045    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W046    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W048    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W053    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W054    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W055    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W056    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W057    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W060    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W061    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W063    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W064    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W065    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W066    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W067    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W069    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W070    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W071    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W072    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W073    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W075    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W076    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W082    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W083    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W085    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W088    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W089    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W090    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W091    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W092    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W093    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W094    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W095    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W096    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W097    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W098    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W099    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W100    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W101    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W102    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W103    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W105    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W106    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W108    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W109    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W110    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W112    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W113    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W114    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W115    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W117    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W118    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W119    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W123    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W124    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W125    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W126    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W127    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W128    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W129    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W132    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W133    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W134    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W137    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W139    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W140    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W142    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W145    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W147    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W149    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W151    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W152    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W153    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W154    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W158    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W162    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W161    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W163    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W164    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W167    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W168    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W170    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W171    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W172    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W174    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W175    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W176    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W177    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W179    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W180    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W182    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W183    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W189    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W191    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W192    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W194    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W195    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W196    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W197    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W198    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W199    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W200    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W201    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W203    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W204    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W205    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W206    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W207    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W208    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W209    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W210    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W211    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W215    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W216    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W217    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W218    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W219    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W220    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W221    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W222    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W223    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W225    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IIIc  | W239    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| IVd   | W051    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVd   | W059    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W052    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W078    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W079    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W081    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W083    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W084    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W087    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W110    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W111    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W142    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W143    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W085    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W237    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W076    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| IVe   | W239    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| IVg   | W189    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVh   | W173    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVh   | W235    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVh   | W181    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVh   | W184    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| IVi   | W200    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| Va    | W035    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| Va    | W038    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| Va    | W044    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| Va    | W061    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| Va    | W067    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| Va    | W046    | map [2013-12-03 Tue]          |
| VIa   | W237    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |
| W018  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W019  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W020  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W021  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W022  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W023  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W027  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W028  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W029  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W032  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W032  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W034  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W036  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W037  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W039  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W039  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W042  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W042  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W043  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W045  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W047  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W048  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W049  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W055  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W057  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W058  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W058  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W060  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W062  | IVd     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W062  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W063  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W065  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W068  | IVd     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W070  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W071  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W072  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W075  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W077  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W077  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W078  | VIa     | map [2013-12-04 Wed]          |
| W079  | VIa     | map [2013-12-04 Wed]          |
| W080  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W080  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W080  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W080  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W082  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W084  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W088  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W088  | VIa     | map [2013-12-03 Tue]          |
| W089  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W091  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W091  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W092  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W093  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W094  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W095  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W096  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W097  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W098  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W100  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W102  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W102  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W104  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W104  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W107  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W108  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W109  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W113  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W113  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W114  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W116  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W118  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W119  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W120  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W120  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W120  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W120  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W121  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W122  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W122  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W122  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W122  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W123  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W124  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W124  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W125  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W127  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W128  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W128  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W129  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W130  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W132  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W133  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W134  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W135  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W135  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W135  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W137  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W137  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W139  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W140  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W140  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W144  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W147  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W149  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W151  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W155  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W155  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W157  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W157  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W158  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W159  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W159  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W160  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W160  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W160  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W160  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W162  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W163  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W163  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W165  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W165  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W165  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W166  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W166  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W168  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W168  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W168  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W168  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W169  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W171  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W171  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W171  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W171  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W172  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W174  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W174  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W176  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W177  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W177  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W177  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W178  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W179  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W180  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W182  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W183  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W186  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W186  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W186  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W187  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W187  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W187  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W188  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W188  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W188  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W190  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W190  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W190  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W190  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W191  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W191  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W193  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W193  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W194  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W194  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W201  | IVi     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W212  | IVi     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |
| W213  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W214  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W224  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |
| W236  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |

**** Working Area                                                  :noexport:
#+name: lapakahi-edges
| older | younger | source                        | notes                                                       |
|-------+---------+-------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------|
| IIIc  | W038    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W040    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W041    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W042    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W043    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W044    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W045    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W046    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W048    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W049  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W053    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W054    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W055    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W056    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W057    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W058  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Check this, google shows the wall younger                   |
| IIIc  | W060    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W061    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W063    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W064    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W065    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W066    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W067    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W069    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W070    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W071    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W072    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W073    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W075    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W076    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W077  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W080  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W082    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W083    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | W083=W084?                                                  |
| IIIc  | W085    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W088    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W089    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W090    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W091    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W092    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W093    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W094    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W095    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W096    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W097    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W098    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W099    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W100    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W101    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W102    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W103    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W104  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W105    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W106    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W108    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W109    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W110    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W112    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W113    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W114    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W115    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W117    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W118    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W119    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W120  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | field check                                                 |
| W122  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W123    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W124    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W125    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W126    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W127    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W128    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W129    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W132    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W133    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | There is nothing even close north of the trail              |
| IIIc  | W134    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W135  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W137    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W139    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W140    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W142    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W145    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W147    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W149    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W151    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W152    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W153    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W154    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W155  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W157  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W158    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W159  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W160  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W162    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W161    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W163    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W164    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W165  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W167    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W168    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W170    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W171    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W172    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W174    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W175    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W176    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W177    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W179    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W180    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W182    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W183    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W186  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W187  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W188  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W189    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W190  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W191    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W192    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W194    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W195    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W196    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W197    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W198    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W199    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W200    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W201    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W203    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W204    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W205    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W206    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W207    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W208    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W209    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W210    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W211    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W213  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W214  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W215    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W216    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W217    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W218    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W219    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W220    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W221    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W222    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W223    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W224  | IIIc    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W225    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| Va    | W035    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W037  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| Va    | W038    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W039  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W042  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| Va    | W044    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| Va    | W061    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W065  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| Va    | W067    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W071  | Va      | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W032  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W039  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Modern enclosure in the way                                 |
| W042  | IVc     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Modern enclosure in the way                                 |
| W047  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W052    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | This was a problem at an early stage. Not sure why.         |
| IVd   | W051    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | This was a problem at an early stage. Not sure why.         |
| IVd   | W059    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W062  | IVd     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W068  | IVd     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W062  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W078    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W079    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W080  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W080  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W081    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W083    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W084    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W084  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W087    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W088  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W091  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W091  | VIa     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W093  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W095  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W098  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W102  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W104  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W107  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W108  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W110    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W111    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Google shows this wall running under trail IVe              |
| W113  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W119  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W120  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W122  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W124  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W128  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W130  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W133  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W135  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W137  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W140  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W142    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W143    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W147  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W149  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W151  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W155  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W157  | IVe     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W160  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W160  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W163  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W165  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W165  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W166  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W168  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W168  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W169  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W171  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W171  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVh   | W173    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W174  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVh   | W235    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W177  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W178  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVh   | W181    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVh   | W184    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W186  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W187  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W188  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVg   | W189    | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W190  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W190  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W191  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W191  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W193  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W193  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W194  | IVk     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Assume W194 not broken by partial enclosures                |
| W194  | IVj     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          | Assume W194 not broken by partial enclosures                |
| W163  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W168  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W171  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W174  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W236  | IVh     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W177  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W180  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W183  | IVg     | map [2013-12-02 Mon]          |                                                             |
| W018  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W019  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W020  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W021  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W022  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W023  | IVa     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W027  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W028  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W029  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W032  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W034  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W036  | IVb     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W102  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | First good intersection mauka of trail intersection         |
| W113  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W116  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W120  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W121  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google, unusual wall, now partially destroyed by cattle     |
| W122  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W124  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W128  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W137  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W140  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W144  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google, W144=W145?                                          |
| W043  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W045  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W048  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W053    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W055  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W057  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W058  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google, note that north of the trail is just a wall remnant |
| W060  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W063  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W064    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W066    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W069    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W070  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W072  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W075  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W077  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W080  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W082  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W089  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W090    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W092  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W094  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W096  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W097  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W099    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W100  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] |                                                             |
| W109  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W114  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W117    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W118  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W120  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W122  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W123  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W125  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IIIb  | W126    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W127  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W129  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W132  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W134  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W135  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W139  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W158  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W159  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W160  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W162  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W172  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W176  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W179  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W182  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W186  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W187  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W188  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W190  | IIIb    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W166  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W168  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W171  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W177  | IVf     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W201  | IVi     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| W212  | IVi     | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| IVi   | W200    | Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue] | google                                                      |
| Va    | W046    | map [2013-12-03 Tue]          | Map is equivocal, W046 = W047?                              |
| W088  | VIa     | map [2013-12-03 Tue]          |                                                             |
| W079  | VIa     | map [2013-12-04 Wed]          |                                                             |
| W078  | VIa     | map [2013-12-04 Wed]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W085    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          | Added W237.                                                 |
| IVe   | W237    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |                                                             |
| VIa   | W237    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W076    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IVe   | W239    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |                                                             |
| IIIc  | W239    | map [2013-12-16 Mon]          |                                                             |
  
**** Problem Intersections                                         :noexport:

Trail VIA is troublesome.  W078, W079, and W084 all show VIA younger
than IVE.  W085 shows it older.  I think the solution is to split W085
into W085 and W237.

#+name: phri-dsa-problems
| Va   | W062 | map [2013-12-02 Mon] | Introduces a cycle |

#+name: phri-modern-disturbance
| Va   | W049 |                      | Modern wall at end of W049?                                                              |
| Va   | W050 |                      | Modern wall at W049, W050 = W049?                                                        |
| IVd  | W047 |                      | Modern structure in the way                                                              |
| IVe  | W115 |                      | Modern structure south of trail obscures relationship                                    |
| IVe  | W116 |                      | A recent construction interrupts the intersection                                        |
| IVe  | W121 |                      | Intersection damaged by ranching.                                                        |
| IVe  | W145 |                      | Modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| IVg  | W159 |                      | modern structures south of trail obscure relationship                                    |
| Va   | W047 |                      | Wall is broken, intersection not clear                                                   |
| W012 | Va   |                      | Can't make this out on Google Earth                                                      |
| W033 | Va   |                      | Modern road obscures this relationship on Google Earth                                   |
| W039 | IIIc |                      | Wall broken by various structures                                                        |
| W051 | IVe  | map [2013-12-02 Mon] | Modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| W052 | IVb  |                      | modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| W052 | IVd  |                      | modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| W059 | IVe  | map [2013-12-02 Mon] | Modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| W073 | Va   |                      | No relationship, trail ends at wall                                                      |
| W074 | IVd  |                      | Modern structure in the way                                                              |
| W105 | IIIb |                      | modern disturbance obscures relationship                                                 |
| W130 | IIIc |                      | Modern wall gets in the way of this, need to assign number to part of wall north of IIIc |
| W143 | IVf  |                      | google? Difficult to see on aerial imagery                                               |
| W147 | IVf  |                      | Modern wall obscures relationship                                                        |
| W173 | IVf  |                      | Modern structure is a problem                                                            |
| W184 | IVf  |                      | google? Problematic because of enclosure south of trail                                  |

***** DONE Add W237, W238, W239 to GIS
      DEADLINE: <2013-12-16 Mon>
      :LOGBOOK:
      - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-12-17 Tue 09:36]
      :END:
*** Plot a Graph of the Lapakahi Detailed Study Area

Listing [[lapakahi-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. In addition to the
header arguments used for other source code blocks, the argument =:var
components= is used to toggle marking of subgraphs
(Table [[args-lapakahi-noweb]]). Three of these, at Lines 1
(Listing [[declare-local-vars]]), 2 (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]), and 4
(Listing [[return-value]]), refer to code chunks that were used to plot
Figure 3. Only the code to plot the directed graph of the Lapakahi
detailed study area is different.


#+caption[Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[lapakahi-noweb]]]: *Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[lapakahi-noweb]].*
#+attr_latex: :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+name: args-lapakahi-noweb
| Argument          | Value                                                                            |
|-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| :var arcs         | an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are "Older" and "Younger" |
| :var out-file     | a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. "file.dot"   |
| :var brewer-color | a string that specifies a [[http://www.graphviz.org/content/color-names#brewer][ColorBrewer palette]]                                    |
| :var label-break  | an integer that specifies the lowest level to label in white, rather than black  |
| :var components   | an Emacs-lisp function that returns a boolean value                              |
| :dir              | a path where the code will run and write its output                              |

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Lapakahi source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Lapakahi source code block.*
#+name: lapakahi-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=lapakahi-edges
#+header: :var out-file="lapakahi-dsa.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="orrd6"
#+header: :var label-break=5
#+header: :var components=(identity t)
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-lapakahi>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

There are two steps needed to plot the directed graph of the Lapakahi
detailed study area. First, because the trails were treated as
segments, they need to be merged to construct archaeologically
meaningful unilaterally connected subgraphs (Line 3). Once this is
accomplished, then the =dot= code can be generated in the usual way
(Line 4). Because the subgraphs are held in a local variable, Lines 3
and 4 are nested within a =(let)= special operator. All of this is
nested in an =(unless)= macro so the code only executes if no cycles
were encountered.

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Lapakahi graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Lapakahi graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-lapakahi
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (unless rejected
    (let
        <<lapakahi-subgraphs>>
        <<plot-lapakahi-graph>>
      ))
#+end_src

The source code block to identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at
Lapakahi (Listing [[lapakahi-subgraphs]]) calls the =connected-component=
function from the =graph.lisp= library, which returns a list of all
the nodes reachable from a given node. The nodes are five trail
segments that, together, reach all of the level 2 and higher
agricultural walls in the detailed study area. These include four
early trail segments---IVA, IVD, IVB, and IIIC---along with trail
segment VIA, which appears to be late but is not connected to another
trail.

#+caption[Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Lapakahi]: *Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Lapakahi.*
#+name: lapakahi-subgraphs
#+begin_src lisp
  ((p-levels (levels graph))
   (p-comps (list (connected-component
                   graph
                   (read-from-string "IVA")
                   :type :unilateral)
                  (connected-component
                   graph
                   (read-from-string "IVD")
                   :type :unilateral)
                  (connected-component
                   graph
                   (read-from-string "IVB")
                   :type :unilateral)
                  (connected-component
                   graph
                   (read-from-string "VIA")
                   :type :unilateral)
                  (connected-component
                   graph
                   (read-from-string "IIIC")
                   :type :unilateral))))
#+end_src

The source code block to plot the Lapakahi detailed study area graph
picture (Listing [[plot-lapakahi-graph]]) is similar to the source code
block used to plot Figure 6 (Listing [[conditionally-plot-6]]), except
that, for aesthetic reasons, it sets an edge attribute to render arcs
in gray, instead of black.

#+caption[Plot the Lapakahi detailed study area graph picture]: *Plot the Lapakahi detailed study area graph picture.*
#+name: plot-lapakahi-graph
#+begin_src lisp
(to-dot-file graph out-file
                       :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "gray97")
                                         (cons :aspect 2.5))
                       :edge-attrs (list (cons :color (constantly "grey")))
                       :node-attrs (list 
                                    (cons :colorscheme (constantly brewer-color))
                                    (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)
                                                       (+ 1 (gethash n p-levels))))
                                    (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                                       (if (<= label-break
                                                               (gethash n p-levels))
                                                           1 "\black")))
                                    (cons  :shape (lambda (n)
                                                    (if (string= "W" (string n)
                                                                 :start2 0
                                                                 :end2 1)
                                                        "oval" "box")))
                                    (cons  :style (constantly "filled")))
                       :subgraphs (and components
                                       (mapcar (lambda (x)
                                                 (graph-dot:make-subgraph
                                                  :attributes '(("color" . "red")
                                                                ("label" . "" ))
                                                  :node-list x)) p-comps)))
#+end_src

**** Make a Portable Document Format Graph for the Supporting Information Document :noexport:

#+name: connect-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="phri-dsa",outfile="/Users/dk/Public/projects/929-lkfs-structure/report/lapakahi-dsa-final",oftype="pdf") :results silent

** Investigation of Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina Detailed Study Area
This section presents the data used to model relative chronological
relationships in the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area and
the source code used to plot a graph picture of the model.

*** Relative Chronological Relationships at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina

Table [[lg-dsa-data]] holds information about the relative chronological
relationships of features in the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study
area. This information was used to model the structure and growth of
the field system. The first two columns hold the labels of the =Older=
and =Younger= features. The third column, =Source=, indicates whether
the observation that established the relative chronological
relationship was made on the field system map [[cite:ladefoged08:_variab_hawaii][;;Ladefoged-Graves-2008]]
or with information provided by Thegn Ladefoged in email
correspondence. This column also includes a date stamp when the
information was checked prior to finalizing the model for analysis and
publication. Labels assigned to the agricultural walls and trails are shown on the
map =kahua-dsa-final.kmz=.


#+call: echo[:colnames yes](dsa-edges) :eval no-export :colnames yes

#+name: lg-dsa-data
#+caption[Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina]: *Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina.*
#+attr_latex: :environment longtable :font \footnotesize :booktabs t
#+results:
| Older | Younger | Source                 |
|-------+---------+------------------------|
| T001  | W001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W008    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W009    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W022    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W025    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W026    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W027    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W028    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W029    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W030    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W031    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W032    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W033    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W034    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T001  | W035    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W011    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W012    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W013    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W014    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W015    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W016    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W017    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W018    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W027    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W028    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W033    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W036    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W037    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W040    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W041    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W043    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W044    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W046    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W048    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W049    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W050    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W103    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W104    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W105    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T002  | W106    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W036    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W037    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W038    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W039    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W042    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W043    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W044    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W045    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W046    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W047    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W053    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W054    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W055    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T003  | W056    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W053    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W058    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W060    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W067    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W069    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W072    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T004  | W073    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W058    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W064    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W067    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W068    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W069    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W070    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T005  | W071    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W057    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W060    | email [2013-03-25 Mon] |
| T006  | W062    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W063    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W066    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W071    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W074    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W075    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W081    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W082    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W083    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W088    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W089    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W090    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W091    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W093    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W097    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W098    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W099    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W101    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W102    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W108    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| T006  | W111    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W002  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W003  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W004  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W007  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W007  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W010  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W011  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W012  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W013  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W014  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W015  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W016  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W017  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W018  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W019  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W019  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W019  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W020  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W020  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W020  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W021  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W021  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W021  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W023  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W024  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W048  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W049  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W050  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W057  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W059  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W060  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W063  | T004    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W063  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W066  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W072  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W075  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W076  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W076  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W077  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W077  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W078  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W078  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W079  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W080  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W084  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W084  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W084  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W084  | T007    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W085  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W085  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |
| W087  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |

**** Edge table                                                    :noexport:

The table is keyed to [[file:~/Public/projects/929-lkfs-structure/map/lg-dsa.svg][this Inkscape drawing]], which identifies the
facilities with a label.  Trails are labeled with a "T-" prefix and a
unique three digit number.  Agricultural walls are labeled with s "W-"
prefix and a unique three-digit number.

#+caption: Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina 
#+attr_latex: :environment longtable :font \footnotesize  :booktabs t
#+name: dsa-edges
| Older | Younger | Source                 | notes                                           |
|-------+---------+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------|
| T001  | W027    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W028    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W002  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W003  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W004  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W029    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W030    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W007  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W008    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W031    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W009    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W032    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W010  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W011  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W012  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W013  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W014  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W015  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W016  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W017  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W018  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W019  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W020  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W021  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W022    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W033    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W023  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W024  | T001    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W025    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W034    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T001  | W026    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T001  | W035    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T002  | W027    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W036    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W028    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W037    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W103    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W007  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W106    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T002  | W040    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T002  | W041    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W104    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W043    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W011    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W044    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W012    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W013    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W046    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W014    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W015    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W048    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W016    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W049    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W017    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W050    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W018    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W019  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W020  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W021  | T002    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W033    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W036    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W037    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W038    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W039    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W053    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W054    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W055    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | W055 + W040 ?                                   |
| T003  | W056    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W042    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W043    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W044    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W045    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W046    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T003  | W047    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W048  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W049  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W050  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W019  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W020  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W021  | T003    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T004  | W058    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T004  | W060    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T004  | W053    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W063  | T004    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | Delete to remove cycle                          |
| T004  | W067    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T004  | W069    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T004  | W072    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T004  | W073    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W057  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T005  | W058    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W059  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W060  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W063  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W064    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W067    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W068    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W069    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W070    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T005  | W071    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W072  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| W075  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W076  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W077  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W078  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W079  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W084  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W085  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W084  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T006  | W057    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W088    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W060    | email [2013-03-25 Mon] | Thegn reports this relation in an email 3/25/13 |
| T006  | W089    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W062    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W090    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W063    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W091    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W093    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W071    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W074    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W097    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W098    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W075    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W076  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W077  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | XXX problem, divide this wall?                  |
| W078  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W099    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W080  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T006  | W081    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W101    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W082    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W102    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W083    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W108    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W084  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W085  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W084  | T007    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T002  | W105    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W087  | T006    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| W066  | T005    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   | LG ?                                            |
| T006  | W066    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |
| T006  | W111    | map [2013-11-04 Mon]   |                                                 |

**** Problem edges                                                 :noexport:

The following three agricultural walls appear on Google to be older
than T-008 and younger than T-006, which introduces cycles.  The SW
corner of the DSA has a lot of problems.  Some problems caused by
impact of ranching activities.

| W-099 | T-008   | google                                          |
| W-097 | T-008   | google                                          |
| W-101 | T-008   | google, hard to tell                            |
| T008  | W085    | google                                          |
| T008  | W084    | google                                          |
| T008  | W102    | google                                          |
| T008  | W108    | google                                          |
| T008  | W109    | google                                          |
| T008  | W078    | google                                          |
| T008  | W077    | google, XXX problem                             |
| T008  | W076    | google                                          |
| T008  | W098    | google                                          |
| T008  | W095    | google                                          |
| T008  | W094    | google                                          |
| T008  | W092    | google                                          |
| T008  | W107    | google                                          |
*** Plot a Graph of the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina Study Area

Listing [[lg-dsa-noweb]] includes four noweb-style code chunks nested
within a Common Lisp =(let)= special operator. The header arguments
are described in Table [[args-lapakahi-noweb]]. Three of these, at Lines 1
(Listing [[declare-local-vars]]), 2 (Listing [[add-arcs-to-graph]]), and 4
(Listing [[return-value]]), refer to code chunks that were used to plot
Figure 3. Only the code to plot the directed graph of the Kahua 1 and
P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area (Line 4) is different.

#+caption[Noweb syntax for the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina source code block]: *Noweb syntax for the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina source code block.*
#+name: lg-dsa-noweb
#+header: :var arcs=dsa-edges
#+header: :var out-file="kahua-dsa.dot"
#+header: :var brewer-color="orrd7"
#+header: :var label-break=5
#+header: :var components=(identity t)
#+header: :dir ./
#+header: :colnames yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :package graph
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (let
   <<declare-local-vars>>
   <<add-arcs-to-graph>>
   <<conditionally-plot-kahua>>
   <<return-value>>)
#+end_src

There are two steps needed to plot the directed graph of the Kahua 1
and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area. First, subgraphs of the nodes
reachable from the earliest trails are defined (Line 3).
Once this is accomplished, then the =dot= code can be generated in the
usual way (Line 4). Because the subgraphs are held in a local
variable, Lines 3 and 4 are nested within a =(let)= special operator.
All of this is nested in an =(unless)= macro so the code only executes
if no cycles were encountered.

#+caption[Conditionally plot the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina graph picture]: *Conditionally plot the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina graph picture.*
#+name: conditionally-plot-kahua
#+header: :noweb no-export
#+begin_src lisp
  (unless rejected
    (let
        <<kahua-subgraphs>>
        <<plot-kahua-graph>>
      ))
#+end_src

The source code block to identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at
Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina (Listing [[kahua-subgraphs]]) calls the =connected-component=
function from the =graph.lisp= library, which returns a list of all
the nodes reachable from a given node. The nodes are the two early
trails, T002 and T006.

#+caption[Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina]: *Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina.*
#+name: kahua-subgraphs
#+begin_src lisp
  ((dsa-levels (levels graph))
   (dsa-comps (and components
                   (list
                    (connected-component
                     graph
                     (read-from-string "T002")
                     :type :unilateral)
                    (connected-component
                     graph
                     (read-from-string "T006")
                     :type :unilateral)))))
#+end_src

The source code block to plot the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed
study area graph picture (Listing [[plot-kahua-graph]]) is similar to the
source code block used to plot Figure 6
(Listing [[conditionally-plot-6]]), except that, for aesthetic reasons, it
sets an edge attribute to render arcs in gray, instead of black.

#+caption[Plot the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area graph picture]: *Plot the Kahua 1 and P\amacron{}hinahina detailed study area graph picture.*
#+name: plot-kahua-graph
#+begin_src lisp
  (to-dot-file graph out-file
               :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")
                                 (cons :aspect 2.5))
               :edge-attrs (list (cons :color (constantly "grey")))
               :node-attrs (list
                            (cons :colorscheme 
                                  (constantly brewer-color))
                            (cons :fillcolor
                                  (lambda (n)
                                    (+ 1 (gethash n dsa-levels))))
                            (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)
                                               (if (<= label-break
                                                       (gethash n dsa-levels))
                                                   1 "\black")))
                            (cons  :shape (lambda (n)
                                            (if (string= "T" (string n)
                                                         :start2 0
                                                         :end2 1)
                                                "box" "oval")))
                            (cons :style (constantly "filled")))
               :subgraphs (and components
                               (mapcar (lambda (x)
                                         (graph-dot:make-subgraph
                                          :attributes '(("color" . "red")
                                                        ("label" . "" ))
                                          :node-list x)) dsa-comps)))
#+end_src


#+begin_latex
\bibliography{local}
\clearpage
#+end_latex


**** Make Portable Document Format Graph for Supporting Information Document :noexport:

#+name: connect-pdf
#+call: open-dot-graph(infile="components-lg-dsa",outfile="/Users/dk/Public/projects/929-lkfs-structure/report/kahua-dsa-final",oftype="pdf") :results silent

* Helper Functions                                                 :noexport:

This section describes two helper functions that were useful during
creation of the compendium.

** Make and Open a =dot= Graph
A shell source code block (Listing [[open-dot-graph]]) creates and opens a
graph picture. The source code block takes four header arguments
(Table [[open-dot-graph-args]]), which specify the name of the input and
output files, the type of the output file, and a path to a directory
where the code is executed.

#+caption[Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[open-dot-graph]]]: *Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[open-dot-graph]].*
#+name: open-dot-graph-args
| Argument     | Value                                                                  |
|--------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| :var infile  | A string with the =dot= input file name                                |
| :var outfile | A string with the output file name                                     |
| :var oftype  | A string with the output file type, typically "pdf" or "svg"           |
| :dir         | A path to the directory where the code executes and writes its results |

#+caption[Create and view a graph picture]: *Create and view a graph picture.*
#+name: open-dot-graph
#+header: :var infile=""
#+header: :var outfile=""
#+header: :var oftype=""
#+header: :dir ./
#+begin_src sh :results silent
dot -T$oftype -o $outfile.$oftype $infile.dot
open $outfile.$oftype
#+end_src
** Copy a Named Org Mode Object

This source code block is taken from the Org mode Library of Babel,
and is included here to make the compendium easier for the user to
configure. It takes a single header argument (Table [[echo-header-arg]]).

#+caption[Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[echo]]]: *Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing [[echo]].*
#+name: echo-header-arg
| Argument   | Value                          |
|------------+--------------------------------|
| :var input | The name of an Org mode object |

#+caption[The =echo= function from the Org mode Library of Babel]: *The =echo= function from the Org mode Library of Babel.*
#+name: echo
#+begin_src emacs-lisp :var input="echo'd"
  input
#+end_src

* Preamble Source Code                                             :noexport:

The source code block =plos-one-start= is called before the first
headline. It takes information from the =author-table= and creates a
title page that meets the following [[http://www.plosone.org/static/guidelines#format][/PLOS ONE/ specification]]:

#+begin_quote
The title, authors, and affiliations should all be included on a title
page as the first page of the manuscript file.
#+end_quote

#+name: plos-one-start
#+header: :var tab=author-table
#+header: :var kwd="TITLE"
#+header: :results raw 
#+header: :wrap latex
#+header: :colnames no 
#+header: :hlines yes
#+header: :noweb yes
#+header: :exports results
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
  <<jk-keywords>>
  (require 'cl)
  (defun author-name (recs)
    "Format the author name list."
    (let ((i 0))
      (mapcar (lambda (row)
                (concat (format "%s$^{%d%s" (first row)
                                (incf i)
                                (if (equal "yes" (eighth row)) ",\\ast" ""))
                        (if (equal row (car (last recs))) "}$" "}$,")))
              recs)))
  
  (defun author-affiliation (recs)
    "Format the author affiliation list."
    (let ((i 0))
      (mapcar (lambda (row)
                (format "\\bf{%d} %s, %s, %s, %s, %s" (incf i)
                        (second row) (third row) (fourth row)
                        (fifth row) (sixth row)))
              recs)))
  (defun corresponding-email (recs)
    "Return the corresponding email."
    (mapcar (lambda (row)
              (format "%s" (if (equal "yes" (eighth row)) (seventh row) "")))
            recs))
  
  (let* ((tab (cdr (cdr tab)))
         (a (author-name tab))
         (b (author-affiliation tab))
         (c (corresponding-email tab)))
    (concat (format "\\begin{flushleft}\n{\\Large\n\\textbf{%s}\n}\n\\\\\n"
                    (jk-org-kwd kwd))
            (mapconcat 'identity a "\n") "\n\\\\\n"
            (mapconcat 'identity b "\n\\\\\n")
            "\n\\\\\n$\\ast$ E-mail: "
            (mapconcat 'identity c "\n")
            "\n\\end{flushleft}\n\\newpage"))
#+end_src

#+results: plos-one-start
#+BEGIN_latex
\begin{flushleft}
{\Large
\textbf{Structure and Growth of the Leeward Kohala Field System: An Analysis with Directed Graphs}
}
\\
Thomas S. Dye$^{1,\ast}$
\\
\bf{1} Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai`i, Honolulu, HI, USA
\\
$\ast$ E-mail: tsd@tsdye.com
\end{flushleft}
#+END_latex
* Org-mode Setup (New Exporter)                                    :noexport:
** Export setup for /PLOS ONE/

#+name: tangle-init-file
#+header: :results silent
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(org-babel-tangle)
#+end_src

The following source code block can be configured for the user's set
up by setting the =:var path-to-ox-latex= header argument to an
appropriate value.

#+name: export-setup-plos-one
#+header: :var path-to-ox-latex="~/.emacs.d/src/org-mode/lisp"
#+header: :noweb yes
#+header: :results silent
#+header: :tangle init-plos.el
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
  (setq load-path (cons path-to-ox-latex load-path))
  (require 'ox-latex)
  (setq org-export-allow-bind-keywords t)
  (setq org-confirm-babel-evaluate nil)
  (setq org-latex-listings 'minted)
  (setq org-latex-listings-options
        '(("frame" "lines")
          ("basicstyle" "\\footnotesize")
          ("numbers" "left")
          ("numberstyle" "\\tiny")))
  (setq org-latex-minted-options
        '(("frame" "lines")
          ("fontsize" "\\footnotesize")
          ("linenos" "")))
  (add-to-list 'org-latex-minted-langs '(lisp "cl"))
  (setq org-latex-pdf-process
        '("pdflatex -shell-escape -interaction nonstopmode -output-directory %o %f"
          "bibtex %b"
          "pdflatex -shell-escape -interaction nonstopmode -output-directory %o %f"
          "pdflatex -shell-escape -interaction nonstopmode -output-directory %o %f"))
    (org-babel-do-load-languages
     'org-babel-load-languages
     '((R . t)
       (dot . t)
       (emacs-lisp . t)
       (latex . t)
       (org . t)
       (sh . t)))
    <<user-entities>>
    (setq org-latex-packages-alist nil)
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("" "setspace"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("" "amsmath"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("" "amssymb"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("" "graphicx"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("" "cite"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("usenames,dvipsnames" "color"))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-packages-alist '("labelfont=bf,labelsep=period,justification=raggedright" "caption"))
    (setq org-latex-tables-booktabs nil)
    (setq org-latex-title-command nil)
    (setq org-latex-remove-logfiles nil)
    (setq org-latex-toc-command "\\tableofcontents\n\n")
    (setq org-latex-classes nil)
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-classes
                 '("plos-submit"
                   "\\documentclass[10pt]{article}
    [NO-DEFAULT-PACKAGES]
    [PACKAGES]
    [EXTRA]
    \\doublespacing
    % Text layout
    \\topmargin 0.0cm
    \\oddsidemargin 0.5cm
    \\evensidemargin 0.5cm
    \\textwidth 16cm 
    \\textheight 21cm
    \\bibliographystyle{plos2009}
    \\makeatletter
    \\renewcommand{\\@biblabel}[1]{\\quad#1.}
    \\makeatother
    \\pagestyle{myheadings}
    \\renewcommand{\\includegraphics}[2][]{}
    %% ** EDIT HERE **
    \\DeclareCaptionLabelFormat{si}{#1S#2}    
    
    %% ** EDIT HERE **
    %% PLEASE INCLUDE ALL MACROS BELOW
    %% \\newcommand{\\texttwosuperior}{$^{2}$}
    %% \\newcommand{\\textpm}{$\\pm$}
    \\newcommand{\\rc}{$^{14}C$}
    %% END MACROS SECTION"
                     ("\\section{%s}" . "\\section*{%s}")
                     ("\\subsection{%s}" . "\\subsection*{%s}")
                     ("\\subsubsection{%s}" . "\\subsubsection*{%s}")
                     ("\\paragraph{%s}" . "\\paragraph*{%s}")
                   ("\\subparagraph{%s}" . "\\subparagraph*{%s}")))
    (add-to-list 'org-latex-classes
                 '("plos-devel"
                   "\\documentclass[10pt]{article}
    [NO-DEFAULT-PACKAGES]
    [PACKAGES]
    [EXTRA]
    \\doublespacing
    % Text layout
    \\topmargin 0.0cm
    \\oddsidemargin 0.5cm
    \\evensidemargin 0.5cm
    \\textwidth 16cm 
    \\textheight 21cm
    \\bibliographystyle{plos2009}
    \\makeatletter
    \\renewcommand{\\@biblabel}[1]{\\quad#1.}
    \\makeatother
    \\pagestyle{myheadings}
    %% ** EDIT HERE **
    \\DeclareCaptionLabelFormat{si}{#1S#2}    
    
    %% ** EDIT HERE **
    %% PLEASE INCLUDE ALL MACROS BELOW
    %% \\newcommand{\\texttwosuperior}{$^{2}$}
    %% \\newcommand{\\textpm}{$\\pm$}
    \\newcommand{\\rc}{$^{14}C$}
    %% END MACROS SECTION"
                     ("\\section{%s}" . "\\section*{%s}")
                     ("\\subsection{%s}" . "\\subsection*{%s}")
                     ("\\subsubsection{%s}" . "\\subsubsection*{%s}")
                     ("\\paragraph{%s}" . "\\paragraph*{%s}")
                     ("\\subparagraph{%s}" . "\\subparagraph*{%s}")))
      <<ngz-nbsp>>
      <<tsd-textpm>>
      <<tsd-continuation-strings>>
      <<define-cite-link>>
#+end_src

** Include File for Supporting Information Class File

#+name: supplementary-material-latex-header
#+header: :tangle supplementary-material-header.tex
#+begin_src latex
  \usepackage{dtklogos}% for the \BibTeX command
  \usepackage{longtable}
  \usepackage{minted}
  \usemintedstyle{tango}
  \renewcommand\listoflistingscaption{List of Source Code Block Listings}
  \usepackage{booktabs}
  \usepackage{paralist}
  \usepackage[colorlinks=true,allcolors=blue]{hyperref}
  \usepackage{attachfile}
  \renewcommand\thefigure{S\arabic{figure}} 
  \renewcommand\thetable{S\arabic{table}} 
  \renewcommand\thelisting{S\arabic{listing}} 
#+end_src

** User Entities
#+name: user-entities
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
  (setq org-entities-user nil)
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("space" "\\ " nil " " " " " " "–"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("amacron" "\\={a}" nil "&#0257" "a" "a" "ā"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("emacron" "\\={e}" nil "&#0275" "e" "e" "ē"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("imacron" "\\={\\i}" nil "&#0299" "i" "i" "ī"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("omacron" "\\={o}" nil "&#0333" "o" "o" "ō"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("umacron" "\\={u}" nil "&#0363" "u" "u" "ū"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("Amacron" "\\={A}" nil "&#0256" "A" "A" "Ā"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("Emacron" "\\={E}" nil "&#0274" "E" "E" "Ē"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("Imacron" "\\={I}" nil "&#0298" "I" "I" "Ī"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("Omacron" "\\={O}" nil "&#0332" "O" "O" "Ō"))
  (add-to-list 'org-entities-user '("Umacron" "\\={U}" nil "&#0362" "U" "U" "Ū"))
#+end_src

** Link Type for Citations

#+name: define-cite-link
#+header: :results silent :exports none
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
  (org-add-link-type
   "cite" 'ebib
   (lambda (path desc format)
     (cond
      ((eq format 'html)
       (format "(<cite>%s</cite>)" path))
      ((eq format 'latex)
           (format "\\cite{%s}" path)))))
#+end_src

** Nicolas Goaziou's Filter for Non-breaking Spaces
Make the non-breaking space with alt-shift

You may add _ to "pre" part of `org-emphasis-regexp-components' in
order to typeset constructs such as /Genus/ cf. /species/.

So far, I've added " ", "–" which are the characters for non-breaking
space and single space.

#+name: ngz-nbsp
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(defun ngz-latex-filter-nobreaks (text backend info)
  "Ensure \"_\" are properly handled in Beamer/LaTeX export."
  (when (memq backend '(beamer latex))
    (replace-regexp-in-string " " "~" text)))
(add-to-list 'org-export-filter-plain-text-functions
             'ngz-latex-filter-nobreaks)
#+end_src

** Filter for textpm
Add the placeholder with alt-shift-+

#+name: tsd-textpm
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(defun tsd-latex-filter-textpm (text backend info)
  "Replace textpm placeholders in Beamer/LaTeX export."
  (when (memq backend '(beamer latex))
    (replace-regexp-in-string "±" "\\textpm\\" text nil t)))
(add-to-list 'org-export-filter-plain-text-functions
             'tsd-latex-filter-textpm)
#+end_src

#+results: tsd-textpm
| tsd-latex-filter-textpm | tsd-latex-filter-textcites | tsd-latex-filter-parencites | ngz-latex-filter-nobreaks |

** DONE Filter for table continuation strings
   :LOGBOOK:
   - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2013-11-07 Thu 21:05]
   :END:
#+name: tsd-continuation-strings
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
  (defun my-personal-table-continuation-strings (row backend info)
    (when (org-export-derived-backend-p backend 'latex)
      (replace-regexp-in-string
       "multicolumn{[0-9]+}{l}{\\(.*\\)}" "\\ldots\\ \\tablename\\ \\thetable{} continued from previous page"
       (replace-regexp-in-string
        "multicolumn{[0-9]+}{r}{\\(.*\\)}" "continued on next page \\ldots"
        row nil t 1) nil t 1)))
  (add-to-list 'org-export-filter-table-functions
               'my-personal-table-continuation-strings)
#+end_src

#+results: tsd-continuation-strings
| my-personal-table-continuation-strings |

** Access keyword values

This is taken from [[http://jkitchin.github.io/blog/2013/05/05/Getting-keyword-options-in-org-files/][John Kitchin's blog]].  It has been modified so
=org-element-map= returns node properties in addition to keywords. 

#+name: jk-keywords
#+header: :results silent
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(defun jk-org-kwds ()
  "parse the buffer and return a cons list of (property . value)
from lines like: #+PROPERTY: value"
  (org-element-map (org-element-parse-buffer 'element) '(keyword node-property)
                   (lambda (keyword) (cons (org-element-property :key keyword)
                                           (org-element-property :value keyword)))))

(defun jk-org-kwd (KEYWORD)
  "get the value of a KEYWORD in the form of #+KEYWORD: value"
  (cdr (assoc KEYWORD (jk-org-kwds))))
#+end_src


#+name: test-properties
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(jk-org-kwd "LANGUAGE")
#+end_src

#+results: test-properties
: en

** Attach a file and a launch link

#+name: attach-file-and-link
#+header: :var name="myfile"
#+header: :wrap latex
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(format "\\textattachfile{%s}{Open %s.}\n\\LaunchBinary{%s}{Open the file \\texttt{%s}.}" name name name name)
#+end_src

#+results: attach-file-and-link
#+BEGIN_latex
\textattachfile{myfile}{Open myfile.}
\LaunchBinary{myfile}{Open the file \texttt{myfile}.}
#+END_latex

** Alternative run syntax for pdf

# \href{run:firefox http://www.math.ntnu.no/}{launch}

** Andreas Leha

#+name: org-mode-version
#+begin_src sh
cd path/to/org-mode-git-repo
git checkout rev
#+end_src

#+name: reload-org-mode
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
(org-reload t)
#+end_src


** Hooks for slime and graph.lisp

#+name: slime-hooks
#+header: :noweb yes
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
<<slime-graph>>
<<slime-graph-dot>>
#+end_src

#+name: slime-graph-dot
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
    (add-hook 'slime-connected-hook
              (lambda ()
                (slime-interactive-eval "(require 'graph-dot)")))
#+end_src

#+name: slime-graph
#+begin_src emacs-lisp
    (add-hook 'slime-connected-hook
              (lambda ()
                (slime-interactive-eval "(require 'graph)")))
#+end_src

* Striking Image                                                   :noexport:
  :PROPERTIES:
  :ARCHIVE_TIME: 2013-12-21 Sat 15:47
  :ARCHIVE_FILE: ~/Public/projects/929-lkfs-structure/report/lkfs-structure.org
  :ARCHIVE_CATEGORY: lkfs-structure
  :END:

#+begin_quote
Authors are encouraged to upload a "striking image" that may be used
to represent their paper online in places like the journal homepage or
in search results. The striking image must be derived from a figure or
supporting information file from the paper, ie. a cropped portion of
an image or the entire image. Striking images should ideally be high
resolution, eye-catching, single panel images, and should ideally
avoid containing added details such as text, scale bars, and arrows.
If no striking image is uploaded, a figure from the paper will be
designated as the striking image.
#+end_quote

A [[file:kahua-dsa-final.tif][cropped image]] from the graph of the detailed study area at Kahua 1
and P\amacron{}hinahina.

* Cover Letter                                                     :noexport:
  :PROPERTIES:
  :EXPORT_FILE_NAME: cover-letter
  :END:

This paper describes a rigorous approach to working out the relative
chronological relationships of the agricultural facilities of the
leeward Kohala field system. The leeward Kohala field system preserves
surface indications of an estimated 100,000 relative chronological
relationships. I believe the site is unique in the large number of
relative chronological relationships that it preserves on the surface.

In addition, construction of the leeward Kohala field system played an
important role in Hawaiian history, with implications for social
scientific theories about the evolution of social complexity and
pristine state formation.

Previous attempts to investigate the structure and growth of the field
system yielded demonstrably incorrect results.  The approach described
in this paper is based on the theory of directed graphs, and yields
provably correct results. It can be "scaled up" to investigate the
field system as a whole

This is a research article.

My prior interaction with PLOS regarding the submitted manuscript
involved a question I had about how to include a reproducible research
compendium with the Supporting Information using LaTeX.

My work with the leeward Kohala field system over the last few years
has built upon and exposed various weaknesses in the work of Patrick
Kirch, Thegn Ladefoged, Michael Graves, and Mark McCoy. Ladefoged and
McCoy both received drafts of the paper, but neither one offered
comments. One or all of Kirch, Ladefoged, Graves, or McCoy might be
considered to be opposed reviewers. On the other hand, they are
familiar with the field system and their reviews might be useful in
that regard.

I believe Stephen Shennan would be an appropriate Academic Editor to
handle this manuscript.

** PLOS-One Instructions for Cover Letter [7/7]                    :noexport:
You should supply an approximately one page cover letter that:

 - [X] Concisely summarizes why your paper is a valuable addition to the
   scientific literature
 - [X] Briefly relates your study to previously published work
 - [X] Specifies the type of article you are submitting (for example,
   research article, systematic review, meta-analysis, clinical trial)
 - [X] Describes any prior interactions with PLOS regarding the submitted
   manuscript
 - [X] Suggests appropriate PLOS ONE Academic Editors to handle your
   manuscript ([[http://www.plosone.org/static/edboard][view a complete listing of our academic editors]])
 - [X] Lists any recommended or opposed reviewers
 - [X] Your cover letter should not include requests to reduce or waive
   publication fees. Should your manuscript be accepted, you will have
   the opportunity to include your requests at that time. See PLOS ONE
   Editorial Policy for more information regarding publication fees.

* PLOS review points                                               :noexport:

** Reviewer #1 suggestions

*** DONE Question 1 re: function of walls
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-15 Thu 15:08]
    :END:
Is there any evidence to support the assumed functional equivalence of
the walls? 

The method doesn't depend on assumed functional equivalence.  It is a
structural model, not a functional one.

Liken Rosendahl's observations of relative ages to Harris' laws of
stratigraphy. 

Changed "wall" to "agricultural wall" to indicate function.  Added a
sentence and a reference about wall function to the first paragraph of
the section "The Leeward Kohala Field System".

*** DONE Question 2 re: function of walls
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-15 Thu 15:14]
    :END:
If so or not how might this factor influence chronological
interpretations? 

Either way, it doesn't influence relative chronological
interpretations.

Added a sentence to the end of the third paragraph of the section
Modeling Chronological Relationships as a Directed Graph.

*** DONE Question 3 re: chronological data
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-16 Fri 13:10]
    :END:
Is there any independent chronological data that can
be brought to bear on your proposed sequence of wall construction? 

The relative chronology of wall construction is a deduction based on
the theory of directed graphs.  Given the observations of wall/trail
intersections, it is logically correct and true.

Perhaps the references to the Harris Matrix will forestall this
question? 
*** DONE Question 4 re: testing construction sequence
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-16 Fri 13:10]
    :END:
If not can you provide a protocol for testing your hypothesized
construction sequence with independent data?

The construction sequence is observed in the same way a stratigraphic
sequence at an excavation is observed.  Rosendahl's 

The model of chronological relations produced by the analysis can be
used as the informative prior for Bayesian calibration.  This is what
my article in Rapa Nui Journal did.

** Reviewer #2 suggestions

*** DONE Reference Harris matrix
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-15 Thu 15:08]
    :END:

You could reference the analysis of Harris Matrix, which has become
the established means for determining relative chronology in
excavations. The graphic analysis is comparable and adds substantially
to potential studies of any structural data in agricultural systems
and housing (add?).

Added mention of Harris Matrix and several new references to the
section Directed Graphs and Chronological Structure.

**** TODO Impact of analysis on residential chronology
See reviewer comment above.

*** DONE Strengthen conclusions
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-16 Fri 13:10]
    :END:

 I felt that the conclusions could be strengthened in terms of the
substantive conclusions for the analysis. Now the paper is more
methodological (good), but its important substantive results could be
emphasized more.

** Reviewer #3 suggestions

*** Wall and trail built during same construction event
Point 1: In the discussion on page 5 regarding the chronologic
relationships between abutting walls and trails, there is a logical
possibility that a wall that abuts a trail was actually build during
the same construction event as that corresponding trail. If this is
indeed the case then the wall and trail that it abuts would actually
belong to the same level and this would decrease the total number of
levels. There are many reason why this is not a likely situation based
on practicality but some further discussion is necessary.

The model is purely structural and does not include information on
duration.  The structural relation simply indicates which came first,
but can't distinguish between a situation where two features were
built the same day, separated by minutes or hours, from one where the
construction events were separated by generations.

*** DONE Gussy up Figure 7
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-15 Thu 18:09]
    :END:

Point 2: Figure 7 would benefit from a scale, legend, and north arrow.
It would also be useful to have arrows indicating seaward-inland or an
inset showing the location within the Rosendahl Lapakahi map.

Added a scale and north arrow. Augmented the caption to point to the
full map with a legend.

*** DONE Illustrate trail segments with new figure
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-15 Thu 11:02]
    :END:

Point 3: The discussion on page 13 about the potential problems
associated with chronological inferences and trail segments is
important and warrants a figure to illustrate the problem and its
resolution using directed graphs. The discussion in the text doesn't
quite clarify the errors of previous analyses and needs further
elaboration.

*** DONE Elaborate errors made by Kirch and Ladefoged
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-16 Fri 13:10]
    :END:

Point 4: More discussion of what specific errors were committed by
other researchers, how these errors resulted in inaccurate
chronological associations, and finally how the directed graph
analysis identified and ultimately corrected these errors would
greatly aid in demonstrating the utility of the method. 

*** DONE Resolving cycles
    :LOGBOOK:
    - State "DONE"       from "TODO"       [2014-05-16 Fri 13:10]
    :END:

Point 5: One of the most useful aspects of the analysis with directed
graphs is the potential to identify logical inconsistencies through
cycles. However, in at least two cases the author notes the
difficulties of resolving cycles and the need to make choices about
chronological relationships in order to correct the cycle. It might be
useful to show what the ramifications of these choices are on the
overall analysis. For example, what would the analytical results look
like if a different choice to resolve the cycle were taken? This would
provide some measurement of the sensitivity and uncertainty of the
analysis. 

Expound on the making of field system maps.  Need to identify
relationships, rather than leave them implicit on the features
themselves.

*** TODO Elaborate consequences of findings

Point 6: In general, the author's new analysis is likely to have
ramifications on many aspects of our understanding of Leeward Kohala
prehistory, interpretations of the development of Hawaiian social
complexity, and will likely require revision to a number of recent
studies in the region. Can the author briefly mention how these new
analytical results lead to different conclusions about the sequence of
socio-complexity in Hawaii?

Identify studies that rely on McCoy's method for ordering construction
events.


** Review letter
PONE-D-14-06927
Structure and Growth of the Leeward Kohala Field System: An Analysis
with Directed Graphs
PLOS ONE

Dear Dr Dye,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful
consideration, we feel that it has merit, but is not suitable for
publication as it currently stands. Therefore, my decision is "Major
Revision." 

We invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that
addresses the points below: 

Reviewers 2 and 3 are very positive about your paper, while Reviewer 1
is highly critical. Reviewers 2 and 3 each make several suggestions
for improving the paper and you should take these into consideration
while making your revisions. Reviewer 1 raises two major issues
concerning your analysis: the potential functional variation of the
walls and the lack of independent chronological data. These are both
issues that you will need to take into account in your revisions. Is
there any evidence to support the assumed functional equivalence of
the walls? If so or not how might this factor influence chronological
interpretations? Is there any independent chronological data that can
be brought to bear on your proposed sequence of wall construction? If
not can you provide a protocol for testing your hypothesized
construction sequence with independent data?

We encourage you to submit your revision within forty-five days of the
date of this decision. 

When your files are ready, please submit your revision by logging on
to http://pone.edmgr.com/ and following the Submissions Needing
Revision link. Do not submit a revised manuscript as a new submission.
Before uploading, you should proofread your manuscript very closely
for mistakes and grammatical errors. Should your manuscript be
accepted for publication, you may not have another chance to make
corrections as we do not offer pre-publication proofs.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please
include your updated statement in your cover letter. 

In addition, when submitting your revision please include the
following items: 

** Rebuttal letter instructions
A rebuttal letter that responds to each point brought up by the
academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as a
'Response to Reviewers' file.

** TODO Rebuttal letter

Thank you for the opportunity to revise and resubmit this manuscript.
I have used the points brought up by the editor and the reviewers to
make major revisions to the manuscript.  I find it much improved and
hope that you do, too.

The key comment was Tim Earle's suggestion to point out the
correspondence of directed graphs and the Harris Matrix.  Very many of
the changes to the manuscript are due to this suggestion.  I'm hopeful
that references to this widely known tool will help archaeologists and
others who might otherwise misunderstand the manuscript as badly as
Reviewer #1.

In response to the editor's and Reviewer #1's point about the function
of the walls, I have added a phrase and a reference on page 3 about
the function of the walls and have called them "agricultural walls"
throughout in order to distinguish them from other kinds of walls.
I'm hopeful that the frequent references to the Harris Matrix will
help convince the reader that the analysis with directed graphs is
structural, rather than functional.  I'm hoping that these additions
will suffice.

I have added a sentence on page 5 to clarify that the analysis of
directed graphs is structural, rather than functional.

The Discussion was completely revised, in part to clarify that the
result of the analysis with directed graphs is a structure similar to
a Harris Matrix.  A new paragraph in the Discussion mentions an
earlier publication of mine that used directed graphs to construct a
chronological model for Bayesian calibration of radiocarbon dates from
the leeward Kohala field system.  I'm hoping that these additions
respond sufficiently to the questions about independent chronological
data and testing the construction sequence.

I think the reviewers' comments gave the Discussion a focus that it
lacked earlier, and that this is a real improvement.  To my mind, the
balance is more substantive and less methodological.
 
I think Reviewer #3's first point is a red herring. The model is
purely structural in the same way as the Harris Matrix and does not
include information on duration.  The structural relation simply
indicates which came first, but can't distinguish between a situation
where two features were built the same day, separated by minutes or
hours, from one where the construction events were separated by
generations.
 
I have added a scale and north arrow to Figure 7, as Reviewer #3
suggested, and I've referred the reader to the legend on the original
map, which is too large to put on Figure 7.

At Reviewer #3's suggestion, I've added a figure to show the problems
with trail segments.  Also, I've completely revised the discussion of
these problems in the section on the Detailed Study Area at Lapakahi.

The completely revised Discussion focuses on specific errors and how
they are corrected with directed graphs.  It also includes a much
revised paragraph on cycles that refers back to the cycles discussed
earlier in the paper.  These changes were written as a response to
Points 4 and 5 of Reviewer #3.

Reviewer #3's last point seems outside the scope of this paper to me.
I recently published a wider-ranging theoretical piece in Archaeology
in Oceania that does some of what the reviewer asks.  The task set out
by Reviewer #3 is made extremely difficult by the elaborate ad hoc
explanation developed Kirch and his colleagues, and their haphazard
approach to publishing data.
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Reviewers' comments:

Reviewer's Responses to Questions

Comments to the Author

1. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the
conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific
research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must
have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls,
replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn
appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer #1: No

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Please explain (optional).

Reviewer #1: This manuscript explores the potential information that
might be gained about prehistoric wall construction through the use of
a sorting algorithm framed within the language of graph theory. In the
context of a contemporary publication in an archaeological journal, it
is an interesting article with potentially useful methodological
insights for other workers in the discipline. The use of graph
descriptions of phenomena is a useful conceptual framework for many
problems in archaeology. As such, this article would make a good
contribution for a journal such as American Antiquity or Antiquity or
one of the broadly-read regional journals. As a publication in PLoS
One, I am not certain it makes the cut and here is why: the article
simply asserts that graphs are a good metaphor for sorting wall
relations. 

While it is possible to treat walls as edges in a graph, whether or
not the relations derived from patterning one’s description of the
walls as graphs is never demonstrated. Intuitively it seems useful
given the linear configuration inherent in walls. However, the
article’s basic conclusions rely on a number of unstated and
non-validated assumptions. First, there is the assumption that all
walls are functionally equivalent so that variability in their overlap
is simply a temporal attribute of construction. Effectively, an
unstated aspect of the argument holds that the walls are identical in
their shape/length and continuity simply depends on the sequence in
which they were built. Given the role that these walls play in dryland
cultivation with relations to the retention of water and wind
protection (see the many Vituosek et al. articles), it seems unlikely
that the walls are the same. Second, there is a assumption that
contiguous walls must be those that are first before subsequent walls
that are built off of them. This situation be the case, but it is not
necessarily so. It is certainly possible that in some cases walls may
be reconfigured so that major axes are formed after the secondary
walls are built. This situation would likely occur if vertical walls
played different roles than those that are horizontal to the slope. I
would like to see at least some attention to the role the walls play
and some sensitivity as to their functional variability relative to
slope, aspect, soils, and so on. 

A related but more substantial problem with the work is that the
conclusions from the analyses are particularly clear largely because
they are entirely untested. If the walls have the temporal sequence as
reconstructed in the analyses then independent data should be used to
evaluate this claim. Radiocarbon or OSL dates taken at strategic
locations might at least provide some evidence of the veracity of the
claim. Equally, empirical assessment of the functional equivalence
assumptions is warranted as are physical inspections to rule out the
lack of internal reconfiguration of major axes during the addition of
branching walls. In this article, nothing is presented in terms of
empirical evaluation. The reader is simply expected to believe the
author. In archaeological journals such wishful accounts are routinely
published. While such practice allows for some methodological
development where the conclusions are meant to spur additional testing
and study, the practice is does not reflect well on the discipline.
For a more general science audience, however, expectations are higher.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and
rigorously?

Reviewer #1: No

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Please explain (optional).

Reviewer #1: There are no statistical evaluations in the paper. What
is the possibility of getting these patterns by chance alone?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Does the manuscript adhere to standards in this field for data
availability?

Authors must follow field-specific standards for data deposition in
publicly available resources and should include accession numbers in
the manuscript when relevant. The manuscript should explain what steps
have been taken to make data available, particularly in cases where
the data cannot be publicly deposited.

Reviewer #1: Yes

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Please explain (optional).

Reviewer #1: (No Response)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written
in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in
submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any
typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision,
so please note any specific errors below.

Reviewer #1: Yes

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Please explain (optional).

Reviewer #1: (No Response)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Additional Comments to the Author (optional)

Please offer any additional comments here, including concerns about
dual publication or research or publication ethics.

Reviewer #1: (No Response)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

6. If you would like your identity to be revealed to the authors,
please include your name here (optional).

Your name and review will not be published with the manuscript.

Reviewer #1: (No Response)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments to the Author

1. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the
conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific
research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must
have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls,
replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn
appropriately based on the data presented. 

Reviewer #2: Yes

Reviewer #3: Yes

----------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and
rigorously? 

Reviewer #2: Yes

Reviewer #3: N/A

----------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Does the manuscript adhere to the PLOS Data Policy?

Authors must follow the PLOS Data policy, which requires authors to
make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript
fully available without restriction. Please refer to the author’s Data
Availability Statement in the manuscript. All data and related
metadata must be deposited in an appropriate public repository, unless
already provided as part of the submitted article or supporting
information. If there are restrictions on the ability of authors to
publicly share data—e.g. privacy or use of data from a third party—
these reasons must be specified.

Reviewer #2: Yes

Reviewer #3: Yes

----------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written
in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in
submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any
typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision,
so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer #2: Yes

Reviewer #3: Yes

----------------------------------------------------------------------

5. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions
above. You may also include additional comments for the author,
including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or
publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it
exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer #2: I like this analysis of the field systems very much. Two
thoughts re possible revisions: 1) You could reference the analysis of
Harris Matrix, which has become the established means for determining
relative chronology in excavations. The graphic analysis is comparable
and adds substantially to potential studies of any structural data in
agricultural systems and housing (add?). 2) I felt that the
conclusions could be strengthened in terms of the substantive
conclusions for the analysis. Now the paper is more methodological
(good), but its important substantive results could be emphasized
more. Neither of these recommendation are necessary.

Reviewer #3: The manuscript is very well done and the analysis is
methodologically sound, important, and explicit. I suggest that the
manuscript be published after minor revisions aimed at clarifying a
few points discussed in detail below.

Point 1: In the discussion on page 5 regarding the chronologic
relationships between abutting walls and trails, there is a logical
possibility that a wall that abuts a trail was actually build during
the same construction event as that corresponding trail. If this is
indeed the case then the wall and trail that it abuts would actually
belong to the same level and this would decrease the total number of
levels. There are many reason why this is not a likely situation based
on practicality but some further discussion is necessary.

Point 2: Figure 7 would benefit from a scale, legend, and north arrow.
It would also be useful to have arrows indicating seaward-inland or an
inset showing the location within the Rosendahl Lapakahi map.

Point 3: The discussion on page 13 about the potential problems
associated with chronological inferences and trail segments is
important and warrants a figure to illustrate the problem and its
resolution using directed graphs. The discussion in the text doesn't
quite clarify the errors of previous analyses and needs further
elaboration.

Point 4: More discussion of what specific errors were committed by
other researchers, how these errors resulted in inaccurate
chronological associations, and finally how the directed graph
analysis identified and ultimately corrected these errors would
greatly aid in demonstrating the utility of the method. 

Point 5: One of the most useful aspects of the analysis with directed
graphs is the potential to identify logical inconsistencies through
cycles. However, in at least two cases the author notes the
difficulties of resolving cycles and the need to make choices about
chronological relationships in order to correct the cycle. It might be
useful to show what the ramifications of these choices are on the
overall analysis. For example, what would the analytical results look
like if a different choice to resolve the cycle were taken? This would
provide some measurement of the sensitivity and uncertainty of the
analysis. 

Point 6: In general, the author's new analysis is likely to have
ramifications on many aspects of our understanding of Leeward Kohala
prehistory, interpretations of the development of Hawaiian social
complexity, and will likely require revision to a number of recent
studies in the region. Can the author briefly mention how these new
analytical results lead to different conclusions about the sequence of
socio-complexity in Hawaii?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

6. If you would like your identity to be revealed to the authors,
please include your name here (optional).

Your name and review will not be published with the manuscript. 

Reviewer #2: Tim Earle

Reviewer #3: (No Response)

[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they
will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site.
Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check
for the action link "View Attachments". If this link does not appear,
there are no attachment files to be viewed.]
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{ "editor" }



FUNCTION {bbl.edby}

{ "edited by" }



FUNCTION {bbl.edition}

{ "edition" }



FUNCTION {bbl.volume}

{ "volume" }



FUNCTION {bbl.of}

{ "of" }



FUNCTION {bbl.number}

{ "number" }



FUNCTION {bbl.nr}

{ "no." }



FUNCTION {bbl.in}

{ "in" }



FUNCTION {bbl.pages}

{ "pp." }



FUNCTION {bbl.page}

{ "p." }



FUNCTION {bbl.chapter}

{ "chapter" }



FUNCTION {bbl.techrep}

{ "Technical Report" }



FUNCTION {bbl.mthesis}

{ "Master's thesis" }



FUNCTION {bbl.phdthesis}

{ "Ph.D. thesis" }



MACRO {jan} {"January"}



MACRO {feb} {"February"}



MACRO {mar} {"March"}



MACRO {apr} {"April"}



MACRO {may} {"May"}



MACRO {jun} {"June"}



MACRO {jul} {"July"}



MACRO {aug} {"August"}



MACRO {sep} {"September"}



MACRO {oct} {"October"}



MACRO {nov} {"November"}



MACRO {dec} {"December"}



MACRO {acmcs} {"ACM Comput. Surv."}



MACRO {acta} {"Acta Inf."}



MACRO {cacm} {"Commun. ACM"}



MACRO {ibmjrd} {"IBM J. Res. Dev."}



MACRO {ibmsj} {"IBM Syst.~J."}



MACRO {ieeese} {"IEEE Trans. Software Eng."}



MACRO {ieeetc} {"IEEE Trans. Comput."}



MACRO {ieeetcad}

 {"IEEE Trans. Comput. Aid. Des."}



MACRO {ipl} {"Inf. Process. Lett."}



MACRO {jacm} {"J.~ACM"}



MACRO {jcss} {"J.~Comput. Syst. Sci."}



MACRO {scp} {"Sci. Comput. Program."}



MACRO {sicomp} {"SIAM J. Comput."}



MACRO {tocs} {"ACM Trans. Comput. Syst."}



MACRO {tods} {"ACM Trans. Database Syst."}



MACRO {tog} {"ACM Trans. Graphic."}



MACRO {toms} {"ACM Trans. Math. Software"}



MACRO {toois} {"ACM Trans. Office Inf. Syst."}



MACRO {toplas} {"ACM Trans. Progr. Lang. Syst."}



MACRO {tcs} {"Theor. Comput. Sci."}



FUNCTION {bibinfo.check}

{ swap$

  duplicate$ missing$

    {

      pop$ pop$

      ""

    }

    { duplicate$ empty$

        {

          swap$ pop$

        }

        { swap$

          pop$

        }

      if$

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {bibinfo.warn}

{ swap$

  duplicate$ missing$

    {

      swap$ "missing " swap$ * " in " * cite$ * warning$ pop$

      ""

    }

    { duplicate$ empty$

        {

          swap$ "empty " swap$ * " in " * cite$ * warning$

        }

        { swap$

          pop$

        }

      if$

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.eprint}

{ eprint duplicate$ empty$

    'skip$

    { "\eprint"

      archive empty$

        'skip$

        { "[" * archive * "]" * }

      if$

      "{" * swap$ * "}" *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.url}

{ url empty$

    { "" }

    { "\urlprefix\url{" url * "}" * }

  if$

}



STRINGS  { bibinfo}

INTEGERS { nameptr namesleft numnames }



FUNCTION {format.names}

{ 'bibinfo :=

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$ {

  's :=

  "" 't :=

  #1 'nameptr :=

  s num.names$ 'numnames :=

  numnames 'namesleft :=

    { namesleft #0 > }

    { s nameptr

      "{vv~}{ll}{ f{}}{ jj}"

      format.name$

      remove.dots

      bibinfo bibinfo.check

      't :=

      nameptr #1 >

        {

          nameptr #5

          #1 + =

          numnames #5

          > and

            { "others" 't :=

              #1 'namesleft := }

            'skip$

          if$

          namesleft #1 >

            { ", " * t * }

            {

              "," *

              s nameptr "{ll}" format.name$ duplicate$ "others" =

                { 't := }

                { pop$ }

              if$

              t "others" =

                {

                  " " * bbl.etal *

                }

                { " " * t * }

              if$

            }

          if$

        }

        't

      if$

      nameptr #1 + 'nameptr :=

      namesleft #1 - 'namesleft :=

    }

  while$

  } if$

}

FUNCTION {format.names.ed}

{

  format.names

}

FUNCTION {format.authors}

{ author "author" format.names

}

FUNCTION {get.bbl.editor}

{ editor num.names$ #1 > 'bbl.editors 'bbl.editor if$ }



FUNCTION {format.editors}

{ editor "editor" format.names duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

      "," *

      " " *

      get.bbl.editor

      *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.book.pages}

{ pages "pages" bibinfo.check

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    { " " * bbl.pages * }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.doi}

{ doi "doi" bibinfo.check

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

      new.block

      "\doi{" swap$ * "}" *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.note}

{

 note empty$

    { "" }

    { note #1 #1 substring$

      duplicate$ "{" =

        'skip$

        { output.state mid.sentence =

          { "l" }

          { "u" }

        if$

        change.case$

        }

      if$

      note #2 global.max$ substring$ * "note" bibinfo.check

    }

  if$

}



FUNCTION {format.title}

{ title

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    { "t" change.case$ }

  if$

  "title" bibinfo.check

}

FUNCTION {output.bibitem}

{ newline$

  "\bibitem{" write$

  cite$ write$

  "}" write$

  newline$

  ""

  before.all 'output.state :=

}



FUNCTION {n.dashify}

{

  't :=

  ""

    { t empty$ not }

    { t #1 #1 substring$ "-" =

        { t #1 #2 substring$ "-" = not

            %{ "--" *

            { "-" *

              t #2 global.max$ substring$ 't :=

            }

            {   { t #1 #1 substring$ "-" = }

                { "-" *

                  t #2 global.max$ substring$ 't :=

                }

              while$

            }

          if$

        }

        { t #1 #1 substring$ *

          t #2 global.max$ substring$ 't :=

        }

      if$

    }

  while$

}



FUNCTION {word.in}

{ bbl.in capitalize

  ":" *

  " " * }



FUNCTION {format.date}

{

  ""

  duplicate$ empty$

  year  "year"  bibinfo.check duplicate$ empty$

    { swap$ 'skip$

        { "there's a month but no year in " cite$ * warning$ }

      if$

      *

    }

    { swap$ 'skip$

        {

          swap$

          " " * swap$

        }

      if$

      *

    }

  if$

  duplicate$ empty$

    'skip$

    {

      before.all 'output.state :=

    " (" swap$ * ")" *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.btitle}

{ title "title" bibinfo.check

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {either.or.check}

{ empty$

    'pop$

    { "can't use both " swap$ * " fields in " * cite$ * warning$ }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.bvolume}

{ volume empty$

    { "" }

    { bbl.volume volume tie.or.space.prefix

      "volume" bibinfo.check * *

      series "series" bibinfo.check

      duplicate$ empty$ 'pop$

        { swap$ bbl.of space.word * swap$

          emphasize * }

      if$

      "volume and number" number either.or.check

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.number.series}

{ volume empty$

    { number empty$

        { series field.or.null }

        { series empty$

            { number "number" bibinfo.check }

            { output.state mid.sentence =

                { bbl.number }

                { bbl.number capitalize }

              if$

              number tie.or.space.prefix "number" bibinfo.check * *

              bbl.in space.word *

              series "series" bibinfo.check *

            }

          if$

        }

      if$

    }

    { "" }

  if$

}



FUNCTION {format.edition}

{ edition duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

      output.state mid.sentence =

        { "l" }

        { "t" }

      if$ change.case$

      "edition" bibinfo.check

      " " * bbl.edition *

    }

  if$

}

INTEGERS { multiresult }

FUNCTION {multi.page.check}

{ 't :=

  #0 'multiresult :=

    { multiresult not

      t empty$ not

      and

    }

    { t #1 #1 substring$

      duplicate$ "-" =

      swap$ duplicate$ "," =

      swap$ "+" =

      or or

        { #1 'multiresult := }

        { t #2 global.max$ substring$ 't := }

      if$

    }

  while$

  multiresult

}

FUNCTION {format.pages}

{ pages duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    { duplicate$ multi.page.check

        {

          bbl.pages swap$

          n.dashify

        }

        {

          bbl.page swap$

        }

      if$

      tie.or.space.prefix

      "pages" bibinfo.check

      * *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.journal.pages}

{ pages duplicate$ empty$ 'pop$

    { swap$ duplicate$ empty$

        { pop$ pop$ format.pages }

        {

          ": " *

          swap$

          n.dashify

          "pages" bibinfo.check

          *

        }

      if$

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.journal.eid}

{ eid "eid" bibinfo.check

  duplicate$ empty$ 'pop$

    { swap$ duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

      {

          ": " *

      }

      if$

      swap$ *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.vol.num.pages}

{ volume field.or.null

  duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

      "volume" bibinfo.check

    }

  if$

}



FUNCTION {format.chapter.pages}

{ chapter empty$

    { "" }

    { type empty$

        { bbl.chapter }

        { type "l" change.case$

          "type" bibinfo.check

        }

      if$

      chapter tie.or.space.prefix

      "chapter" bibinfo.check

      * *

    }

  if$

}



FUNCTION {format.booktitle}

{

  booktitle "booktitle" bibinfo.check

}

FUNCTION {format.in.ed.booktitle}

{ format.booktitle duplicate$ empty$ 'skip$

    {

      editor "editor" format.names.ed duplicate$ empty$ 'pop$

        {

          "," *

          " " *

          get.bbl.editor

          ", " *

          * swap$

          * }

      if$

      word.in swap$ *

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {empty.misc.check}

{ author empty$ title empty$ howpublished empty$

  month empty$ year empty$ note empty$

  and and and and and

    { "all relevant fields are empty in " cite$ * warning$ }

    'skip$

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.thesis.type}

{ type duplicate$ empty$

    'pop$

    { swap$ pop$

      "t" change.case$ "type" bibinfo.check

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.tr.number}

{ number "number" bibinfo.check

  type duplicate$ empty$

    { pop$ bbl.techrep }

    'skip$

  if$

  "type" bibinfo.check

  swap$ duplicate$ empty$

    { pop$ "t" change.case$ }

    { tie.or.space.prefix * * }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.article.crossref}

{

  key duplicate$ empty$

    { pop$

      journal duplicate$ empty$

        { "need key or journal for " cite$ * " to crossref " * crossref * warning$ }

        { "journal" bibinfo.check emphasize word.in swap$ * }

      if$

    }

    { word.in swap$ * " " *}

  if$

  " \cite{" * crossref * "}" *

}

FUNCTION {format.crossref.editor}

{ editor #1 "{vv~}{ll}" format.name$

  "editor" bibinfo.check

  editor num.names$ duplicate$

  #2 >

    { pop$

      "editor" bibinfo.check

      " " * bbl.etal

      *

    }

    { #2 <

        'skip$

        { editor #2 "{ff }{vv }{ll}{ jj}" format.name$ "others" =

            {

              "editor" bibinfo.check

              " " * bbl.etal

              *

            }

            {

             bbl.and space.word

              * editor #2 "{vv~}{ll}" format.name$

              "editor" bibinfo.check

              *

            }

          if$

        }

      if$

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.book.crossref}

{ volume duplicate$ empty$

    { "empty volume in " cite$ * "'s crossref of " * crossref * warning$

      pop$ word.in

    }

    { bbl.volume

      capitalize

      swap$ tie.or.space.prefix "volume" bibinfo.check * * bbl.of space.word *

    }

  if$

  editor empty$

  editor field.or.null author field.or.null =

  or

    { key empty$

        { series empty$

            { "need editor, key, or series for " cite$ * " to crossref " *

              crossref * warning$

              "" *

            }

            { series emphasize * }

          if$

        }

        { key * }

      if$

    }

    { format.crossref.editor * }

  if$

  " \cite{" * crossref * "}" *

}

FUNCTION {format.incoll.inproc.crossref}

{

  editor empty$

  editor field.or.null author field.or.null =

  or

    { key empty$

        { format.booktitle duplicate$ empty$

            { "need editor, key, or booktitle for " cite$ * " to crossref " *

              crossref * warning$

            }

            { word.in swap$ * }

          if$

        }

        { word.in key * " " *}

      if$

    }

    { word.in format.crossref.editor * " " *}

  if$

  " \cite{" * crossref * "}" *

}

FUNCTION {format.org.or.pub}

{ 't :=

  ""

  address empty$ t empty$ and

    'skip$

    {

      address "address" bibinfo.check *

      t empty$

        'skip$

        { address empty$

            'skip$

            { ": " * }

          if$

          t *

        }

      if$

    }

  if$

}

FUNCTION {format.publisher.address}

{ publisher "publisher" bibinfo.warn format.org.or.pub

}



FUNCTION {format.organization.address}

{ organization "organization" bibinfo.check format.org.or.pub

}



FUNCTION {article}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.title "title" output.check

  new.block

  crossref missing$

    {

      journal

      remove.dots

      "journal" bibinfo.check

      "journal" output.check

      add.blank

      format.vol.num.pages output

    }

    { format.article.crossref output.nonnull

    }

  if$

  eid empty$

    { format.journal.pages }

    { format.journal.eid }

  if$

%  format.doi output

%  new.block

%  format.url output

%  new.block

%  format.note output

%  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}

FUNCTION {book}

{ output.bibitem

  author empty$

    { format.editors "author and editor" output.check

    }

    { format.authors output.nonnull

      crossref missing$

        { "author and editor" editor either.or.check }

        'skip$

      if$

    }

  if$

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.btitle "title" output.check

  crossref missing$

    { format.bvolume output

      new.block

      format.number.series output

      new.sentence

      format.publisher.address output

    }

    {

      new.block

      format.book.crossref output.nonnull

    }

  if$

  format.edition output

  format.book.pages output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}

FUNCTION {booklet}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors output

  format.date output

  date.block

  format.title "title" output.check

  new.block

  howpublished "howpublished" bibinfo.check output

  address "address" bibinfo.check output

  format.book.pages output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {inbook}

{ output.bibitem

  author empty$

    { format.editors "author and editor" output.check

    }

    { format.authors output.nonnull

      crossref missing$

        { "author and editor" editor either.or.check }

        'skip$

      if$

    }

  if$

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.btitle "title" output.check

  crossref missing$

    {

      format.publisher.address output

      format.bvolume output

      format.chapter.pages "chapter and pages" output.check

      new.block

      format.number.series output

      new.sentence

    }

    {

      format.chapter.pages "chapter and pages" output.check

      new.block

      format.book.crossref output.nonnull

    }

  if$

  format.edition output

  format.pages "pages" output.check

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {incollection}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.title "title" output.check

  new.block

  crossref missing$

    { format.in.ed.booktitle "booktitle" output.check

      format.publisher.address output

      format.bvolume output

      format.number.series output

      format.chapter.pages output

      new.sentence

      format.edition output

    }

    { format.incoll.inproc.crossref output.nonnull

      format.chapter.pages output

    }

  if$

  format.pages "pages" output.check

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}

FUNCTION {inproceedings}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.title "title" output.check

  new.block

  crossref missing$

    { format.in.ed.booktitle "booktitle" output.check

      new.sentence

      publisher empty$

        { format.organization.address output }

        { organization "organization" bibinfo.check output

          format.publisher.address output

        }

      if$

      format.bvolume output

      format.number.series output

    }

    { format.incoll.inproc.crossref output.nonnull

    }

  if$

  format.pages "pages" output.check

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}

FUNCTION {conference} { inproceedings }

FUNCTION {manual}

{ output.bibitem

  author empty$

    { organization "organization" bibinfo.check

      duplicate$ empty$ 'pop$

        { output

          address "address" bibinfo.check output

        }

      if$

    }

    { format.authors output.nonnull }

  if$

  format.date output

  date.block

  format.btitle "title" output.check

  author empty$

    { organization empty$

        {

          address new.block.checka

          address "address" bibinfo.check output

        }

        'skip$

      if$

    }

    {

      organization address new.block.checkb

      organization "organization" bibinfo.check output

      address "address" bibinfo.check output

    }

  if$

  format.edition output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {mastersthesis}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.btitle

  "title" output.check

  new.block

  bbl.mthesis format.thesis.type output.nonnull

  school "school" bibinfo.warn output

  address "address" bibinfo.check output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {misc}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors output

  format.date output

  title howpublished new.block.checkb

  format.title output

  howpublished new.block.checka

  howpublished "howpublished" bibinfo.check output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

  empty.misc.check

}

FUNCTION {phdthesis}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.btitle

  "title" output.check

  new.block

  bbl.phdthesis format.thesis.type output.nonnull

  school "school" bibinfo.warn output

  address "address" bibinfo.check output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {proceedings}

{ output.bibitem

  editor empty$

    { organization "organization" bibinfo.check output

    }

    { format.editors output.nonnull }

  if$

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.btitle "title" output.check

  format.bvolume output

  format.number.series output

  editor empty$

    { publisher empty$

        'skip$

        {

          new.sentence

          format.publisher.address output

        }

      if$

    }

    { publisher empty$

        {

          new.sentence

          format.organization.address output }

        {

          new.sentence

          organization "organization" bibinfo.check output

          format.publisher.address output

        }

      if$

     }

  if$

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {techreport}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date "year" output.check

  date.block

  format.title

  "title" output.check

  new.block

  format.tr.number output.nonnull

  institution "institution" bibinfo.warn output

  address "address" bibinfo.check output

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note output

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {unpublished}

{ output.bibitem

  format.authors "author" output.check

  format.date output

  date.block

  format.title "title" output.check

  format.doi output

  new.block

  format.url output

  new.block

  format.note "note" output.check

  format.eprint output

  fin.entry

}



FUNCTION {default.type} { misc }

READ

STRINGS { longest.label }

INTEGERS { number.label longest.label.width }

FUNCTION {initialize.longest.label}

{ "" 'longest.label :=

  #1 'number.label :=

  #0 'longest.label.width :=

}

FUNCTION {longest.label.pass}

{ number.label int.to.str$ 'label :=

  number.label #1 + 'number.label :=

  label width$ longest.label.width >

    { label 'longest.label :=

      label width$ 'longest.label.width :=

    }

    'skip$

  if$

}

EXECUTE {initialize.longest.label}

ITERATE {longest.label.pass}

FUNCTION {begin.bib}

{ preamble$ empty$

    'skip$

    { preamble$ write$ newline$ }

  if$

  "\begin{thebibliography}{"  longest.label  * "}" *

  write$ newline$

  "\providecommand{\url}[1]{\texttt{#1}}"

  write$ newline$

  "\providecommand{\urlprefix}{URL }"

  write$ newline$

  "\expandafter\ifx\csname urlstyle\endcsname\relax"

  write$ newline$

  "  \providecommand{\doi}[1]{doi:\discretionary{}{}{}#1}\else"

  write$ newline$

  "  \providecommand{\doi}{doi:\discretionary{}{}{}\begingroup \urlstyle{rm}\Url}\fi"

  write$ newline$

  "\providecommand{\bibAnnoteFile}[1]{%"

  write$ newline$

  "  \IfFileExists{#1}{\begin{quotation}\noindent\textsc{Key:} #1\\"

  write$ newline$

  "  \textsc{Annotation:}\ \input{#1}\end{quotation}}{}}"

  write$ newline$

  "\providecommand{\bibAnnote}[2]{%"

  write$ newline$

  "  \begin{quotation}\noindent\textsc{Key:} #1\\"

  write$ newline$

  "  \textsc{Annotation:}\ #2\end{quotation}}"

  write$ newline$

  "\providecommand{\eprint}[2][]{\url{#2}}"

  write$ newline$

}

EXECUTE {begin.bib}

EXECUTE {init.state.consts}

ITERATE {call.type$}

FUNCTION {end.bib}

{ newline$

  "\end{thebibliography}" write$ newline$

}

EXECUTE {end.bib}

%% End of customized bst file

%%

%% End of file `PLoS.bst'.
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source code block and pressing C-c C-c.

Referring to Listing S1, Line 1 makes the graph-dot.lisp library available, which requires that

the graph.lisp library is also available. Line 2 ensures that the code is executed in the namespace of

the graph.lisp library and line 3 makes the symbols defined in the graph-dot.lisp library directly

accessible.

1 (require ’graph-dot)

2 (in-package :graph)

3 (use-package :graph-dot)

Listing S1. Set up the Common Lisp environment.

Figure Source Code

This section describes the data and source code used to make the graph pictures shown in Figures 3,

4, 5, and 6. In each case, the full figure was constructed manually using the open-source scalar vector

graphics editor Inkscape. The left and middle panels were drawn in Inkscape, and the right panel was

imported as an svg file produced by the dot software from the code generated by the source code blocks

described here.

The source code is described with the aid of the noweb syntax implemented by the Babel facility of

Org mode. Noweb is a language-agnostic implementation of the literate programming tool web designed

by Donald Knuth [6]. The idea behind literate programming is to prepare computer programs for human

readers. Here, the use of noweb syntax structures the presentation and eases the descriptive burden

somewhat, because several code chunks can be re-used once they have been first used and described.

Source Code for the Figure 3 Graph Picture

The figure is designed to show a schematic map, graph table, and graph picture side by side to illustrate

the process of moving from observation, to model, and then to picture.

http://inkscape.org/
http://www.cs.tufts.edu/~nr/noweb/
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Data Table for Figure 3

The simple computer code for plotting the Figure 3 graph picture expects an input table in which each

row represents a single arc. It further expects that the start of the arc is in the first column and the end

of the arc is in the second column. Additional columns, if present, are ignored and the column heads are

also ignored.

Table S3. Tabular representation of a simple directed graph.

Older Younger

T1 A
T1 B
C T1

Header Arguments for Figure 3

The Common Lisp source code block that plots the age relation data takes two header arguments that

name and set local variables and one header argument that specifies the directory where the code will

be executed (Table S4). The variable arcs is passed a reference to Table S3, and the other two header

arguments are set according to the user’s situation.

Table S4. Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing S2.

Argument Value

:var arcs an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are “Older” and “Younger”
:var out-file a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. “file.dot”
:dir a path where the code will run and write its output

Structure of the Figure 3 Source Code Block

Listing S2 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

The first step, at line 2, declares local variables. Then, at line 3, the arcs in Table S3 are added to the

graph. If this step is accomplished successfully, then dot source code for the graph should be written

to file (line 4). Finally, at line 5, the source code block should return a value to indicate success or the

reason for failure.
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1 (use-package :graph-dot)

2 (let

3 <<declare-local-vars>>

4 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

5 <<conditionally-plot-3>>

6 <<return-value>>)

Listing S2. Noweb syntax for the Figure 3 source code block.

Two local variables, in addition to the two local variables created by the :var header arguments (see

table args-graph-3-noweb), are needed for the Figure 3 source code block (Listing S3). The local variable

rejected is declared to hold the first arc that fails to be added to the graph. It is initialized to nil

implicitly. The local variable graph holds the directed graph (or digraph), and is initialized using the

(populate) function declared in the graph.lisp library.

1 ((rejected)

2 (graph (populate (make-instance ’digraph))))

Listing S3. Declare local variables.

The source code to add arcs to the local variable graph makes use of the fact that, internally, the arcs

from Table S3 are represented as a list (Listing S4). The Common Lisp (dolist) macro at Line 1 steps

through the list of arcs. Lines 2–4 use the add-edge function from the graph.lisp library to add an arc

to the directed graph. Line 5 checks to see if an arc has been rejected previously. If not, Line 6 checks

whether addition of the arc has introduced a cycle, using the cycles function from the graph.lisp

library. If a cycle has been introduced, then the arc is pushed on to the local variable rejected.

1 (dolist (arc arcs rejected)

2 (add-edge graph

3 (list (read-from-string (first arc))

4 (read-from-string (second arc))))

5 (unless rejected

6 (and (cycles graph) (push arc rejected))))

Listing S4. Add arcs to a graph.
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If no arc has been pushed on to the local variable rejected (Line 1), then the directed graph in the

local variable graph is passed to the to-dot-file function from the graph.lisp library (Line 2), which

is responsible for writing dot source code to the file named in the out-file header argument.

The keyword arguments to (to-dot-file), :attributes and :node-attrs, take lists of key-value

pairs that correspond to dot graph and node attributes. In Lines 3–7, the values for individual graph

attributes are set. Lines 8-14 illustrate one of the joys of functional programming in Common Lisp. Here,

an anonymous function (lambda) is applied to each node in graph and a node attribute is set according

to the value of the function. Lines 11-13 check to see if the node label starts with the letter T and sets the

shape of the node accordingly. This is a specific example of a more general pattern, where an anonymous

function maps some characteristic of a graph to an attribute of a graph picture.

1 (unless rejected

2 (to-dot-file graph out-file

3 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")

4 (cons :aspect 2.5)

5 (cons :fontname "Arial")

6 (cons :fontsize 10.0)

7 (cons :fontnames "gd"))

8 :node-attrs (list

9 (cons :shape

10 (lambda (n)

11 (if (string= "T" (string n)

12 :start2 0

13 :end2 1)

14 "box" "oval"))))))

Listing S5. Conditionally plot the Figure 3 graph picture.

Finally, the source code block returns a value that hopefully indicates something important about

its performance (Listing S6). In this case, the value of rejected is nil if no cycles were found and the

source code block tried to write the dot file. Otherwise, it reports the arc that introduced a cycle, so the

illogical condition this indicates can be investigated and corrected.

http://www.graphviz.org/content/attrs
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1 rejected

Listing S6. Return a value from the source code block.

Source Code for the Figure 4 Graph Picture

The source code and data table for the Figure 3 and Figure 4 graph pictures are similar. The header

arguments are identical (see table S4), and several of the noweb syntax code chunks can be re-used without

modification.

Data table for Figure 4c

The data table for Figure 4 (table S5) has the same structure as the data table for Figure 3 (table S3),

and the comments made there apply here, as well.

Table S5. Tabular representation of a directed graph with a cycle

Older Younger

T1 A
A T2
B T1
T2 B

Structure of the Figure 4 Source Code Block

Listing S7 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

Three of these, at Lines 1 (Listing S3), 2 (Listing S4), and 4 (Listing S6), refer to code chunks that were

used to plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 4 is different.

1 (let

2 <<declare-local-vars>>

3 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

4 <<conditionally-plot-4>>

5 <<return-value>>)

Listing S7. Noweb syntax for the Figure 4 source code block.

The source code to plot the Figure 4 graph picture reverses the condition used to plot Figure 3 by
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changing the (unless) macro to a (when) macro on Line 1, but is otherwise the same (Listing S8). The

object of Figure 4 is to illustrate a cycle, so the condition checks that a cycle is present before executing

the plot code, and no plot code is generated unless a cycle is present.

1 (when rejected

2 (to-dot-file graph out-file

3 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")

4 (cons :aspect 2.5))

5 :node-attrs (list (cons :shape (lambda (n)

6 (if (string= "T" (string n)

7 :start2 0

8 :end2 1)

9 "box" "oval"))))))

Listing S8. Conditionally plot the Figure 4 graph picture.

Note that the expected return value when the source code block executes successfully is an arc, rather

than nil.

Source Code for the Figure 5 Graph Picture

Figure 5 is designed to show, among other things, the ability to assign levels to the nodes of a directed

graph and its relationship to relative chronology. Consequently, the primary difference in the source code

has to do with level assignment and the representation of nodes to show levels. Two additional header

arguments help the code accomplish this. The :var header argument brewer-color is used to set up

the dot software to choose colors from a palette designed to work well with both web and print displays

and a color-blind audience. The :var header argument label-break is used to control the color of the

node label font.

Table S6. Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing S9.

Argument Value

:var arcs an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are “Older” and “Younger”
:var out-file a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. “file.dot”
:var brewer-color a string that specifies a ColorBrewer palette
:var label-break an integer that specifies the lowest level to label in white, rather than black
:dir a path where the code will run and write its output

http://www.graphviz.org/content/color-names#brewer
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Data table for Figure 5

The data tables for Figure 5 (table S7) and Figure 3 (table S3) are similar, and the comments made there

apply here, as well.

Table S7. Tabular representation of map with two trails

Older Younger

T1 A
T1 B
D T1
A T2
T2 B
D T2
T2 C

Structure of the Figure 5 Source Code Block

Listing S9 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

Three of these, at Lines 1 (Listing S3), 2 (Listing S4), and 4 (Listing S6), refer to code chunks that were

used to plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 5 is different.

1 (let

2 <<declare-local-vars>>

3 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

4 <<conditionally-plot-5>>

5 <<return-value>>)

Listing S9. Noweb syntax for the Figure 5 source code block.

The source code to plot the Figure 5 graph picture (Listing S10) runs on the condition that no cycles

have been found (Line 1). Line 2 declares a new local variable, ls, that is initialized with a call to the

levels function in the graph.lisp library, which returns a hash table with the level assignment for

each node. Lines 4 and 5 set the graph attributes as before. Several new elements are introduced when

constructing the list for the :node-attrs keyword argument. Lines 7 and 8 configure the dot software

to use the ColorBrewer palette specified by the brewer-color header argument. Lines 9 and 10 define

an anonymous function to set a node’s fill color according to its level assignment. Similarly, Lines 11–14

change the color of the label font according to the relationship between the node’s level assignment and

http://colorbrewer2.org/
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the value given to the header argument label-break.

1 (unless rejected

2 (let ((ls (levels graph)))

3 (to-dot-file graph out-file

4 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")

5 (cons :aspect 2.5))

6 :node-attrs (list

7 (cons :colorscheme

8 (constantly brewer-color))

9 (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)

10 (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))

11 (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)

12 (if (<= label-break

13 (gethash n ls))

14 1 "\black")))

15 (cons :shape (lambda (n)

16 (if (string= "T" (string n)

17 :start2 0

18 :end2 1)

19 "box" "oval")))

20 (cons :style (constantly "filled"))))))

Listing S10. Conditionally plot the Figure 5 graph picture.

Source Code for the Figure 6 Graph Picture

Figure 6 is designed to illustrate the pictorial conventions used to illustrate subgraphs. The source code

shows one way to identify subgraphs of a directed graph, and a general way to plot them.

Data table for Figure 6

The data table for Figure 6 (table S8) has the same structure as the data table for Figure 3 (table S3),

and the comments made there apply here, as well.
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Table S8. Tabular representation of connected components

Older Younger

A T2
T1 B
T2 B
T2 C
T1 D

Structure of the Figure 6 Source Code Block

Listing S11 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

The header arguments for the source code block are the same as the previous figure (Table S6). Three

of the code chunks, at Lines 1 (Listing S3), 2 (Listing S4), and 4 (Listing S6), refer to code chunks that

were used to plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot Figure 5 is different.

1 (let

2 <<declare-local-vars>>

3 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

4 <<conditionally-plot-6>>

5 <<return-value>>)

Listing S11. Noweb syntax for the Figure 6 source code block.

The source code to plot the Figure 6 graph picture (Listing S12) runs on the condition that no cycles

have been found (Line 1). Line 2 declares a new local variable, cc, that is initialized with a call to the

connected-components function in the graph.lisp library, which returns a list of lists, each of which

contains the nodes of a unilaterally connected component. Line 3 declares and initializes the local variable

ls as in Listing S10. Lines 5–9 introduce the subgraphs keyword argument. These lines step through the

list held in the local variable cc and apply an anonymous function (lambda) to each of the list elements.

The anonymous function calls the (make-subgraph) function in the graph-dot.lisp library and sets

the attributes that distinguish subgraphs in the graph picture. Line 7 sets the color attribute so the

subgraphs are indicated by a gray box and Line 8 declines the opportunity to label each subgraph. The

rest of the source code block is identical to Listing S10.
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1 (unless rejected

2 (let ((cc (connected-components graph :type :unilateral))

3 (ls (levels graph)))

4 (to-dot-file graph out-file

5 :subgraphs (mapcar (lambda (x)

6 (make-subgraph

7 :attributes ’(("color" . "gray")

8 ("label" . "" ))

9 :node-list x)) cc)

10 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")

11 (cons :aspect 2.5))

12 :node-attrs (list

13 (cons :shape (lambda (n)

14 (if (string= "T" (string n)

15 :start2 0

16 :end2 1)

17 "box" "oval")))

18 (cons :style (constantly "filled"))

19 (cons :colorscheme

20 (constantly brewer-color))

21 (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)

22 (+ 1 (gethash n ls))))

23 (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)

24 (if (<= label-break

25 (gethash n ls))

26 1 "\black")))))))

Listing S12. Conditionally plot the Figure 6 graph picture.

Investigation of Lapakahi Detailed Study Area

This section presents the data used to model relative chronological relationships in the Lapakahi detailed

study area and the source code used to plot a graph picture of the model.
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Relative Chronological Relationships at Lapakahi

Table S9 holds information about the relative chronological relationships of agricultural walls and trails

in the Lapakahi detailed study area. This information was used to model the structure and growth of

the field system. The first two columns hold the labels of the Older and Younger features. The third

column, Source, indicates whether the observation that established the relative chronological relationship

was made on the plane-table map of the detailed study area (see the file lapakahi-dsa-map.png) or on

Google Earth imagery. This column also includes a date stamp when the information was checked prior

to finalizing the model for analysis and publication. Labels assigned to the agricultural walls and trails

are shown on the map lapakahi-dsa-final.kmz.

Table S9. Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Lapakahi.

Older Younger Source

IIIb W053 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W064 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W066 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W069 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W090 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W099 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W117 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIb W126 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

IIIc W038 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W040 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W041 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W042 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W043 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W044 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W045 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W046 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W048 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W053 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W054 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W055 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W056 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W057 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

IIIc W060 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W061 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W063 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W064 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W065 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W066 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W067 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W069 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W070 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W071 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W072 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W073 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W075 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W076 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W082 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W083 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W085 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W088 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W089 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W090 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W091 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W092 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W093 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W094 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W095 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W096 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W097 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W098 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W099 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W100 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W101 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W102 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W103 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W105 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

IIIc W106 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W108 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W109 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W110 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W112 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W113 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W114 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W115 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W117 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W118 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W119 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W123 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W124 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W125 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W126 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W127 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W128 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W129 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W132 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W133 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W134 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W137 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W139 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W140 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W142 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W145 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W147 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W149 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W151 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W152 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W153 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W154 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W158 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W162 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

IIIc W161 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W163 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W164 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W167 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W168 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W170 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W171 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W172 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W174 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W175 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W176 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W177 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W179 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W180 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W182 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W183 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W189 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W191 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W192 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W194 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W195 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W196 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W197 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W198 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W199 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W200 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W201 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W203 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W204 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W205 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W206 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W207 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W208 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W209 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

IIIc W210 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W211 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W215 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W216 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W217 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W218 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W219 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W220 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W221 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W222 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W223 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W225 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IIIc W239 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

IVd W051 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVd W059 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W052 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W078 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W079 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W081 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W083 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W084 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W087 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W110 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W111 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W142 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W143 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVe W085 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

IVe W237 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

IVe W076 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

IVe W239 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

IVg W189 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVh W173 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVh W235 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVh W181 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

IVh W184 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

IVi W200 Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

Va W035 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Va W038 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Va W044 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Va W061 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Va W067 map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Va W046 map [2013-12-03 Tue]

VIa W237 map [2013-12-16 Mon]

W018 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W019 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W020 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W021 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W022 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W023 IVa Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W027 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W028 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W029 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W032 IVc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W032 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W034 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W036 IVb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W037 Va map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W039 Va map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W039 IVc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W042 Va map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W042 IVc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W043 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W045 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W047 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W048 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W049 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W055 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W057 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W058 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W058 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W060 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W062 IVd map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W062 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W063 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W065 Va map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W068 IVd map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W070 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W071 Va map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W072 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W075 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W077 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W077 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W078 VIa map [2013-12-04 Wed]

W079 VIa map [2013-12-04 Wed]

W080 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W080 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W080 VIa map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W080 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W082 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W084 VIa map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W088 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W088 VIa map [2013-12-03 Tue]

W089 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W091 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W091 VIa map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W092 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W093 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W094 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W095 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W096 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W097 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W098 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W100 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W102 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W102 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W104 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W104 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W107 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W108 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W109 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W113 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W113 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W114 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W116 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W118 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W119 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W120 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W120 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W120 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W120 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W121 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W122 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W122 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W122 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W122 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W123 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W124 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W124 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W125 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W127 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W128 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W128 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W129 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W130 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W132 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W133 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W134 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W135 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W135 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W135 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W137 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W137 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W139 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W140 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W140 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W144 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W147 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W149 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W151 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W155 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W155 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W157 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W157 IVe map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W158 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W159 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W159 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W160 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W160 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W160 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W160 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W162 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W163 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W163 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W165 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W165 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W165 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W166 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W166 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W168 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W168 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W168 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W168 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W169 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W171 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W171 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W171 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W171 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W172 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W174 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W174 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W176 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W177 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W177 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W177 IVf Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W178 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W179 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W180 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W182 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W183 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W186 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W186 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W186 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W187 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W187 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W187 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W188 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W188 IVg map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W188 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W190 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W190 IVk map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W190 IVj map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W190 IIIb Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W191 IVk map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W191 IVj map [2013-12-02 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S9 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W193 IVk map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W193 IVj map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W194 IVk map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W194 IVj map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W201 IVi Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W212 IVi Google Earth [2013-12-03 Tue]

W213 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W214 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W224 IIIc map [2013-12-02 Mon]

W236 IVh map [2013-12-02 Mon]

Plot a Graph of the Lapakahi Detailed Study Area

Listing S13 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

In addition to the header arguments used for other source code blocks, the argument :var components is

used to toggle marking of subgraphs (Table S10). Three of these, at Lines 1 (Listing S3), 2 (Listing S4),

and 4 (Listing S6), refer to code chunks that were used to plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot the

directed graph of the Lapakahi detailed study area is different.

Table S10. Arguments passed to the source code block in Listing S13.

Argument Value

:var arcs an Org mode table of nodes where the first two columns are “Older” and “Younger”
:var out-file a string holding the name of the output file name with suffix, e.g. “file.dot”
:var brewer-color a string that specifies a ColorBrewer palette
:var label-break an integer that specifies the lowest level to label in white, rather than black
:var components an Emacs-lisp function that returns a boolean value
:dir a path where the code will run and write its output

1 (let

2 <<declare-local-vars>>

3 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

4 <<conditionally-plot-lapakahi>>

5 <<return-value>>)

Listing S13. Noweb syntax for the Lapakahi source code block.

http://www.graphviz.org/content/color-names#brewer
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There are two steps needed to plot the directed graph of the Lapakahi detailed study area. First,

because the trails were treated as segments, they need to be merged to construct archaeologically mean-

ingful unilaterally connected subgraphs (Line 3). Once this is accomplished, then the dot code can be

generated in the usual way (Line 4). Because the subgraphs are held in a local variable, Lines 3 and 4

are nested within a (let) special operator. All of this is nested in an (unless) macro so the code only

executes if no cycles were encountered.

1 (unless rejected

2 (let

3 <<lapakahi-subgraphs>>

4 <<plot-lapakahi-graph>>

5 ))

Listing S14. Conditionally plot the Lapakahi graph picture.

The source code block to identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Lapakahi (Listing S15) calls

the connected-component function from the graph.lisp library, which returns a list of all the nodes

reachable from a given node. The nodes are five trail segments that, together, reach all of the level 2 and

higher agricultural walls in the detailed study area. These include four early trail segments—IVA, IVD,

IVB, and IIIC—along with trail segment VIA, which appears to be late but is not connected to another

trail.
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1 ((p-levels (levels graph))

2 (p-comps (list (connected-component

3 graph

4 (read-from-string "IVA")

5 :type :unilateral)

6 (connected-component

7 graph

8 (read-from-string "IVD")

9 :type :unilateral)

10 (connected-component

11 graph

12 (read-from-string "IVB")

13 :type :unilateral)

14 (connected-component

15 graph

16 (read-from-string "VIA")

17 :type :unilateral)

18 (connected-component

19 graph

20 (read-from-string "IIIC")

21 :type :unilateral))))

Listing S15. Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Lapakahi.

The source code block to plot the Lapakahi detailed study area graph picture (Listing S16) is similar

to the source code block used to plot Figure 6 (Listing S12), except that, for aesthetic reasons, it sets an

edge attribute to render arcs in gray, instead of black.
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1 (to-dot-file graph out-file

2 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "gray97")

3 (cons :aspect 2.5))

4 :edge-attrs (list (cons :color (constantly "grey")))

5 :node-attrs (list

6 (cons :colorscheme (constantly brewer-color))

7 (cons :fillcolor (lambda (n)

8 (+ 1 (gethash n p-levels))))

9 (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)

10 (if (<= label-break

11 (gethash n p-levels))

12 1 "\black")))

13 (cons :shape (lambda (n)

14 (if (string= "W" (string n)

15 :start2 0

16 :end2 1)

17 "oval" "box")))

18 (cons :style (constantly "filled")))

19 :subgraphs (and components

20 (mapcar (lambda (x)

21 (graph-dot:make-subgraph

22 :attributes ’(("color" . "red")

23 ("label" . "" ))

24 :node-list x)) p-comps)))

Listing S16. Plot the Lapakahi detailed study area graph picture.

Investigation of Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina Detailed Study Area

This section presents the data used to model relative chronological relationships in the Kahua 1 and

Pāhinahina detailed study area and the source code used to plot a graph picture of the model.

Relative Chronological Relationships at Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina

Table S11 holds information about the relative chronological relationships of features in the Kahua 1 and

Pāhinahina detailed study area. This information was used to model the structure and growth of the field
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system. The first two columns hold the labels of the Older and Younger features. The third column,

Source, indicates whether the observation that established the relative chronological relationship was

made on the field system map [7] or with information provided by Thegn Ladefoged in email correspon-

dence. This column also includes a date stamp when the information was checked prior to finalizing the

model for analysis and publication. Labels assigned to the agricultural walls and trails are shown on the

map kahua-dsa-final.kmz.

Table S11. Chronological relationships in the detailed study area at Kahua 1 and
Pāhinahina.

Older Younger Source

T001 W001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W008 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W009 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W022 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W025 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W026 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W027 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W028 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W029 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W030 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W031 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W032 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W033 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W034 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T001 W035 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W002 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W011 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W012 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W013 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W014 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W015 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W016 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W017 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S11 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

T002 W018 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W027 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W028 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W033 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W036 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W037 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W040 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W041 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W043 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W044 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W046 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W048 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W049 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W050 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W103 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W104 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W105 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T002 W106 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W036 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W037 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W038 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W039 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W042 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W043 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W044 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W045 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W046 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W047 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W053 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W054 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W055 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T003 W056 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W053 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W058 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S11 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

T004 W060 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W067 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W069 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W072 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T004 W073 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W058 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W064 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W067 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W068 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W069 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W070 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T005 W071 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W057 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W060 email [2013-03-25 Mon]

T006 W062 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W063 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W066 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W071 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W074 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W075 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W081 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W082 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W083 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W088 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W089 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W090 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W091 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W093 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W097 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W098 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W099 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W101 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W102 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

T006 W108 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S11 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

T006 W111 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W002 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W003 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W004 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W007 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W007 T002 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W010 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W011 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W012 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W013 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W014 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W015 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W016 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W017 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W018 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W019 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W019 T002 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W019 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W020 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W020 T002 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W020 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W021 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W021 T002 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W021 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W023 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W024 T001 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W048 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W049 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W050 T003 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W057 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W059 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W060 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W063 T004 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W063 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

continued on next page . . .
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. . . Table S11 continued from previous page

Older Younger Source

W066 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W072 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W075 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W076 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W076 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W077 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W077 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W078 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W078 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W079 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W080 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W084 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W084 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W084 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W084 T007 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W085 T005 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W085 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

W087 T006 map [2013-11-04 Mon]

Plot a Graph of the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina Study Area

Listing S17 includes four noweb-style code chunks nested within a Common Lisp (let) special operator.

The header arguments are described in Table S10. Three of these, at Lines 1 (Listing S3), 2 (Listing S4),

and 4 (Listing S6), refer to code chunks that were used to plot Figure 3. Only the code to plot the

directed graph of the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina detailed study area (Line 4) is different.

1 (let

2 <<declare-local-vars>>

3 <<add-arcs-to-graph>>

4 <<conditionally-plot-kahua>>

5 <<return-value>>)

Listing S17. Noweb syntax for the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina source code block.
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There are two steps needed to plot the directed graph of the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina detailed study

area. First, subgraphs of the nodes reachable from the earliest trails are defined (Line 3). Once this is

accomplished, then the dot code can be generated in the usual way (Line 4). Because the subgraphs are

held in a local variable, Lines 3 and 4 are nested within a (let) special operator. All of this is nested in

an (unless) macro so the code only executes if no cycles were encountered.

1 (unless rejected

2 (let

3 <<kahua-subgraphs>>

4 <<plot-kahua-graph>>

5 ))

Listing S18. Conditionally plot the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina graph picture.

The source code block to identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina (List-

ing S19) calls the connected-component function from the graph.lisp library, which returns a list of

all the nodes reachable from a given node. The nodes are the two early trails, T002 and T006.

1 ((dsa-levels (levels graph))

2 (dsa-comps (and components

3 (list

4 (connected-component

5 graph

6 (read-from-string "T002")

7 :type :unilateral)

8 (connected-component

9 graph

10 (read-from-string "T006")

11 :type :unilateral)))))

Listing S19. Identify unilaterally connected subgraphs at Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina.

The source code block to plot the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina detailed study area graph picture (List-

ing S20) is similar to the source code block used to plot Figure 6 (Listing S12), except that, for aesthetic

reasons, it sets an edge attribute to render arcs in gray, instead of black.
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1 (to-dot-file graph out-file

2 :attributes (list (cons :bgcolor "white")

3 (cons :aspect 2.5))

4 :edge-attrs (list (cons :color (constantly "grey")))

5 :node-attrs (list

6 (cons :colorscheme

7 (constantly brewer-color))

8 (cons :fillcolor

9 (lambda (n)

10 (+ 1 (gethash n dsa-levels))))

11 (cons :fontcolor (lambda (n)

12 (if (<= label-break

13 (gethash n dsa-levels))

14 1 "\black")))

15 (cons :shape (lambda (n)

16 (if (string= "T" (string n)

17 :start2 0

18 :end2 1)

19 "box" "oval")))

20 (cons :style (constantly "filled")))

21 :subgraphs (and components

22 (mapcar (lambda (x)

23 (graph-dot:make-subgraph

24 :attributes ’(("color" . "red")

25 ("label" . "" ))

26 :node-list x)) dsa-comps)))

Listing S20. Plot the Kahua 1 and Pāhinahina detailed study area graph picture.
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